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P'-., -./,21*2/7-5,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,9!5- 2/*-$0),7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)Q -./, (12$5, 5.'(-/4
1*,(%L10%J&/,*%-'1*%&,715'-'1*'*+,'*,-./,+&1J%&,6/&4,4$/,-1,57/2'62,7/02/'L/4,21*4'-'1*5,%*4
2.%0%2-/0'5-'25,2/*-/0/4,01$*4,*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/,J),E/%*5,1(,/((10-5,J%5/4,1*,4'%&1+$/,10'/*-/4
























:'-'/5,E$5-,J/,%--0%2-'L/Q '*,104/0,-1,J/,L'5'J&/" @ 715'-'L/,2'-)C'E%+/,'5,%,4/2'5'L/,(%2-10,-1










1L/0,-./,P10&4Q /-2" I*,?-.,j$*/,9SSGQ -./,HP/4'5.,A*5-'-$-/]5,NSC)/%0CK$J'&//C21*(/0/*2/,P%5








E%0),P'-.,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2), (12$5/5,E%'*&),1*, -./,71&'-'2%&,10,4'7&1E%-'2,4'E/*5'1*, _/"+"
@E/0'2%`,g2(" =!Q 7" !GGh" @&-.1$+.,'-,.%5,J//*,%0+$/4,%*4,1$-&'*/4,-.%-,-./,21*2/7-5,*%-'1*
J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),J/5-,P10U,'*,-%*4/E,_B/&'55/*,9SSGQ 9SSVQ H;1*4',9SS?`Q *1
%--/E7-5,-1,-./10';/Q 21*2/7-$%&';/,%*4,%*%&);/,5$2.,%*,'*-/+0%-'L/,7/057/2-'L/,10,'E7&/E/*C
-%-'1*,1(,J1-.,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,_%5,P/&&,%5,'-5,0/&%-'1*,-1,7&%2/,J0%*4'*+`,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)







7" !Fh" B10/1L/0Q *1,21*-0'J$-'1*,'5,-1,J/,(1$*4,/L%&$%-'*+,4'52$05'L/,1$-21E/5,%*4,-./,Y$/5C
-'1*,1(,4'52$05'L/,7014$2-'L'-),1(,-./,21*2/7-5,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)" X$-
P./-./0,4/5'0/4,/3-/0*%&,/((/2-5,%5,4/520'J/4,%J1L/,_/"+" '*20/%5/4,2$&-$0/C21*5$E7-'1*`,P'&&
J/,%2.'/L/4,10,*1-,P1*]-,J/,E/%5$0/%J&/,/%0&'/0, -.%*,%-, &/%5-,1*/,4/2%4/,%(-/0, -./,71&'2)
































































%*4,%&&,7./*1E/*%, 5$J5$E/4,%*4,%(-/0, (1&&1P'*+, -.'5,7%0%4'+E%-'2,2.%*+/, _'*2&$4'*+, -./
/5-%J&'5.E/*-,1(,2$&-$0%&'5-'2,701+0%E5Q 2$&-$0%&, 5-$4'/5Q %*4,2$&-$0%&, 52'/*2/`,P'-.'*,512'%&
52'/*2/5,%*4,512'%&,70%2-'2/5,.%L/,%E1*+5-,%,0%*+/,1(,1-./0,1$-21E/5,0/5$&-/4,'*,'*20/%5'*+&)

















































_"""` T./,57/2'62'-),1(,7&%2/Q 1(,'-]5,P10U(102/Q -./,2.%0%2-/0,1(,'-]5,/*-0/70/*/$0'%&C



















&%-'1*,1(, '*(10E%-'1*Q %&&, (10E5,1(,21EE$*'2%-'1*, 'E%+/5Q /370/55'L/,5)EJ1&5Q 51$*45,%*4
*%00%-'L/5`, '*L/5-'+%-/5, -./, &'*U, -.01$+.,-./,P%)5, '*,P.'2.,/21*1E'2,&'(/, '5, '-5/&(,J/21E'*+
2$&-$0%&,%*4,%/5-./-'2';/4" \a21*1E'/5,1(,5'+*5,%*4,57%2/],%0/,4/6*/4,%5,%*,$*(1&4'*+,701C
2/55,P./0/,\512'%&,5-0$2-$0/5Q *%-'1*%&,'*,5217/Q %0/,J/'*+,4'57&%2/4,J),_"""` +&1J%&,'*(10E%-'1*
%*4,21EE$*'2%-'1*, _A z,:` 5-0$2-$0/5], g?NQ 7" =S=h,%*4, -.$5,%5, -./,21*4'-'1*5,1(,21+*'-'L/
%*4,%/5-./-'2,0/^/3'L'-),0/57/2-'L/&),g?NQ 7" Vh" @+%'*5-,-./,J%2U+01$*4,1(,/E7.%5';'*+,-./
4/5'+*C'*-/*5/*/55,1(,7014$2-'1*,'*,2$&-$0/,'*4$5-0'/5Q -./,%$-.105,5$++/5-,%,5/21*4Q %/5-./-'2
4'E/*5'1*,-1,'*(10E%-'1*,%*4,21EE$*'2%-'1*,5-0$2-$0/5,O,-./,^1P5,1(,%/5-./-'2,5)EJ1&5,_*1-




'*L1&L/4,'*,5/&(C21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,'4/*-'-)],g?NQ 7" N!h" b%5.]5,%*4,f00)]5,1L/0%&&,%0+$E/*-,'5,-./
5'+*'62%*2/,%*4,-0%*5(10E%-'L/,71P/0,1(,21*5$E/0C5/0L'2/5,%5,7%0-'2$&%0&),5)EJ1&C&%4/*,g?NQ
7" ?h" @*1-./0,%57/2-,/E7.%5';/4,J),-./,%$-.105,'5,-./,'*20/%5'*+,'E710-%*2/,1(,-0%L/&,%*4
B "0-%$4/-C(&*-$-3/D-2/%/#$)-/A$45)/&E F(&+%/&&-'()*(#/6 50)+*+'$)-'()*(#/6 /@/#,.$,75#$'*+'/&7'()*(#/6 '()*(#/
03- )/$#%+%26 D0#G+%2-'()*(#/6 505()$#-'()*(#/&-&'05/&6 )$%2($2/-'()*(#/6 *#$%&'()*(#$)- +&&(/&6 *#$.+*+0%&- +%




















0/5/%02., -17'25,%-,.%*4, _/"+" 51(-,71P/0`" A*,/3%E'*'*+, -./,5)EJ1&'2,71&'-'25, _5-0%-/+'/5,1(
















7&%2/C'E%+/5],g2(" b%5.,%*4,f00),0/(/00'*+,-1,H.'/&45,_!FF!`D =20<%&)"#)$@%)90.,(#D b1*41*Q
M1$-&/4+/ ?NQ 7" =S=h,Z$/,-1,-./,40%E%-'2%&&),2.%*+/4,0/Y$'0/E/*-5,%*4,7155'J'&'-'/5,1(,21EC
















%*%&)5'5, 1(, -.'5, -./5'5], -17'25D -./, /&%J10%-'1*, 1(, %, *1L/&, 0/5/%02., %7701%2., -1, 21*-/E71C
0%0),4'52$05'L/,7012/55/5,1*,*%-'1*%&,'E%+/,%*4,'4/*-'-),'*,-./,57/2'62,21*-/3-5,1(,-./,21*C
2/7-5,1(,&'(/5-)&/C,%*4,2$&-$0/C57%2/CJ%5/4,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,701E1-'1*,%*4,%22$E$&%-'1*,%*4
-./0/-1, 'EE%*/*-,4/-/0E'*%*-5,1(,4'5-'*2-'L/*/55,%*4,21E7/-'-'L/*/55" T.'5, 0/5/%02., -%U/5
7&%2/,P'-.'*,%,(0%E/P10U,1(,-./,-0'%4,'*-/0*%-'1*%&,0/&%-'1*5Q '*-/02$&-$0%&,21EE$*'2%-'1*,%*4
5)EJ1&'2,71&'-'25,0/(/00'*+,-1,-./,'*-/00/&%-/4,210/,(%2-105,E/4'%C0/L1&$-'1*,%*4,+&1J%&';%-'1*C
'*4$2/4, &12%&C, R7&%2/C0/&%-/4, 4/L/&17E/*-5" d'-.'*, -.'5, +/*/0%&, 715'-'1*'*+, -./, 0/5/%02.




E%2),P'-.'*,:AB %0/,5$++/5-/4, -1,J/,4'5-'*2-'1*R$*'Y$/*/55C,%*4,0/&%-'1*CE%*%+/E/*-, 0/C










'5,0/'*(102/4,J),-./'0,2$&-$0/Q L%&$/5,%*4,71&'2'/5],gF=Q 7" <h" T./,J01%4/0,6/&4,%*4,'E7%2-,1(
-./,:ABC%7701%2.,2%*,J/,/EJ0%2/4,J),(12$5'*+,1*,%,2$&-$0%&C52'/*-'62,7/057/2-'L/Q -.%-,'5Q
21*-/5-%-'1*5,1L/0,E/%*'*+" @5,%&51,H;1*4',%0+$/4,'*,-./,21*-/3-,1(,4'52$55'*+,4'((/0/*-,(10E5
%*4,$*4/05-%*4'*+5,1(,71P/0Q \'*-/0*%-'1*%&, 0/&%-'1*5,%0/,%,5-0$++&/,*1-,1*&), (10,71P/0,J$-
(10,E/%*'*+,%5,P/&&,P'-.1$-,P.'2.,71P/0,O,51(-Q .%04,10,5E%0-,O,E%),J/21E/,E/%*'*+&/55]
g!9?Q 7" ?h" T./,5-0$++&/,1L/0,715'-'1*'*+,P'-.'*, -./,+&1J%&,6/&4, '*2&$4/5, -./,5-0$++&/,1L/0
E/%*'*+Q P.'2.,'5,E%4/,/L'4/*-,'*,-.'5,-./5'5" @ 7014$2-'L/,%*4,'**1L%-'L/,P%),1(,0/5/%02.,'5
70/5/*-/4Q E%U'*+,-./,21*2/7-5,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),-./E5/&L/5,%22/55'C
J&/,-1,2$&-$0%&,52'/*2/,%*4,-$0*'*+,-./,'55$/,1(,E/%5$0/E/*-,%*4,1$-21E/5,(01E,-./,70/5/*-












$&-30#-+%&*$%'/-S'()*(#/-$&-$-D10)/-D$,-03-)+3/T6 S'0440%-'()*(#/T6 0#-S&*#('*(#/-03-3//)+%2T< U0#-')0&/#-#/$.+%2

















4'521$05/,%*%&)5'5, _c/&&/0,/-"%&"`" @5,%E1*+5-,1-./05,H/P/&&,1$-&'*/4Q \'-, '5, 'E710-%*-, -1, 0/C
E/EJ/0,-.%-,2$&-$0%&,70%2-'2/,'5,21*2/*-0%-/4,'*,%*4,%01$*4,71P/0($&,'*5-'-$-'1*%&,*14/5,O
'*2&$4'*+,0/&'+'1*Q 21EE$*'2%-'1*, '*,E/4'%Q J$5'*/55,210710%-'1*5,%*4,E15-,57/2-%2$&%0&)













A*, -./,21*-/3-,1(, -./,/E7&1)E/*-,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2), '-, '5, 'E710-%*-
-1,*1-/,/57/2'%&&),-P1,%57/2-5D T./,/E7.%5'5,1*,4'5-'*2-'L/*/55,/37/2-/4,-1,20/%-/,$*'Y$/C
*/55,%*4,-./,/((10-,-1,+/*/0%-/,%*4,2$&-'L%-/,-./5/,4/-/0E'*%*-5,1(,4'5-'*2-'L/*/55,'*,21*5'5C
-/*2),P'-.,7%0-'2$&%0,'E%+/5,1(,-./,7&%2/,'*,Y$/5-'1*,g2(" ?NQ 7" =S=h" T./,/((10-5,-1,'*20/%5/
-./,21E7/-'-'L/*/55,1(,7&%2/5,%*4,-./'0,5)EJ1&'2,57%2/5,0/57/2-'L/&),+1,.%*4,'*,.%*4,P'-.
+&1J%&';%-'1*C'*4$2/4, (%2-105D \_{`, &12%&, 21E7/-'-'L/*/55, 1(, 7&%2/,7%0-&), 5-/E5, (01E,+&1JC
%&';%-'1*Q (01E, -'E/C57%2/,21E70/55'1*,1(,2%7'-%&,%*4, -0%L/&Q P.'2., (102/5,E%*),7&%2/5, -1
















%J&/, -1, '*L/5-'+%-/, -./5/, '55$/5,J),2$&-$0%&C52'/*-'62,E/-.145,%-,70/5/*-" T.'5, '5, 0/+0/--%J&/
5'*2/,%,.$+/, 0%*+/,1(, 2$&-$0%&C, %*4, 512'%&C52'/*-'62,21*2/7-5, %*4,%7701%2./5,2%*,701L'4/
L%&$%J&/, '*5'+.-5,%*4, (0/5., 'E7$&5/5" @*4,L'2/,L/05%Q -./5/,21*2/7-5,21*5-'-$-/,*1L/&,%*4
2.%&&/*+'*+,0/5/%02.,Y$/5-'1*5,-1,E%*),2/*-0%&,2$&-$0%&,52'/*-'62,21*2/7-5Q '*2&$4'*+,-./,1JC
L'1$5,1*/5,%5,2%*1*';%-'1*,1(,2$&-$0/,%*4,2$&-$0%&,%221E7&'5.E/*-5Q 4'52$05'L/,21*5-0$2-'1*5
'*,+/*/0%&,%*4,-./,1*/5,1(, _*%-'1*%&,%*4,0/+'1*%&`, '4/*-'-),%*4,'E%+/,'*,7%0-'2$&%0Q 2$&-$0%&





































-%U'*+,7&%2/, %+%'*5-, -./,J%2U+01$*4,1(, 0%7'4&), 2.%*+'*+, 512'1C2$&-$0%&, 21*4'-'1*5, %*4, -./

















































T./, /&%J10%-'1*, 1(, -.'5, 4'55/0-%-'1*, .%5, .%4, -1, -%U/, '*, %221$*-, 5/L/0%&, &'E'-%-'1*5, 1(, J1-.






























.%5, 0/5$&-/4, '*,2.%*+/5, (01E,4'521$05/C%*%&)5'5, (12$5/4,1*,5-0%-/+), (10E$&%-'1*,%*4, '*'-'%&
/&/2-01*'2,E%-/0'%&,-1,4'521$05/C%*%&)5'5,1(,-./,'E7&/E/*-%-'1*,J),E/%*5,1(,-./,/EJ0%2/E/*-




























X/(10/,4'52$55'*+,E/-.141&1+'2%&, 21*5'4/0%-'1*5Q -./, 0/%4/0,P'&&, J/,701L'4/4,P'-., %, 5.10-
4'5%EJ'+$%-'1*,%J1$-,-./,210/,21*2/7-5,1(,-.'5,-./5'5,51,%5,-1,/*%J&/,%*,'*-014$2-'1*,-1,-./
E%'*,21*2/0*5,1(,-./,4'55/0-%-'1*,%-,.%*4" T./5/,-/0E5,10,21*2/7-5,0/57/2-'L/&),%0/,21E7/-C
'-'L/,'4/*-'-),E%*%+/E/*-,_:AB`Q,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&Q E/*-%&,E%77'*+Q 7&%2/,J0%*4'*+Q *%-'1*
J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)"




%221E7&'5./4, 1$-21E/5, 1(, -./5/, /((10-5, %0/, 21*2/7-$%&';/4, %5, 7$J&'2C71&'2)CJ%5/4,E/*-%&
E%75" a((10-5, '*,20/%-'*+,21E7/-'-'L/,%4L%*-%+/5,J),E/%*5,1(, 5-0%-/+'/5,1(,4'5-'*2-'1*Q %$C
-./*-'62%-'1*Q %*4,E/E10';%-'1*,P'-.'*,-./,(0%E/P10U,1(,2$&-$0%&';%-'1*,%*4,%/5-./-'2';%-'1*
%0/,5$++/5-/4,-1,J/,210/,%57/2-5,P'-.'*,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,%22$E$&%-'1*,%*4,701E1-'1*,:AB"

















Y$/5-'1*, '5,P.'2.,E/55%+/5, %0/, 5/*-,$*4/0,P.'2.,2'02$E5-%*2/5Q P.1, 0/2/'L/5
-./E,%*4,.1P,%0/,-./,E/55%+/5,'*-/070/-/4,g=!Q 7" !GGh
@ 21*20/-/, %--/E7-, -1, 4/6*/,*%-'1*,J0%*4_'*+`, /3'5-5, 1*&), 5'*2/,9SS?, '*, -./, J11U K0$("#
L.0#7(#,: !"#<%4$&I 6&&-%&I =.0<$(<% J),c/'-.,Z'**'/,g9=h" @ *%-'1*CJ0%*4,'5,4/6*/4,%5,51E/C
-.'*+,-.%-,4/5'+*%-/5,-./,J0%*4,1(,-./,21$*-0)Q 5-%-/,10,*%-'1*,'*,Y$/5-'1*,%*4,%5,\-./,$*'Y$/Q
E$&-'C4'E/*5'1*%&,J&/*4,1(,/&/E/*-5,-.%-,701L'4/,-./,*%-'1*,P'-.,2$&-$0%&&),+01$*4/4,4'((/0C






















21,17/0%-'1*5Q -0$5-,/-2" T./,/EJ/44'*+,1(,:AB '*,%22$E$&%-'*+,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,40%P'*+
1*,X1$04'/$]5,5/E'*%&,P10U,%*4,0/5/%02.,701L'4'*+,%417-'1*5,1(,X1$04'/$]5,2/*-0%&,21*2/7-5
_/"+" Z'%;CX1*/Q P.1,/&%J10%-/4,%,4'521$05/C-./10/-'2%&,/3-/*5'1*,1(,X1$04'/$]5, -./10),1(
4'5-'*2-'1*`,701L'4/,20$2'%&,%*%&)-'2%&,%7701%2./5" @417-'*+,X1$04'/$]5,21*2/7-5,/*%J&/5,-./
21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*,1(,%22$E$&%-/4,70/5-'+/Q 0/21+*'-'1*,%*4,%22/7-%*2/,%22104/4,-1,2/0-%'*







'*-/0/5-,'*2&$4'*+,70/5$E7-'1*5,21*2/0*'*+,-./,%55/-5Q 5U'&&5Q /-2" 1(,-./,21&&/2-'L/,2$&-$0/,10
























































57/2'62,7/02/7-$%&,52./E%5,(10,5//'*+,512'/-)],g2(" !9=Q 7" !F9hQ %*4,/E7.%5';'*+,-/2.*1&1+)]5
5'+*'62%*2/,%5,0/+%045,2$&-$0/,%*4,E%55,E/4'%" T./,E/-.141&1+'2%&,/&%J10%-'1*,'5,10'/*-/4,%-
-./,7/057/2-'L/,1(,-./,'*-/+0%-'L/,2$&-$0%&C52'/*-'62,%7701%2.,_W$/**'*+,/-" %&"Q i/77Rd'*-/0Q
%*4,c/&&/0`,gGVQ V?Q VNQ V=Q ?SQ !S=h,E/0+'*+,(01E,-./,52'/*-'62,70/122$7%-'1*,P'-.,-./,2$&-$0%&
-$0*Q 0/5$&-'*+,'*,-./,/E7.%5'5,1*,-./,/&%J10%-'1*,1(,*1L/&,0/5/%02.,7/057/2-'L/5,J),'*-/04'5C
2'7&'*%0),%7701%2./5Q /2&/2-'2,%417-'1*,1(,E/-.145,g2(" NQ 7" !?h,H2.P/&&'*+ g2(" !!FQ 7" 9=hQ
%*4,-0%L/&&'*+,21*2/7-5,RE'*'C-./10'/5,_X%& g?h`" A*,-.'5,-./5'5Q -./,2$&-$0%&,-$0*,'5,$*4/05-114
%5,%,0/5/%02.,7%0%4'+E,-.%-,.%5,4/L/&17/4,(01E,-./,20'-'2%&,/*.%*2/E/*-5,1(, -./,&'*+$'5-'2















2$&-$0/C%*%&)5'5,gG9Q 7" !Sh" T./'0,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*,40%P5,1*,H",i%&&]5,P10U,P.'2.,4/6*/5,-./
2.%0%2-/0'5-'25,1(,2$&-$0%&,5-$4'/5,%5,J/'*+,10'/*-/4,-1P%045,71&'-'2%&,Y$/5-'1*5,'*,-./,J01%4/5-










O >&-$40%2&*-0*1/#&-./5+'*/.-F,-^/#%.*\_Y*`-/*< $)<6 '()*(#$)7*(#%-+%30#4/.-#/&/$#'1-+&-/&5/'+$)),-&(+*$F)/-30#











71&'-'2%&,52'/*2/Q 512'1&1+),%*4,+/1+0%7.),gG9Q 77" !SC!!h" M/5/%02.,J%5/4,1*,5$2.,2$&-$0/
%*%&)5'5C21*2/7-5, (12$5/5, (10/E15-,1*,717$&%0,E/4'%,J/2%$5/,1(, -./,7/057/2-'L/,1*,E/4'%
%5,\&12%&'-'/5,1(,*/+1-'%-'1*5,1*,0/%&'-)C4/6*'-'1*5],gG9Q 7" !!h" >&1J%&,B/4'%,%0/,-./0/J),*1-
$*4/05-114,%5,%*-'714%&, -1, &12%&, &'(/,P10&45Q J$-, '-,.%5, -1,J/, '*L/5-'+%-/4,P.'2., 5-%-$5, -./
'*20/%5'*+,/3715$0/,%*4,70/5/*2/,1(,2$&-$0%&,70%2-'2/5,'*,E/4'%,.%5,1*,-./,*/+1-'%-'1*5,1*
21*-/E710%0),2%7%2'-'/5,1(,%2-'*+,gG9Q 7" !9h" :$&-$0%&C52'/*-'62,E/4'%C%*%&)5'5,%22104'*+,-1
i/77,/-"%&" g<?Q GSh,E%-2./5,P'-.,-./,J%5'2,%55$E7-'1*,1(,E%55,E/4'%,$*4/05-114,%5,\P%)5
1(,5/&/2-'1*Q 104/0Q E/E10';'*+Q 10+%*';%-'1*Q _%*4,E/4'%,%5,-0%*5E'55'1*5,'*5-0$E/*-5,1(,*%0C
0%-'L/5Q 5)EJ1&5,%*4,P10&4,1(,'E%+/5],g99Q 7" Vh" A*,P.'2.,P%),2$&-$0%&,5-$4'/5,($0-./0E10/
%0/,4/6*/4,%*4,$5/4,'*,/L/0),57/2'62,0/5/%02.,701K/2-,2%*,1*&),J/,4/-/0E'*/4,J),%*,/&%JC
10%-'1*,1(,%*,%7701%2.,1*, 0/5/%02.'*+, _2%0-1+0%7./4,%*4, 0/21*5-0$2-/4`, 0/&%-'1*5,J/-P//*
































-./5/,6/&45,%0/,(10,'*5-%*2/,717$&%0,2$&-$0/Q -1$0'5EQ 0/5/%02.,%*4,/4$2%-'1*Q J$5'*/55Q /3710-5









'5,J%5/4,1*, '*-/0*%-'1*%&,%2-'*+, -.%-, '5,%,7014$2-,1(, '*4'L'4$%&,10,21&&/2-'L/, '*-/*-'1*5, -.%-
%0/,-./E5/&L/5,512'/-%&&),21'*/4,%*4,-./,512'1C5-0$2-$0%&,7155'J'&'-'/5,1(,-./'0,0/%&';%-'1*,0/&%-/
-1,-./,715'-'1*,.1&4/0,P'-.,'*5-'-$-'1*%&,%2-'1*,&//P%)5,_71P/0C71-/*-'%&5`,g2(" GNQ 7" !<9h" A*
-.'5,21*-/3-,7&%2/5,%0/,*/-P10U5,1(,0/2'7012%&,'*-/04/7/*4/*2'/5,%*4,J1*4'*+Q E%U'*+,7&%2/5
0/&/L%*-,%5,0/&%-'1*%&,21*2/7-5,g2(" GNQ 7" !<9h" [%55&/0,%&51,/E7.%5';/5,57%2/,%5,%,0/&%-'1*%&
'4/%,'*,.'5,1$-&'*/,1*,-./,21*2/7-,1(,57%2/,%*4,'-5,($*2-'1*5,-1,$*4/05-%*4'*+,57%-'%&,E14/&C
'*+,_21EE$*'2%-'L/C21+*'-'L/,21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,*1*C*%-$0%&,57%2/`,g=9Q 77" !F<C!FNh" [%55&/0]5
%7701%2.,'5,5$++/5-/4,-1,21*5-'-$-/,%*,'E710-%*-,5-%0-'*+,71'*-,-1,%*%&);/,/&/2-01*'2%&&),4/C




1(,$-'&';%-'1*,g=9Q 7" !?Fh" T.'5,20155C&'*U'*+,1(,1*&'*/,%*4,1(^'*/C%57/2-5,'*-/0&'*U/4,21*-/3-5
_/"+" (10E5,1(,71P/0`,0/5$&-5,'*,-./,7014$2-'1*,1(,E/*-%&,E%75g=9Q 7" !FSh" T./5/,%7701%2./5
E/0+/4,P'-.'*,-./,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*,1(,E/*-%&,E%77'*+,/*%J&/,-1,%*%&);/,'*5-'-$-'1*%&';/4
&12%&,%0/%,*/-P10U5,1(,5-%U/.1&4/05,%&&12%-'*+,%*4,$-'&';'*+,(10E5,1(,71P/0,%*4,2%7'-%&,_51(-















































%0/,5Y$//;/4,J/-P//*,+&1J%&,%*4,&12%&,7012/55/5,g?NQ 7" =S!hQ */P,P%)5,%*4,E14/5,1(,17/0C
%-'1*,*//4,-1,J/,(1$*4" @5,-./,+1L/0*E/*-%&,E1*171&';%-'1*,1(,'*(10E%-'1*,%*4,U*1P&/4+/











g?NQ 7" =S!h" T.'5,%0+$E/*-,'5,%&51,5-0/55/4,%*4,4/L/&17/4,J),Z",i%0L/)Q P.1,1$-&'*/5,\-'E/C
57%2/C21E70/55'1*],%5,-./,U/),7012/55,%((/2-'*+,2$&-$0%&,%*4,71&'-'2%&,2.%*+/" @22104'*+,-1
b%5.,%*4,f00)Q '-,'5,'*,7%0-'2$&%0,5'+*5,10,'E%+/5,P.'2.,E15-,/3/E7&'(),-'E/C57%2/,21E70/5C
5'1*D \@ P10&4P'4/,'*4$5-0),7014$2/5,%*4,E%0U/-5,'E%+/5Q *1-,1*&),(10,7014$2-5Q J$-,%&51,(10
7/17&/Q +1L/0*E/*-5Q 7&%2/5Q $*'L/05'-'/5,%*4,51,1*,_{`],g?NQ 7" =S9h" T./,0/C4/6*'-'1*,1(,-./
5)EJ1&'2,57%2/, '*, -/0E5,1(,2$&-$0/C57%2/, '*, -./,21*-/3-,1(,7014$2-'1*,%*4,21*5$E7-'1*,1(
7&%2/5,'5,-.$5,%*1-./0,2/*-0%&,21E71*/*-,%5,21*2/0*5,%*%&)-'2%&,21*5'4/0%-'1*5Q 5'*2/,7&%2/5












M/+%04'*+, -./, -./E%-'2, 21E7&/3,1(, -./, 21*5$E7-'1*,1(,7&%2/5Q +&1J%&';%-'1*,%*4,*%-'1*%&
2$&-$0/Q E%55,E/4'%,.%L/,-1,21*5-'-$-/,%,2/*-0%&,4'E/*5'1*,1(,%*%&)5'5Q 5'*2/,-./,+&1J%&,*/-C
P10U5,1(,21EE$*'2%-'1*,%*4,'*(10E%-'1*,.%L/,%,*$EJ/0,1(,20$2'%&,'E7&'2%-'1*5,g?NQ 7" =SGh"
T1,21*-/E710%0),2$&-$0%&, (10E5Q -./, 5)EJ1&'2, (10E5, -0%*5E'--/4,J), -./, -/2.*'2%&,E/4'%,1(














-1,L'5'-Q -1,'*L/5-,'*Q -1,5-$4)Q 0/5/%02.Q 10,P10U,'*Q /-2"`" T./,%L%'&%J&/,/&/E/*-5,1(,21&&/2-'L/




2/0*5,2$&-$0/, '*, -.'5, -./5'5,6*45,%*, 'E710-%*-, -./10/-'2%&, 5-%+'*+,71'*-, '*,b%5.]5,%*4,f00)]5
1$-&'*/,1(,%,20$2'%&,0/5$&-,(01E,-./,4/C-0%4'-'1*%&';%-'1*,1(,512'%&,&'(/Q P.'2.,0/5$&-5,'*,%,&/55/0








'*L1&L'*+,%,.$+/,0%+/,1(, &12%&,0/&%-'1*5.'75,_/21*1E'2%&Q 71&'-'2%&Q 2$&-$0%&Q /*L'01*E/*-%&`
g?NQ 7" =!9h" T./5/,7012/55/5,0%'5/,\L%0'1$5,Y$/5-'1*5,%J1$-, -./,L'%J'&'-),1(,*%-'1*%&'-),%*4





4'L'4$%&,%*4`,21&&/2-'L/,'4/*-'-),%*2.105g!SFQ 7" =Sh" @5,5)EJ1&'2,(10E5,%0/,-0%*5E'--/4,'*-1
21*-/E710%0),2$&-$0%&,(10E5,J),E/%*5,1(,/&/2-01*'2,E/4'%Q -./,0/5$&-5,%0/,-./,7014$2-'1*,1(






-1,T.1E751*,!FFSQ 7" 9N? ?NQ 77" =SNO=SVh"!<"
T.'5,-./5'5,%0+$/5,-.%-,-./,4/L/&17E/*-,1(,5$2.,*/P,21*2/7-5,%5,5-0%-/+'2,7&%2/,J0%*4'*+Q *%C
-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,9!5- 2/*-$0),7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),0/5$&-, (01E,-./5/,1$-&'*/4,21*4'-'1*5, -.%-
&/%4,-1,2.%*+'*+,7/057/2-'L/5,1*,*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/,21*2/7-5Q 1*,-./,5'+*'62%*2/,1(,'E%+/Q %*4



















5-0$2-$0/, '5,%*%&);/4,J), -./,%77&'2%-'1*,1(, -P1,/E7'0'2%&,%57/2-5, -.%-,%0/,5$++/5-/4, -1,2$&C
E'*%-/, '*, -./,4/L/&17E/*-,1(, &'(/C5-)&/CJ%5/4,2$&-$0/C57%2/5D 605-Q -./, &/L/&,1(, '*-/070/-'L/
7%--/0*5,_5-10),&'*/Q 7&1-`Q %*4,5/21*4Q -./,&/L/&,1(,4'521$05/C57/2'62,'*-/070/-%-'1*,0/7/0-1'0/5
_(0%E/5Q 52./E%-%`" >&1J%&';%-'1*C4/J%-/C'*4$2/4,(0%E'*+,%*4,01&/,1(,'4/%-'1*%&,(%2-105,0/C
+%04'*+,:ABCH:8z@JBB %0/,'&&$E'*%-/4,J),40%P'*+,1*,i%K/0Q M/'*,z,H2.m*Q %*4,i%),g<!Q
























7" VVh" T./5/,1L/0&%75,/*%J&/,5)EJ1&'2,$5%+/,%*4,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*Q (10,'*5-%*2/,%520'J'*+
57/2'62,E/%*'*+,-1,%0/%5Q 7/17&/,10,1JK/2-5,L'%,5-10)-/&&'*+" 8014$2-'1*,_%*4,21*5$E7-'1*`
-.$5,J/21E/,'*5-0$E/*-5,1(,/*(102'*+,U*1P&/4+/C104/05,1*,/+" &'L'*+Q -0%4'-'1*5Q %*4,51,(10-.


























>$$.0<$(#,)6#5%&$3%#$I 6#7-&$.8I 0#7)/"-.(&3)$")!($(%&I ;$0$%&)0#7)K0$("#& 7$J&'5./4,'*,!FF=Q






1*,7&%2/,J0%*4'*+D 90.O%$(#,)>&(0#)=20<%&: >$$.0<$(#,)6#5%&$3%#$I 6#7-&$.8)0#7)/"-.(&3)$"
!($(%&I ;$0$%&I 0#7)K0$("#& _c1-&/0,9SS9`" :1*2/0*'*+,-./,21$*-0)C1(,10'+'*C/((/2-Q /57/2'%&&)
W",8%7%4171$&15],%*4,b",i/5&17]5,P10U5,.%L/,J//*,1(,+0/%-,'E710-%*2/,C,E%'*&) R"%&)!"-#?
$.8)"*)S.(,(#)30$$%.T _!F?VQ 8%7%4171$&15Ri/57&17R@L&1*'-'5`Q =."7-<$)0#7)!"-#$.8)630,%&
_!FF=,8%7%4171$&15,%*4,i/5&17`Q %*4 !"-#$.8)QU-($8)0#7)!"-#$.8)L.0#7(#,: =."12%3&)0#7
=."&4%<$& _9SS9Q 8%7%41$71&15`" T./, &%5-,*%E/4,7$J&'2%-'1*, '5,%*,%0-'2&/,7$J&'5./4, '*, -./
99
CDND 9%$@"7(<02)<"#&(7%.0$("#&)0#7)(#$."7-<$("#)$")$@%)0#028$(<02)<"#<%4$-02(A0$("#
j1$0*%&,1(,J0%*4,E%*%+/E/*-" T./,%0-'2&/, '5,7%0-,1(, -./, j1$0*%&5,57/2'%&, '55$/,1*, \:1$*-0)
%5,X0%*4],_9SS9`,-.%-,'5,+/*/0%&&),0/+%04/4,-./,5-%0-'*+,71'*-,(10,%&&,($0-./0,4/L/&17E/*-5,1*
*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)" T./,-/0E,*%-'1*_%&`,J0%*4'*+,.%5,J//*,21'*/4,J),H"
@*.1&-,'*,-./,21*-/3-,1( L.0#7)K%H)V-&$(<% _9SS=Q 0/L'5/4,9SSG`" A*,-./,J11U L.0#7)>3%.?
(<0: /@%)3"$@%.) "*) 022) L.0#7& J),@*.1&-, -1+/-./0,P'-., j/0/E),i'&40/-., _9SSG`, -./, '4/%, 1(
-./,J0%*4,./3%+1*,.%5,J//*,&%$*2./4" A*,21E7/-'-'L/,'4/*-'-) /@%)K%H)L.0#7)90#0,%3%#$
*".)K0$("#&I !($(%&)0#7)W%,("#& _9SSV`Q -./,4'E/*5'1*,1(,21E7/-'-'L/*/55,.%5,J//*,E15-,0/C
2/*-&),0/(/00/4,-1Q %&-.1$+.,0/5$&-'*+,'*,E10/,Y$/5-'1*5,%*4,$*2&/%0'-)Q /&&'7-'2%&&),4/520'J'*+
-./,/370/55'1*,21E7/-'-'L/,'4/*-'-),%5,J/'*+,$*4/07'**/4,J),\7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)Q -P'**/4,P'-.






























0/&/L%*-,%0-'2&/5" @E1*+5-,-./,0%*+/,1(,20$2'%&,0/5/%02.,1*,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)Q 51(-,71P/0Q %*4
2$&-$0%&,4'7&1E%2),_B/&'55/*Q 9SSGQ 9SSVQ W)/Q 9SS9Q 9SS<Q 9SSGQ L%*,i%E,9SS!Q X/0/*C
5U1/--/0, /-"%&" 9SSVQ H;1*4'Q 9SS?`Q /57/2'%&&) /@%)K%H)4-12(<)7(42"30<8: &"*$)4"H%.) (#
6#$%.#0$("#02)W%20$("#& _/4" B/&'55/*Q 9SSV`Q ="H%.)(#)X".27)4"2($(<& _/45" X/0/*5U1/--/0,%*4
d'&&'%E5Q 9SSV`,%*4 ;"*$)="H%. _W)/Q 9SS<`Q %5,P/&&,%5,-./,%0-'2&/ /@%)L.0#7);$0$% _L%*,i%EQ
9SS!`,%*4,-./,5/0'/5 !2(#,%70%2)R(&<-&&("#)=04%.& /4'-/4,J),j",B/&'55/*,%0/,1(,+0/%-,'E710C
-%*2/,-1,-./,0/5/%02.,%-,.%*4" :/*-0%&,2$&-$0%&C,%*4,512'%&C52'/*-'62,21*2/7-5,'*2&$4/,70'E%0)




21EE$*'2%-'1*,_i/77`Q 5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,L'%,57%-'%&,715'-'1*'*+CQ '4/*-'62%-'1*CQ E/*-%&CE%75
E/4'%-/4,U*1P&/4+/C104/0C5-0$2-$0/5Q 21*2/7-5,1(,&'(/5-)&/,%*4,&'(/CP10&45,%*4,-./'0,2$&-$0%&
1JK/2-'62%-'1*5,_'"/" X1$04'/$Q Z'%;CX1*/`Q E/*-%&,E%77'*+,_'"/" M/$&/U/Q i%0-E%**Q Z%E'0C































!R [<-J0%/'%+G6 U<-d0-M=ZZOPE "0(#+&4-./&*+%$*+0%-F#$%.-+./%*+*,E "1/-'$&/-03-L)0@/%+$-[<-X(.&0%6 j<-X$DG+%&
M=ZZRPE > *$)/-03-*D0-'+*+/&E > '044/%*$#,-0%-1+&*0#+'-$%.-'(##/%*-4$#G/*+%2-&*#$*/2+/&-(&/.-F,-*1/-g+@/#500)
$%.-d)$&20D-#/2+0%&6 J<-J(F$'G+-$%.-X<-LG+%%/#-M=ZZRP-_0)$%.E kA5)0#+%2-*1/-#/)$*+0%&1+5-F/*D//%-%$*+0%$)
F#$%.-$%.-%$*+0%$)-'()*(#/6 b`/%0@&G$- M=ZZNP6 [<-U)0#/G- M=ZZNPE "1/-'0(%*#,-F#$%.-$&-$-%/D-'1$))/%2/
30#-_0)$%.6 ]<-j0F+)+-M=ZZNPE "1/-#0)/-03-k(#05/$%-K$5+*$)-03-K()*(#/-/@/%*&-D+*1+%-d/%0$T&-$%.-g+@/#500)T&
F#$%.+%2-$%.-50&+*+0%+%2-/330#*&-6 b<-Q<-_$%*-M=ZZNPE > 5)$'/-F#$%.-&*#$*/2,-30#-*1/-Q/5(F)+'-03->#4/%+$E
Sl($)+*,-03-'0%*/A*T-$%.-S&(&*$+%$F+)+*,T-$&-'045/*+*+@/-$.@$%*$2/6 f<m/04$%6 ><-b(#+/6 h<-['4$10%7^/$**+/6
><-_$)4/#-M=ZZNPE K$5*(#+%2-*1/-/&&/%'/-03-$-F#$%.-3#04-+*&-1+&*0#,E "1/-'$&/-03-L'0**+&1-*0(#+&4-4$#G/*+%26
f<-k%.`+%$6 g<-g(%/@$- M=ZZ9PE b/@/)054/%*-03-$-%$*+0%$)-F#$%.+%2-&*#$*/2,E "1/-'$&/-03-g$*@+$6 [0#2$%6

























































































!" i1P,2%*, -./,21*2/7-5,21E7/-'-'L/, '4/*-'-)Q E/*-%&,E%77'*+Q *%-'1*,J0%*4'*+Q 7&%2/
J0%*4'*+, %*4, 7$J&'2, 4'7&1E%2), J/, 21E70'5/4, %*4, '*L/5-'+%-/4,P'-.'*, %*, '*-/+0%-'L/
2$&-$0%&C52'/*-'62,%7701%2.} d.%-,'5,-./,4'((/0/*2/,J/-P//*,7&%2/,J0%*4'*+,%*4,*%-'1*
J0%*4'*+}
9" i1P,.%5,%*, '*-/+0%-'L/,%7701%2.,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),J//*, 'EC















%` @22104'*+,-1,0/&/L%*-,&'-/0%-$0/Q .1P,%0/,-./,21*2/7-5,7&%2/,J0%*4'*+Q *%-'1*,J0%*4C
























































~ T./, 0/Y$'0/E/*-5,1(,%22/55'J'&'-)Q /((/2-'L'-)Q -0%2/%J'&'-),%*4,5-%*4%04';%-'1*" [10, '*C













[12%&,71'*-5,1(,5-$4),%0/D [0%E'*+Q *%00%-'L/5,%*4,&12%&,5-10)&'*/5Q '*-/070/-%-'1*,%*4,%2-'1*





E/%*5,1(,:ABCH:8z@JBBQ, '*2&$4'*+, 'E710-%*-,E%0U/05, (10, 5)EJ1&'2,2.%0+'*+,P'-.'*, -./
701E1-'1*,%*4,%22$E$&%-'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,'*,%,(0%+E/*-/4,+&1J%&,6/&4" @ 0/5/%02.,1(



























































5/%02.,%-,.%*4" T./5/,210/,21*2/7-5,%0/,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)Q 51(-,71P/0Q 7&%2/,J0%*4'*+Q *%-'1*













W%-'1*,J0%*4'*+, '5,%,%5,%&0/%4), '*4'2%-/4,%,*/P,%0/%, -1,%2%4/E'2, 0/5/%02.Q %*4,%&-.1$+.
%,21*5'4/0%J&/,0%*+/,1(,%0-'2&/5,.%5,J//*,7$J&'5./4Q -./0/,'5,5-'&&,*1,%+0//E/*-,%J1$-,P.%-









5-0%-/+)Q P.'2.,4/-/0E'*/5, -./,E15-, 0/%&'5-'2Q E15-, 21E7/-'-'L/, %*4,E15-, 21EC
7/&&'*+,5-0%-/+'2,L'5'1*,(10,-./,21$*-0)Q %*4,/*5$0/5,-.%-,-.'5,L'5'1*,'5,5$7710-/4Q
0/'*(102/4,%*4,/*0'2./4,J),/L/0),%2-,1(,21EE$*'2%-'1*,J/-P//*,-./,21$*-0),%*4
-./,0/5-,1(,-./,P10&4,_@*.1&-Q !FF?`,g=!Q 7" !GGh"
T.'5,-./5'5,%55/0-5,-.%-,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'5,%,5$J,21*2/7-,1(,7&%2/,J0%*4'*+Q )/-,P'-.,-P1,(12$5C
%*4,5217/C0/&%-/4,57/2'62,2.%0%2-/0'5-'25,%5,21*2/0*5,-./,/E7&1)E/*-,1(,'*(10E%-'1*%&,+1145































1$-&'*/,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2), '5,L'/P/4,%5,E'*10, '*-/+0%-/4,5$J7%0-,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+Q 7$J&'2
4'7&1E%2),'5,*1P%4%)5,E15-,(0/Y$/*-&),1$-&'*/4,%,5'+*'62%*-,7%0-,1(,%,J),7$0715/,%*4,70%2C








'*^$/*2/4,J),-./,2$&-$0/,%*4,.'5-10),1(,-./,7%0-'2$&%0,21$*-0),g!9?Q 7" Fh" @5,21*2/0*5,7$J&'2








*#+/&T-F#$%.+%2-'$45$+2%&6 +%')(.+%2-k&*0%+$-Mf%*/#F#$%.P6 _0)$%.-ML$33#0%P6 g$*@+$-ML$+.-^(&+%/&&-L'100)6 L<



















%0/, '*, (%2-, &%0+/&),21E7&/E/*-%0),%5, '&&$E'*%-/4,J),B/&'55/*, _9SSV`" X1-.,%0/,70'*2'7%&&)
%'E/4,%-,(10/'+*,7$J&'25,J$-,.%L/,%,L'-%&&),'E710-%*-,41E/5-'2,4'E/*5'1*Q %*4,'*,21*-0%5-,-1
E$2.,21*L/*-'1*%&,4'7&1E%2),J1-.,.%L/,(10/'+*,0%-./0,-.%*,1*/,5,1P*,7/02/7-'1*5,%5,-./'0















%7701%2.Q P./0/%5,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),5-0'L/5, (10,E14/5-,%2.'/L/E/*-5, g!9?Q 7" 9Nh" W/L/0C
-./&/55Q -./5/,21*2/7-5,J1-.,%0/,2&/%0&),21*5-'-$-/4,J),5'E'&%0,%2-'L'-'/5,%*4,-./),J/5-,P10U,'*
-%*4/E,_B/&'55/*Q 9SSG`,g!9?Q 7" 9Nh" T./,%J1L/CE/*-'1*/4,4'((/0/*-'%-'1*,.%5,O,%5,H;1*4'
1$-&'*/4,O,'E7&'2%-'1*5,(10, _E/%5$0/%J&/`,5$22/55Q 5'*2/,E14/5-,+1%&5,%0/,/%5'/0,-1,%2.'/L/
%*4,/L%&$%-/,P./0/%5,/3%E7&/5,1(,5$22/55($&,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,701+0%E5,%0/,(%0,%*4,J/-P//*
%*4, \/L%&$%-'1*, '5, '*4//4, -./,@2.'&&/5],.//&,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+], g!9?Q 7" 9Nh" i1P/L/0Q %5
21*2/0*5,/L%&$%-'1*Q 7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%&51,5-0$++&/5,P'-.,E/%5$0'*+,5$22/55,g!9?Q 7" 9Nh" A
= k@/%-0%-*1/-)+%2(+&*+'-)/@/)6 5(F)+'-.+5)04$',-M0%-*1/-'0%*#$#,-*0-%$*+0%-F#$%.+%2P-&04/*+4/&-'$%T*-F/-*#$%&7
)$*/.-$./?($*/),-7-/+*1/#-*1/-k%2)+&1-*/#4-0#-*#$%&)$*+0%&-$&-S'()*(#$)-.+5)04$',T-0#-S5#040*+0%T- +%-*1/-#/7
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9SSS`" d.'&/, -14%)]5, 0/(/0/*2/,E%0U/05,%0/,+&1J%&, '*4/3/5,%*4,7%*/&5,%5,P/&&,%5,*%-'1*%&
5-$4'/5,+'L'*+,L%&$%J&/,+/*/0%&,.'*-5,%*4,'*4'2%-105Q -./,/5-%J&'5.E/*-,1(,215-CJ/*/6-,0%-'15
'&&$E'*%-'*+,E/%5$0%J&/,5$22/55,(%2-105,0/Y$'0/,-./,4/6*'-'1*Q 'E7&/E/*-%-'1*,%*4,%,2/0-%'*
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aE7.%5';'*+, -.%-, %--/E7-5, -1, '*-/+0%-/,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%*4,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%0/, (%0, (01E
21E7&/-/Q H;1*4','4/*-'6/4,6L/,4'((/0/*-,L'/P5,21*2/0*'*+,-./,0/&%-'1*5.'7,J/-P//*,*%-'1*
J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),_H;1*4'Q 9SSVQ H;1*4',9SS?`D _!`,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%*4,*%-'1*
J0%*4'*+,%0/,4'5-'*2-,57./0/5Q _9`,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),'5,7%0-,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,g!9?Q 77" !FC99hQ
_=`,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'5,7%0-,1(,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)=Q _<`,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%*4,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%0/
4'5-'*2-,J$-,1L/0&%77'*+,21*2/7-5g!9?Q 77" !FC99hQ _G`,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%*4,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+
%0/,5)*1*)E5,(10,-./,5%E/,21*2/7-g!9?Q 77" 9FC=Sh" T./,'&&$5-0%-'1*,1(,-./5/,L'/P5,'5,0/*4/0/4
'*,6+$0/ 9"!g!9?Q 7" !<h"




















)*+,-% .'&'( U+@/-@+/D&-0%-#/)$*+0%&1+5-F/*D//%-%$*+0%-F#$%.+%2-$%.-5(F)+'-.+5)04$',-8!=O6 5< !9;<
A*,-./,605-,L'/PQ -./,21*2/7-5,1(,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%*4,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%0/,$*0/&%-/4,%*4,41













P0'-'*+5,-.%-,/5-%J&'5./4,-./,J0%*4,./3%+1*,21*2/7-g!9?Q 7" !Fh" T.'5,L'/P,.%5,.%4,%,5-01*+
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J1-.,%4L%*-%+/5,%*4,4'5%4L%*-%+/5,g!9?Q 7" !Fh" 8155'J&/,J/*/6-5,%0/,0/*4/0/4,'*,-%J&/ 9"!






























































































'4/*-'6/4,%5,-./,$&-'E%-/,+1%&,1(,J1-.,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),g!9?Q 7" 9Nh" @5
21*2/0*5,-./,70%2-'2%&,'E7&/E/*-%-'1*Q '-,2%*,J/,.1P/L/0,5-%-/4,-.%-,\715'-'L/,'E%+/5,%0/,L'-%&
J)C7014$2-5,1(,J1-.,%2-'L'-'/5,_{`Q %*4,'4/*-'-),5.1$&4,J/,214/4,'*,J1-.,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4
7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)],g!9?Q 7" 9Nh" T./,01&/,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),%*4,'-5,4'((/0/*-,E%*'(/5-%-'1*5
'*,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,.%5,J//*,1$-&'*/4,J),Z'**'/,_9SS?`Q 4/:.%0-1*%),_9SS?Q '*,Z'**'/`Q X$--&/
_9SS?,'*,Z'**'/`,%*4,>10-;'5,_9SS?,'*,Z'**'/`,_5//,($0-./0,4'52$55'1*,1*,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'*
-.'5,-./5'5`" W%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),J$'&4'*+,%*4,701E1-'1*,%0/,($0-./0E10/,%&51,21EE1*,7$J&'2
4'7&1E%2),+1%&5g!9?Q 7" 9Nh" a57/2'%&&),'(,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),'*210710%-/5,2$&-$0%&,4'7&1E%2)
%*4,2$&-$0%&,0/&%-'1*5,O,P.'2.,(1&&1P5,-./,@E/0'2%*,%7701%2.,-1,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),O,2$&-$0/
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H;1*4',/&%J10%-/4,%,21E70/./*5'L/,2.%0%2-/0';%-'1*,1(,4'((/0/*2/5,J/-P//*,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+
%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)Q P.'2.,'5,'E710-%*-,-1,-./,$*4/05-%*4'*+,1(,-./5/,21*2/7-5,'*,-.'5,-./5'5






































































T'E/,(0%E/ I*C+1'*+Q 21*-'*$1$5 @4,.12Q 2%E7%'+*C40'L/*










_%5, A P1$&4, &'U/, -1,%44,%5,/"+" -1$0'5EQ /4$2%-'1*`Q P./-./0,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),.%5,%,2&/%0
/&'-/C10'/*-/4,4'0/2-'1*D
H701$&/]5,_!F??Q <V<`,L'/P,'5,%2-$%&&),E10/,0/&/L%*-,-1,J0%*4'*+,-.%*,7$J&'2,4'7&1C
E%2)D \B%55,%$4'/*2/5,0/571*4,-1,21*2&$5'1*5Q *1-,0/%51*5v -1,5&1+%*5Q *1-,21EC
7&/3'-'/5v -1,'E%+/5Q *1-,'4/%5v -1,7&/%5'*+Q %--0%2-'L/,7/051*%+/5Q *1-,/37/0-'5/,10
'*-/&&/2-,%*4,-1,(%2-5,20/%-/4,-.01$+.,5$%5'1*Q *1-,5$%5'1*,J%5/4,1*,(%2-5]" W%-'1*
J0%*4'*+,-%0+/-5,-./,+/*/0%&,7$J&'2,1(,%,21$*-0),%*4,-./0/(10/,'5,E10/,\7$J&'2],-.%*
7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)Q P.'2.,'5,E10/,/&'-/C10'/*-%-/4" g!9?Q 7" !=h"
d.'&/,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'E7&/E/*-%-'1*,'*2&$4/5,-./,&$3$0)w,%5,H;1*4',7$-5,'-,-1,(0//&),\4/6*/
%*4,2.115/,-./,E15-,%4L%*-%+/1$5,7/17&/,O,10,E%0U/-,O,-./),_10,-./,21$*-0)`,P'5./4,-1,21EC











21*-0'J$-'1*5, -.%-,%0/,21*5'4/0/4, -1,701L'4/,21E70/./*5'L/,%*4,20$2'%&,%7701%2./5, -1, -./
-./10/-'2%&, (0%E/P10U,1(, -.'5, -./5'5" T./,5$++/5-'1*,1(,$*4/05-%*4'*+,%*4,%*%&);'*+,7$J&'2
4'7&1E%2),_%*4,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+`,%5,1$-&'*/4,%J1L/,%*4,'*-014$2/4,'*,-.'5,-./5'5,6-5,P/&&,-1
-./,1$-&'*/,1(,-./,*/P,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),5U/-2./4,1$-,J),B/&'55/*D @+%'*5-,-./,J%2U+01$*4
1(, -0%*5(10E/4,/*L'01*E/*-%&, %*4,21*2/7-$%&, 0/Y$'0/E/*-5,1(,4'7&1E%2)Q -./, ]*/P,7$J&'2
4'7&1E%2)],P1$&4, 'E7&),%,21&&%J10%-'L/,E14/&Q .%L'*+,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%5, '*4'57/*5%J&/
'*+0/4'/*-,_1P*,'-%&'25`" @5,5$2.Q 5$22/55($&,4'7&1E%2),.%5,-1,J/,2.%0%2-/0';/4,J),17/**/55Q
E$&-'C&/L/&,2117/0%-'1*,%*4,\%*,%2-'L/,7$05$'-,1(,E10/,21&&%J10%-'L/,4'7&1E%-'2,0/&%-'1*5,P'-.











g!99hgF=h" A*,-.'5,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*Q B/&'55/*,701+*15/5,-.%-,-./,*/P,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)Q 10,%5
7$-,J),H;1*4',9!5- 2/*-$0),4'7&1E%2)Q P'&&,J/,%*,'*20/%5'*+&),5-%*4%04,21E71*/*-,1(,1L/0%&&






E%*%+/E/*-Q 21*^'2-,70/L/*-'1*,10,E'&'-%0),'*-/0L/*-'1*,gF=Q 7" <,%*4,!<h"
A*,-.'5,21*-/3-Q 5/L/0%&,4'((/0/*-'%-'1*5,2%*,J/,1$-&'*/4D ['05-Q *%-'1*%&,%*4,E$&-'&%-/0%&,L%0'%*-5
1(,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)Q P.'&/,-./,(10E/0,'5,%,E10/,21E7/-'-'L/Q %*4,-./,&%--/0,E10/,2117/0%-'L/
(10E,1(,/*+%+/E/*-,P'-.,(10/'+*,7$J&'25,gF=Q 7" !<h" H/21*4Q -./0/,2%*,J/,'4/*-'6/4,$*21*C
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J/(10/,-./,-./10/-'2%&,4'52$55'1*,-11U,'-5,5-%0-,gF=Q 7" <,%*4,!=h" I*,-./,21*-0%0),-1,P.%-,-./
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7%0-5,1(,-./,P10&4,%*4,21*5-'-$-/5,%,20$2'%&,/&/E/*-,P'-.'*,'*-/0*%-'1*%&,0/&%-'1*5,70%2-'2/5"
@&-.1$+.Q %5,E/*-'1*/4,%J1L/Q -./0/,%0/,E%*),4'((/0/*-,P%)5,1(,70%2-'2/Q -./,10'/*-%-'1*,%-
fHC+/*/0%-/4,21*2/7-5,'5,/L'4/*-,5'*2/Q %5,B/&'55/*,71'*-5,1$-Q \E$2.,1(,'-,'*,(%2-,%*-/4%-/5,-./



























1*,%,&'J/0%&,*1-'1*,1(,21EE$*'2%-'1*,P'-.,(10/'+*,7$J&'25],gF=Q 7" !?h" H;1*4'Q P.1,&11U/4
9 "1/-/?($)+`$*+0%-03-$)&0-%/D-'0%'/5*&-5(F)+'-.+5)04$',-$%.-5#05$2$%.$-1$&-F//%-@/#,-'0440%-+%-*1/
























+%-'1*5,%*4,21*2&$5'1*5],gF=Q 7" !?h" d'-.,X&%2U,B/&'55/*,%0+$/5,-.%-,\%&-.1$+.,E/%*'*+($&
21EE$*'2%-'1*,J/-P//*,1(62'%&,%+/*-5,%*4,(10/'+*,7$J&'25,E%),.%L/,J//*,/3-0/E/&),4'(6C
2$&-,10,/L/*,'E7155'J&/,'*,-./,7%5-],gF=Q 7" !FhQ '-,P1$&4,J/,\2/0-%'*&),*1-,-11,(%0C(/-2./4,'*
-./,'*20/%5'*+&),21E7&/3,P/J,1(,-0%*5*%-'1*%&,0/&%-'1*5,-.%-,'5,70/5/*-&),'*,-./,E%U'*+],gF=Q
7" !Fh"G H;1*4',/&%J10%-/4,%,21E70/./*5'L/Q 21E7%0%-'L/,'-/E';%-'1*,1(,20$2'%&,2.%0%2-/0'5C
-'25,1(,-0%4'-'1*%&,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%*4,9!5- 2/*-$0),7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),-.%-,'5,0/*4/0/4,J/&1P"
B14'62%-'1*5,E%4/,-1,-.'5,-%J&/,%0/,1*&),%44/4,'-/E5,.'+.&'+.-/4,'*,+0/),21&10,g!9?Q 7" !!h"
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-.%*,-./,.'/0%02.'2%&,5-%-/C2/*-0'2,E14/&,1(,'*-/0*%-'1*%&,0/&%-'1*5],gF=Q 7" !9Q 0/(/00'*+
-1,i12U'*+h" aL/*,&%0+/,%*4,5E%&&,*1*C5-%-/,%2-105Q %*4,5$70%*%-'1*%&,%*4,5$J,*%-'1*%&
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E$*'2%-'*+,%*4,-./,-%0+/-,21$*-0)D 7/%2/,%*4,P%0,7&%2/4,1*,%,21*-'*$$E],g!9?Q 7" ?h" T./
5/21*4,4'E/*5'1*Q '&&$5-0%-/4,J), -./,4'%+1*%&,%3/5, \'*L1&L/5, -./, &/L/&5,1(, -./,1JK/2-'L/5,1(
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g!9?Q 7" ?h" T./,-.'04,4'E/*5'1*Q '&&$5-0%-/4,J),-./,L/0-'2%&,%3/5,'5,\71P/0Q 4/6*/4,%5,-./,%J'&'-)
-1,%((/2-,-./,1$-21E/5,1*/,P%*-5,_{`],_0/(/00'*+,-1,W)/Q 9SS<`,g!9?Q 7" ?h" @ (1$0-.,4'E/*5'1*
21$&4,J/, -'E/Q P.'2.,0/&%-/5, -1,5.10-, -/0EQ E/4'$E,-/0E,%*4,&1*+C-/0E,/((/2-5" ['+$0/ 9"=
L'5$%&';/5,-./,%J1L/CE/*-'1*/4,-.0//,4'E/*5'1*5,g!9?Q 7" Fh"
)*+,-% .'/'( _(F)+'-.+5)04$',-+%-$-40./)-03-*1#//-.+4/%&+0%&-8!=O6 5< :;<
T./,21*2/7-,1(,51(-,71P/0,L/05$5,.%04,71P/0,'*-014$2/4,J),j",W)/,K0",0/(/05,-1,-./,4'((/0/*-
-)7/5,1(,0/51$02/5,%*4,2%7%J'&'-'/5,-.%-,%0/,%-,-./,4'5715%&,1(,%,*%-'1*,-1,%2.'/L/,'-5,7$0715/5
J),%((/2-'*+,-./,J/.%L'10,1(,1-./05,gFFQ 7" <h" H1(-,71P/0,.%5,*1-,J//*,2&/%0&),4/6*/4,J),W)/
J$-,21*2/7-$%&';/4,'-,%5,%,71P/0,1(,%--0%2-'1*,%*4,20/4'-Q P.'2.,0/5-5,1*,-./,\%J'&'-),-1,5.%7/,-./
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21*2/7-$%&,'*-/+0%-'1*,1(,.%04,%*4,51(-,71P/0,'*-1,5$22/55($&,5-0%-/+'/5,g!SSQ 77" !N9Q !NFQ
!V9hD \d'4/,$5%+/,.%5,51E/-'E/5,E/%*-,E'5$5/,1(,-./,21*2/7-,%5,%,5)*1*)E,(10,2$&-$0/Q /21C
*1E'25,10,%*)-.'*+,1-./0,-.%*,E'&'-%0),(102/],g!SSQ 77" !N9O!N=h" d.'&/,(10,B/&'55/*,7$J&'2
4'7&1E%2),'5,1*/,1(,-./,U/),'*5-0$E/*-5,1(,51(-,71P/0,%5,1$-&'*/4,%J1L/Q 1-./05,4/6*/,7$J&'2
4'7&1E%2),%5,-./,701E1-'1*,1(,51(-,71P/0,_/"+" X-10%,9SSG`,%5,1$-&'*/4,J),H;1*4',g!9?Q 7" ?h"
H;1*4',.'E5/&(,)/-,%0+$/5,-.%-,'*,W)/]5,10'+'*%&,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*Q \*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,P1$&4,J/
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7" ?h" @-,-.'5,71'*-Q -./,21*5'4/0%-'1*5,1$-&'*/4,'*,-.'5,-./5'5,41,*1-,2100/571*4,P'-.,H;1*4'5
5$++/5-'1*Q 5'*2/,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,-.%-, '5,2.%0%2-/0';/4,J),%,E%*%+/0'%&,%7701%2.,%'E/4,%-
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-$*'-'/5,10,217/5,P'-.,-.0/%-5,4/7/*45,$71*,'-5,2%7%J'&'-'/5,-.%-,2%*,J/,5$J5$E/4,$*4/0,6L/
E%'*,2%-/+10'/5,%22104'*+,-1,c1-&/0,_!FFV`Q '*2&$4'*+,-./,*%-'1*]5,2$&-$0/Q %--'-$4/5Q %*4,L%&C
$/5Q '-5,512'%&,21./5'1*Q '-5,(%2-10,/*41PE/*-5Q '-5,'*4$5-0'%&,10+%*';%-'1*5,%*4,'-5,+1L/0*E/*-
&/%4/05.'7,g?<Q 7" =?9h" T%J&/,!9,5$EE%0';/5,-./5/,%57/2-5,g?<Q 77" !=?O!=FhD






































7" =?9h" @&-.1$+.,%,J01%4/0,4'52$55'1*,P1$&4,+1, (%0,J/)1*4, -./,5217/5,1(, -.'5, -./5'5Q -./
E%'*,%57/2-5, 5.%&&,J/, '&&$E'*%-/4, '*, -.'5, 5$J2.%7-/0" c1-&/0,1$-&'*/4, -.%-,/((/2-'L/,5-0%-/+)
4/5'+*, 0/Y$'0/5, -./, *%-'1*]5, 5-0%-/+'2, -.0$5-Q 5-0%-/+'2, 715-$0/, %*4, 5-0%-/+'2, 'E7&/E/*-%-'1*
g?<Q 7" =?!h" T1, (10E$&%-/, -./,5-0%-/+'2, -.0$5-, (10,%,*%-'1*Q '-5,71&'2)E%U/05,*//4, -1,%55/55
-./,*%-'1*]5,2$00/*-,21E7/-'-'L/Q '*-/0*%&Q %*4,/3-/0*%&,/*L'01*E/*-5,%5,P/&&,%5,-./),*//4,-1
5/-,10, 0/L'/P, -./,*%-'1*]5,1JK/2-'L/5, %*4,+1%&5, 5$JK/2-, -1, -./5/, /*L'01*E/*-5, g?<Q 7" =?!h"
A*, %*%&);'*+,%,*%-'1*]5, 2$00/*-, 5'-$%-'1*, '*, %,.'+.&), '*-/04/7/*4/*-, +&1J%&, /21*1E)Q -.0//
5-/75,%0/, '*L1&L/4D +&1J%&C21E7/-'-'L/C5-0$2-$0/C%*%&)5'5Q 'E7%2-C1(C-./CE%K10C+&1J%&C(102/5C
%*4C-0/*45C%*%&)5'5Q %*4,-./C*%-'1*5C2%7%J'&'-'/5C%*%&)5'5,g?<Q 7" =?!h" T./,605-,%*%&)-'2%&,5-/7
'*2&$4/5, (10, '*5-%*2/, -./,4'L'5'1*,1(,21$*-0'/5, '*-1, 5-0%-/+'2,+01$75,1(,*%-'1*5Q P./0/,/%2.
+01$7,.%5,%,4'5-'*2-,21E7/-'-'L/,21*4'-'1*,%*4,%,4'5-'*2-,01&/,'*,-./,P10&4,/21*1E)D \a%2.
*%-'1*,5.1$&4,E1*'-10,'-5,1L/0%&&,21E7/-'-'L/,715'-'1*,2&15/&),51,-.%-,%*),5'+*5,1(,P/%U/*'*+
21E7/-'-'L/*/55,2%*,J/,4/%&-,P'-.,Y$'2U&)],g?<Q 7" =?9h" T./,-.'04,%*%&)-'2%&,5-/7,+'L/5,'*5'+.-
N?
JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%
1*,-.%-,-./,4/+0//,-1,P.'2.,/%2.,*%-'1*,2%7-$0/5,17710-$*'-/5,10,217/5,P'-.,-.0/%-5,4/7/*45
$71*,'-5,2%7%J'&'-'/5" H$2.,2%7%J'&'-'/5,'*2&$4/D \%,*%-'1*5,2$&-$0/Q %--'-$4/5Q %*4,L%&$/5v '-5
512'%&,21./5'1*Q '-5,(%2-10,/*41PE/*-5Q '-5,'*4$5-0'2%&,10+%;%-'1*5Q %*4,'-5,+1L/0*E/*-,&/%4C
/05.'7],g?<Q 7" =?9h" @ *%-'1*,5.1$&4,5-0'L/,-1,%00%*+/,'-5,1JK/2-'L/5,.'/0%02.'2%&&)Q %*4,P./0/
7155'J&/Q 1JK/2-'L/5,%*4,+1%&5,5.1$&4,J/,70'10'-';/4" B10/1L/0Q 1JK/2-'L/5,5.1$&4,J/,5-%-/4
Y$%*-'-%-'L/&),%*4,-./),5.1$&4,J/,57/2'6/5,P'-.,0/57/2-,-1,E%+*'-$4/,%*4,-'E/,%5,-.'5,P'&&,(%C
2'&'-%-/,71&'2)E%U/05,7&%**'*+Q 'E7&/E/*-%-'1*,%*4,21*-01&,g?<Q 7" =?=h" X%5/4,1*,-./,%*%&)5'5
1(,-./,*%-'1*]5,/*L'01*E/*-5,O,21E7/-'-'L/Q '*-/0*%&Q %*4,/3-/0*%&,O,%,*%-'1*,5.1$&4,5/-,0/%&'5-'2
+1%&5,g?<Q 7" =?=h" T./0/J)Q 71&'2)E%U/05,5.1$&4,J/P%0/,%*4,%L1'4,'*21*5'5-/*2),%E1*+,-./
*%-'1*]5,1JK/2-'L/5,g?<Q 7" =?=h" W%-'1*5,*//4,%,(0%E/P10U,%*4,%*,%7701%2.,-1,-./E,2&%0'()
P.%-, -./),0/%&'5-'2%&&),.17/,-1,%221E7&'5.Q %*4,-./),.%L/,-1,4/L/&17,-./'0,P/%&-.CJ$'&4'*+
5-0%-/+'/5,-1,($&6&&,-./,+1%&5,_/"+" 'E701L/E/*-,1(,-./,'*-/0*%-'1*%&,21E7/-'-'L/*/55Q %2.'/L'*+
%,.'+.,&/L/&,1(,/E7&1)E/*-Q %,+114,/*L'01*E/*-Q 5/2$0'-),%*4,7/%2/Q +114,./%&-.Q %*4,51
(10-.`,g?<Q 7" =?=h" T./,*%-'1*]5,5-0%-/+'2,-.0$5-,.%5,-1,J/,4/L/&17/4,'*-1,-./,*%-'1*]5,5-0%-/+'2
715-$0/,-.%-,'5,'-,\E$5-,J/,-0%*5&%-/4,'*-1,70%+E%-'2,%*4,21*20/-/,+$'4/&'*/5,(10,'4/*-'()'*+,57/C




















(%2-10,'*21E/5,'*,-./,+&1J%&,/21*1E)],g?<Q 7" =?Gh" A*,104/0,-1,/*.%*2/,21E7/-'-'L/*/55Q -P1
E%'*,-)7/5,1(,7$J&'2,71&'2),%0/,*//4/4D +1L/0*E/*-,70'E%0),71&'2'/5Q %*4,+1L/0*E/*-,5$7710-

















%*4,7.)5'2%&,2%7'-%&Q %*4,-1,701L'4/,-/2.*1&1+),-0%*5(/0,g?<Q 77" =?GO=?Nh"
~ A*4$5-0)CJ$'&4'*+,5-0%-/+'/5D @ *%-'1*5,/21*1E'2,5-0/*+-.,4/7/*45,1*,-./,2.1'2/5,%*4
./%&-.,1(,'-5,'*4$5-0'%&,2&$5-/05,_-.%-,'5Q %,+01$7,1(,'*4$5-0'%&,5/+E/*-5,C,-./,(12%&,'*4$5C
-0)Q 0/&%-/4, '*4$5-0'/5Q %*4, 5$7710-'*+, '*4$5-0'/5,P'-.,L/0-'2%&,%*4,.10';1*-%&, &'*U%+/5
P'-.,/%2.,1-./0`Q '*4$5-0'/5Q %*4,60E5" M/&%-/4,'*4$5-0'/5,+/*/0%-/,5)*/0+'5-'2,/((/2-5Q
%*4,5$7710-'*+,'*4$5-0'/5,+/*/0%-/,%44/4,L%&$/,/*.%*2/E/*-,%5,P/&&,%5,-./),7&%),%*













701+0%E5"!G >1L/0*E/*-,5$7710-,71&'2'/5,'*2&$4/,g?<Q 7" =?VhD
~ B%201/21*1E'2,71&'2'/5D E%201/21*1E'2,71&'2'/5,%0/,%,21104'*%-/4,5/-,1(,E15-&),65C
2%&,%*4,E1*/-%0),71&'2'/5,+/%0/4,-1,/*.%*2'*+,/21*1E'2,5-%J'&'-),%*4,21*-'*$'-)Q %*4
-1,%,&/55/0,/3-/*-Q 70157/0'-),%*4,/Y$'-)v 2.%&&/*+/5,'*,-.'5,21*2/0*,%0/,/"+" 217'*+,P'-.





701+0%E5,J/, 4/L/&17/4, -1, 5)5-/E%-'2%&&), /&'E'*%-/,E%201/21*1E'2, 71&'2), 4'5%4L%*C
-%+/5],g?<Q 7" 9V?h"!N







!N U0#-$..+*+0%$)-#/$.+%2-0%-*1/-./@/)054/%*-03-$-%$*+0%&-*#$./-50)+'+/&-&//-8O96 55< =BWi=NO;
!R U0#-3(#*1/#-#/$.+%2-0%-*1/-%$*+0%T&-4$'#0/'0%04+'-50)+'+/&-&//-8O96 55< =N:i=WO;
!W U0#-3(#*1/#-#/$.+%2-0%-*1/-./@/)054/%*-03-$-%$*+0%&-+%3#$&*#('*(#/-&//-8O96 55< =W:iBZ!;
VS
JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%
-'1*,%*4,4/0/+$&%-'1*Q 70'L%-';%-'1*Q '*4$5-0'%&,0/&%-'1*,71&'2'/5Q 0/4'5-0'J$-'L/,4/L/&17C
E/*-,71&'2'/5Q 'E701L'*+,P1E/*5,17710-$*'-'/5Q %*4,512'%&,21./5'1*,71&'2'/5" B10/C
1L/0Q -./,%J1L/E/*-'1*/4,(%2-105,57/2'%&';%-'1*Q '*-/0/4/7/*2/Q %*4,21E7&/3'-),1(,'*C
-/00/&%-'1*5.'75,&/%45,-1,%*,'*20/%5'*+,4/E%*4,(10,&/+%&,%*4,'*5-'-$-'1*%&,(0%E/P10U5,1*
J%5'2,&%P5,%*4,0/+$&%-'1*5,0/&%-'*+,-1,-./,17/0%-'1*5,1(,J$5'*/55,/*-/070'5/5Q E%201/21C
























E10/,'E710-%*-],gNGQ 7" =Sh" aL/*,810-/0,P.1,%0+$/4,-.%-,'-,E$5-,J/,$*4/05-114,.1P,60E5
20/%-/,%*4,5$5-%'*,21E7/-'-'L/,%4L%*-%+/,'*,104/0,-1,/37&%'*,P.%-,01&/,-./,*%-'1*,7&%)5,'*,-./
7012/55,g!S?Q 7" ==h,1$-&'*/4D






























g!FQ 7" !GhQ %*4,%,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,4/5'+*%-/5,-./,J0%*4,1(,\-./,21$*-0)Q 5-%-/,10,*%-'1*,'*,Y$/5C
-'1*],g!FQ 7" !Gh" H-0/55'*+,-./,*//4,-1,'*-/+0%-/,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),4'E/*5'1*5Q %2U*1P&/4+'*+
-./,E$&-'C(%2/4,*%-$0/,1(,%,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,%*4,'*210710%-'*+,0/(/0/*2/,-1,7/02/7-$%&,%--0'J$-/5
%*4,-%0+/-,E%0U/-5,%5,0/21+*';'*+,-./,21*5$E/05,%$-1*1E'2,E'*4,'E710-%*2/,'*,-./,J0%*4'*+
7012/55Q Z'**'/,/-" %&" 4/6*/,%,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,%5,(1&&1P5D \-./,$*'Y$/Q E$&-'C4'E/*5'1*%&,J&/*4
1(,/&/E/*-5,-.%-,701L'4/,-./,*%-'1*,P'-.,2$&-$0%&&),+01$*4/4,4'((/0/*-'%-'1*,%*4,0/&/L%*2/,(10
%&&,1(,'-5,-%0+/-,%$4'/*2/5],g!FQ 7" !Gh" i%L'*+,5.%0/4,-./,1$-&'*/,701L'4/4,1*,7&%2/,J0%*4C
'*+Q '-,P'&&,J/,/%5'&),-1,0/21+*';/,(10,-./,0/%4/0,-.%-,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'*,21E7%0'51*,'*2&$4/5
%,%44'-'1*%&,57/2'62,4/-/0E'*%*-,-1,-./,E/-%C21*2/7-,1(,7&%2/,J0%*4'*+D -./,21*2/'L%J'&'-)
1(,%*4, 0/(/0/*2/, -1,*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/,%*4,*%-'1*%&,%55/-5, '*, -./, 5/*5/,1(,2$&-$0%&,%55/-5" @5
P'&&,J/,5.1P*,'*,2.%7-/0,G,%-,-./,/3%E7&/,1(,HP/4/*Q -.'5,0/(/0/*2/,'5,'E7&/E/*-/4,%5,-./
'4/%,1(,%,&'(/5-)&/CJ%5/4,2$&-$0/,57%2/,21*2/7-$%&&),J1$*4,-1,%,21&&/2-'L/,4'521$05/C*/-P10U















W%-'1*, J0%*4'*+, %5, 21*2/7-, .%5, 1*&), 0/2/*-&), /L1&L/4, -.01$+., %, 21*L/0+/*2/, 1(, 5-0/%E5
V9

























(a) homogenization of markets
(b) increasing sense of national identity
Lowering of trade barriers bewteen nations
Emergence of nation branding 
as countries turn to 
brand management techniques 
in order to compete 
e!ectively on the world stage
)*+,-% .'3'( "1/-/@0)(*+0%-03-%$*+0%-F#$%.+%2< g/&)+/-./-K1/#%$*0%,E >.$5*+%2-F#$%.-*1/0#,-*0-*1/-'0%*/A*-03




b",i/5&17Q %5,P/&&,%5,7%7/05,(01E,&/%4'*+,21*5$&-%*-5,_d",I&'*5Q [",>'&E10/Q :",b14+/`Q %*4
701L'4'*+,(10,-./,605-,-'E/,%,(12$5/4,(10$E,(10,-./,-17'2,g!FQ 7" 9Sh" T./,&/L/&,1(,'*-/0/5-,+/*C
/0%-/4,J),-./,57/2'%&,'55$/,P%5,51,.$+/,-.%-,-./,K1$0*%&,7$J&'5./05,P/*-,1*,-1,&%$*2.,%,*/P









*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,P'-.,W%-'1*,X$'&4'*+D g!FQ 7" 9ShD
W%-'1*,X$'&4'*+,1*,%,-0$&),5'+*'62%*-,52%&/,4%-/5,(01E,-./,&%-/,!?-. %*4,/%0&),!F-.
2/*-$0'/5" :$&-$0%&,7017%+%*4'5-5Q (01E,%2%4/E'25Q &'*+$'5-5,%*4,.'5-10'%*5,-1,E$C
5'2'%*5, %*4,7%'*-/05Q 4/&'J/0%-/&), %*4, 21*52'1$5&), '*L/*-/4, 10, 0/L'L/4,7%-0'1-'2
-0%4'-'1*5v -.'5,P%5,&%0+/&),(10,%,41E/5-'2,%$4'/*2/,E%4/,2%7-'L/,J),$*'L/05%&,/4C



















'*,0/21+*'-'1*,1(, -./,*//4,-1,($&6&&, -.0//,E%K10,1JK/2-'L/5D -1,%--0%2-, -1$0'5-5Q -1
5-'E$&%-/,'*P%04,'*L/5-E/*-,%*4,-1,J115-,/3710-5" @ ($0-./0,1JK/2-'L/,(10,E%*)
*%-'1*5,'5,-%&/*-,%--0%2-'1*Q P./0/J),21$*-0'/5,21E7/-/,-1,%--0%2-,.'+./0,/4$2%-'1*












2%5/,1(,H1$-.,@(0'2%,g!FQ 7" !Vh" T./,%2.'/LE/*-,1(,5$2.,10,1-./0,4/6*/4,+1%&5,%*4,1JK/2C
-'L/5,'*2&$4/5,%,2/*-0%&,0/Y$'0/E/*-,1*,21$*-0'/5D -1,%417-,21$*52'1$5,J0%*4'*+,'(,-./),%0/
-1,21E7/-/,/((/2-'L/&),1*, -./,+&1J%&, 5-%+/, _c1-&/0Q >/0*-*/0,9SS9Q I&'*5,!FFF`, g!FQ 7" !?h"
V<
JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%
d",I&'*5,%55/0-5,'*,.'5,7%E7.&/-,T0%4'*+,A4/*-'-'/5,-.%-,'4/*-'-),E%*%+/E/-,P'&&,J/,5//*,%5,%
U/),P%),1(,21*-0'J$-'*+,-1,-./,*%-'1*]5,J0%*4,g!FQ 7" !?h" e%*,i%E,.%5,1$-&'*/4,_5//,%&51,-./
5$J5/2-'1*,1*,T./,X0%*4,H-%-/`,-.%-,'E%+/,%*4,0/7$-%-'1*,%0/,J/21E'*+,/55/*-'%&,7%0-5,1(,-./
5-%-/5,5-0%-/+'2,/Y$'-),%*4,-.%-,-./,$*J0%*4/4,5-%-/,P'&&,.%L/,4'(62$&-'/5,-1,%--0%2-'*+,/21*1E'2
%*4,71&'-'2%&,%--/*-'1*,g!FQ 7" !?h" @5,'*-/0,%&'%,21$*-0),2%5/,'*5'+.-5,(01E,70%2-'-'1*/05,.%L/
5.1P*Q \%,71P/0($&,%*4,715'-'L/,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,2%*,701L/4,20$2'%&,21E7/-'-'L/,%4L%*-%+/,'*,-1C
4%)]5,+&1J%&';/4,/21*1E)],g!FQ 7" !?h" @&0/%4),810-/0,_!FFS`,%0+$/4,-.%-,/57/2'%&&),'*,-./,%+/
1(,+&1J%&';%-'1*Q -./,+&1J%&,.1E1+/*';%-'1*,7012/55/5,&/%4,-1,%,.'+./0,5'+*'62%*2/,1(,*%-'1*%&
4'((/0/*2/5,-.%-,'*,(%2-,%0/,&12%-/4,%-,]-./,./%0-,1(,21E7/-'-'L/,5$22/55]Q 0%-./0,-.%-,4'E'*'5.'*+































4'E/*5'1*,C,(10,-1$0'5EQ (10,'*P%04,'*L/5-E/*-Q (10,J$)/05,1(,-./'0,7014$2-5,%*4,5/0L'2/5Q (10
5U'&&/4,P10U/05Q 0/5/%02./05,%*4,-%&/*-/4,7/17&/Q (10,%'4,%*4,5$JL/*-'1*5Q (10,E/EJ/05.'7,1(
5$70%*%-'1*%&,+01$75Q (10,71&'-'2%&,'*^$/*2/Q /-2" g2(" !FQ 7" !Fh" A*,104/0,-1,701E1-'*+,%*4
21EE$*'2%-'*+,-./E5/&L/5Q E15-,7&%2/5,%0/,'*,'*20/%5'*+,*//4,1(,2&/%0,%*4,0/%&'5-'2,5-0%-/+'/5
P'-.'*,-./,(0%E/P10U,1(,%,E%*%+/E/*-C10'/*-/4,%7701%2.,g2(" !FQ 7" !Fh" :1$*-0)C701E1-'1*
'5,*1,E10/,%J1$-,71&'2)Q E%*%+/E/*-Q 21*5$&-%*2)Q 7$J&'2,0/&%-'1*5Q 2$5-1E/0,0/&%-'1*5.'75







%770170'%-/,'-,'5,-1,-0/%-,*%-'1*5,%5,J0%*45,g!FQ 7" !Gh" H'*2/,/L/0),2'-';/*,1(,%,*%-'1*,5.1$&4
J/,$*4/05-114,%,5-%U/.1&4/0,'*,-./,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,%*4,'5,%5,-./0/(10/,%((/2-/4,J),%2-'L'-'/5,21*C
*/2-/4,-1,-./,*%-'1*CJ0%*4Q '-,'5,'E7155'J&/,-1,4'L102/,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,(01E,%,0%*+/,1(,/-.'2%&




-./,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,5-0%-/+),21*-0'J$-/5,-1,-./,*%-'1*]5,5$5-%'*%J&/,4/L/&17E/*-,g9=Q 7" !NFh" @5
Z'**'/,1$-&'*/4D \A(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'5,-1,J/21E/,%22/7-/4,J),J1-.,+1L/0*E/*-5,%*4,2'-';/*5Q
'-,*//45,-1,/5-%J&'5.,'-5/&(,%5,%,512'%&&),%*4,71&'-'2%&&),%22/7-%J&/,%2-'L'-)],g9=Q 7" !NFh" T./
51&$-'1*,-1,-./,4'&/EE%,1(,&/+'-'E%2) !F 2%*,J/,(1$*4,'*,21&&%J10%-'L/,7$J&'2C70'L%-/,5/2-10















71P/0($&,21$*-0'/5,'*,-./,+&1J%&,/21*1E),g9=Q 7" !VSh" X),%77&)'*+,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+Q 4'5%4C
L%*-%+/5,1(,/21*1E'2Q 4'7&1E%-'2Q %*4,E'&'-%0),71P/0,'*,21E7%0'51*,-1,&%0+/0,*%-'1*5,2%*,J/
21*(01*-/4,-.01$+.,\20/%-'L/,21104'*%-'1*,1(, -./,21$*-0)5,%55/-5,O,$*'Y$/,2$&-$0/Q /*L'01*C






40'L/*, 5/-, 1(, -/2.*'Y$/5, %*4, 5-0%-/+'/5, -1,4/&'L/0, -%*+'J&/, 512'%&, %*4,/21*1E'2
J/*/6-5,_{`g9=Q 7" !VSQ E),'-%&'25h
!: MSU/D-50)+*+'+$%&-50&/&&-*1/-#/?(+&+*/-F(&+%/&&-$%.-4$#G/*+%2-&G+))&-*0-5/#30#4-$-F#$%.-4$%$2/4/%*-'0%7
'/5*T6 $%.-0%-*1/-0*1/#-1$%.6 S5#03/&&+0%$)-4$#G/*/#&-$%.-F#$%.-4$%$2/#&-D10-.0-50&&/&&-*1/-#/?(+#/.
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-./,21$*-0)Q 7/0(10E%*2/,1(,*%-'1*%&,5710-'*+,-/%E5Q J/.%L'10,1(,'*4'L'4$%&5,%5512'%-/4,P'-.,%
2/0-%'*,21$*-0)Q %*4,51,1*g9=Q 7" <Vh" @5,Z'**'/,/-,%&,7'*71'*-D \T./5/,'*7$-5,2%*,%&&,4/-/0E'*/
-1,%,+0/%-/0,10,&/55/0,/3-/*4,-1,%,21$*-0)]5,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,'E%+/Q /L/*,J/(10/,1*/,21*5'4/05,-./





%, 5/+E/*-%-'1*,1(, %$4'/*2/5,*//45, -1,J/, 2%00'/4,1$-, g9=Q 7" <Vh" H'E'&%0&)Q *%-'1*,J0%*45
E$5-, 5/+E/*-, -./'0,4'((/0/*-,%$4'/*2/5, '*,104/0, -1,E1*'-10,%*4,$*4/05-%*4,/3'5-'*+,*%-'1*
J0%*4,'E%+/5,%*4,-1,4/L/&17,-%0+/-/4,21EE$*'2%-'1*5,-1,0/'*(102/,715'-'L/,7/02/7-'1*5,%*4




%,L/0),21E7&/3,J0%*4, '4/*-'-), -.%-, '5, -./,0/5$&-,1(,%,57/2'62,*%-'1*%&, 0/%&'-)Q '-5


















J0%*4'*+,g9=Q 7" !=?h" T./,'*-/05/2-'1*,1(,21EE1*,21*5-0$2-5,P'-.'*,-./5/,-P1,6/&45,'4/*-'6/4
J),Z'**'/,/-"%&Q %0/,-1,J/,(1$*4,'*,-./,+/*/0%&,41E%'*,1(,2$&-$0/" Z'**/,/-" %&" '-/E';/4,-./5/
&12%&';/4,21EE1*,21*5-0$2-5,%5,*%-'1*%&,5-/0/1-)7/5Q /-.*12/*-0'5EQ /370/55'1*5,1(,2$&-$0/Q
'*4'L'4$%&'5E,L5,21&&/2-'L'5EQ %*,%0/%,2%&&/4,J&$00'*+,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-'/5,%*4,21$*-0'/5C1(C
10'+'*Q %*4,0/&%-/4, -./E,-1, -./,4'((/0/*-'%-'*+,71P/0,1(,J0%*4'*+,g9=Q 77" !=NO!=Vh" H'*2/
E%*),1(,-./,4/-/0E'*%*-5,1(,21$*-0)C1(C10'+'*,'E%+/,%57/2-5,%0/,+01$*4/4,'*,2$&-$0%&,21*-/3-5
21*5-'-$-'*+, *%-'1*%&, '4/*-'-)Q -./, 0%0/, %E1$*-, 1(, *%-'1*%&, '4/*-'-), &'-/0%-$0/, 40%P'*+, $71*
21$*-0)C1(C10'+'*,0/5/%02.,'5,5$070'5'*+,g9=Q 7" !=Vh" T./,E%'*,(12$5,'*,21*4$2-/4,21$*-0)C
1(C10'+'*,0/5/%02.,.%5,&'/4,1*,E%4/C'*,&%J/&5C0/&%-/4,/((/2-5,1*,21*5$E/0]5,4/2'5'1*CE%U'*+Q
(%2-10'*+,1$-,21E7&/-/&),-./,2$&-$0%&,4'E/*5'1*,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),21*-0'J$-'*+,-1,21$*-0)













-.%-,%0/,P'4/&),5.%0/4,_:.'&4,%*4,c'/5/0`],g9=Q 77" !=VO!=?h" y/-Q '-,'5,2&/%0&),21*2/'L%J&/,-.%-
\-./,-0/*4,-1P%045,21$*-0),J0%*4'*+,P'&&,E%U/,5$2.,'*-/+0%-'1*C1(C'4/*-'-),'55$/5,'*-1,E%0U/-C
'*+,5-0%-/+),'E7/0%-'L/],%5,/E7.%5';/4,J),52.1&%05,%5,(10,'*5-%*2/,c1-&/0,%*4,>/0*-/0,_9SS9`
P.1,21*-/*4,21$*-0),'E%+/,0/5$&-5,(01E,'-5,+/1+0%7.)Q .'5-10)Q %0-,%*4,E$5'2Q (%E1$5,2'-';/*5Q













JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%
%5,-./,/55/*2/,1(,%*),*%-'1*CJ0%*4,4/0'L/5,*1-,1*&),(01E,-./,21$*-0)]5,21E7%*'/5
%*4,J0%*45,J$-, %&51, (01E, '-5, 2$&-$0/, '*, -./,P'4/5-, 5/*5/, O, &%*+$%+/Q &'-/0%-$0/Q
E$5'2Q 5710-Q %02.'-/2-$0/,%*4,51,1*,%&&,/EJ14),-./,51$&,1(,%,*%-'1*" g9=Q 7" !!!h
T./,21*2/7-,1(,2$&-$0/,.%5,J/21E/,20$2'%&,-1,-./,(10E$&%-'1*,1(,'4/*-'-'/5Q /57/2'%&&),'*,0/&%-'1*
-1, -./, '55$/,1(, 57/2'62,71&'-'2%&,21EE$*'-'/5" A*, -.'5,21*-/3-Q -./,2$&-$0/,21*2/7-,%*4, -./
'4/%,1(,%,*%-'1*,'*-/05/2-Q \(10,-./,&%--/0,'5,1(-/*,4/6*/4,*1-,5'E7&),%5,%,71&'-'2%&,21EE$*'-)
2.%0%2-/0';/4,J),%,7%0-'2$&%0,2$&-$0/Q J$-,%5,%,71&'-'2%&,21EE$*'-),J),L'0-$/,1(,'-5,7155/55'1*,1(
%,7%0-'2$&%0,2$&-$0/],g?VQ 77" <OGh" i/*2/Q -./,21*2/7-5,1(,2$&-$0/,%*4,*%-'1*,.%L/,'E710-%*-
'E7&'2%-'1*5,(10,71&'-'2%&,&/+'-'E%2),%*4,%$-.10'-)" A*5-'-$-'1*5,+1L/0*'*+,-./,71&'-'2%&,&'(/,1(
-./,21EE$*'-),E$5-,21*(10E,-1,-./,2$&-$0%&,21*-1$05,1(,-./,21EE$*'-),g?VQ 7" <h" @5,b%P51*
.%5,1$-&'*/4Q -./,'4/%,1(,5-%-/5,/EJ14)'*+,51E/,U'*4,1(,5'*+$&%0,*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/,'5,/L'4/*-,'*
-./,21EE1*,%55$E7-'1*,-.%-,+/171&'-'2%&,/*-'-'/5,5$2.,%5,HP/4/*,21*-%'*,P'-.'*,'-,HP/4'5.
2$&-$0/" :1E7%0%-'L/,71&'-'25, '*2&$4/,%, 5&'+.-&),4'((/0/*-,$*4/05-%*4'*+,1(,*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/
0%*+'*+, (01E,5$J5-0%-/C$*'-5Q 0/+'1*%&,%*4,701L'*2'%&, &/L/&5Q %*4, -./, &/L/&,J/)1*4, -./,5-%-/
5$2.,+/*/0%&'-'/5,%5,d/5-/0*,2$&-$0/Q @5'%*,2$&-$0/Q A5&%E'2,2$&-$0/,P.'2.,%0/,1(-/*,-%U/*,%5
21*5-'-$-'L/,1(,2'L'&';%-'1*%&,/*-'-'/5,%5,P/&&,%5,5$JC5-%-/5,+01$75,_/"+" H%E'`,%0/,%&51,*%E/4




-./,*%-'1*]5,J0%*4,L%&$/5Q %*4, -./, '*-/+0%-'1*,1(,2$&-$0/, '*-1, -./,*%-'1*]5,J0%*4
L%&$/5Q %*4,-./,'*-/+0%-'1*,1(,2$&-$0/,'*-1,-./,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,P'&&,%&51,./&7,/&/L%-/
*%-'1*CJ0%*4'*+, 2%E7%'+*5, %J1L/, J/'*+,E/0/&), -0'-/Q 5$7/062'%&, 8MR%4L/0-'5'*+
2%E7%'+*5" g9=Q 7" !!?h
:$&-$0/,'5,%,5'+*'()'*+,5)5-/E,-.01$+.,P.'2.,%,512'%&,104/0,'5,21EE$*'2%-/4Q 0/7014$2/4Q /3C
7/0'/*2/4,%*4,/37&10/4Q '-, '5,%*,'EE%*/*-,4'E/*5'1*,1(,%&&,/21*1E'2Q 512'%&,%*4,71&'-'2%&
'*5-'-$-'1*5Q %*4,'-,0/5'4/5,'*,%,5/-,1(,E%-/0'%&,70%2-'2/5,P.'2.,21*5-'-$-/,E/%*'*+5,%*4,L%&C
$/5,g?VQ 7" Fh" :$&-$0/,'5,21E715/4,%-,&/%5-,'*,7%0-,1(,J/&'/(5Q %*4,2$&-$0%&,7./*1E/*%,(10E
J/.%L'1$0%&,7%--/0*5Q 512'1C71&'-'2%&,10+%*';%-'1*Q %*4,21*5-'-$-/,%,E%0U/0,1(,4'((/0/*2/,%*4
-./,E15-,20$2'%&,/&/E/*-,4'52$55'*+,A4/*-'-),%*4,'E%+/,'*,-./,21*-/3-,1(,*%-'1*%&,21EE$*'-'/5
g?VQ 7" Gh" AE7&'2'-,'*,E%*),21*-/E710%0),4/J%-/5,'5,%*,%55$E7-'1*,-.%-,-./,/55/*-'%&,E/%*'*+
1(,2$&-$0/,'5,-1,J/,(1$*4,'*,/3%2-&),-./,2%7%2'-),-1,($*2-'1*,%5,E%0U/0,1(,4'((/0/*2/,J/-P//*
.$E%*,21EE$*'-'/5,g?VQ 7" Gh" a57/2'%&&),J$-,*1-,/32&$5'L/&),'*,-./,21*-/3-,1(,2$&-$0%&C-$0*
'*(10E/4,&'-/0%-$0/,'-,.%5,J//*,%0+$/4,-.%-,'*-/0*%-'1*%&,J$5'*/55,%*4,/57/2'%&&),E%0U/-'*+,%0/
%,2$&-$0%&,%5,P/&&,%5,/21*1E'2,7./*1E/*1*,g9=Q 7" !!?h" B10/1L/0Q '-,.%5,J//*,1$-&'*/4,-.%-
\%,7/057/2-'L/,1*,P.%-,'5,'E710-%*-,P'-.'*,*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/5,'5,$5/($&,-1,'*-/0*%-'1*%&,E%0U/-/05
'*,J$'&4'*+,E%0U/-'*+,E'3/5Q P.'2.,P'&&,%77/%&,-1,2$5-1E/05,J/&1*+'*+,-1,%,*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/]















701L'4/,%,2/0-%'*,4/+0//,1(,$5/($&, '*5'+.-,P'-., 0/+%04, -1, -./,*%-'1*,J0%*4,/&%J10%-'1*,%*4
21EE$*'2%-'1*Q *%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),'5,1*&),1*/,(10E,1(,'4/*-'-),1*,P.'2.,_-./,E'3,1(`,1L/0%&&
7/051*%&,'4/*-'-),E%),J/,21*5-0$2-/4,g9=Q 7" !!GhD @5,Z'**'/,/-"%&" 1$-&'*/Q '*4'L'4$%&,5/&(C
2%-/+10';%-'1*,2%*,%&51,J/,J%5/4,1*,512'%&Q 5$70%C*%-'1*%&,%*4,7/051*%&,51$02/5,1(,'4/*-'-)Q





A0/&%*4, (10, /3%E7&/Q .%5,%417-/4, 5$2.,%, 5-0%-/+),J),E%0U/-'*+, '-5/&(, %5, A0'5., '*
A0'5.C(0'/*4&),E%0U/-5,%*4,X0'-'5.,'*,X0'-'5.C(0'/*4&),E%0U/-5" g9=Q 7" !!Gh
A*,40%P'*+,$71*,%,0%*+/,1(,71-/*-'%&,51$02/5,1(,'4/*-'62%-'1*,%*4,5/&(C4/6*'-'1*Q 7/17&/,E%)




g9=Q 77" !!GO!!Nh" H$2.,%5,/57/2'%&&),2$&-$0%&C-$0*,'*(10E/4,P0'-'*+5,/E7.%5';/Q -.'5,L'/P
$*4/05-%*45,'4/*-'-),%5,7014$2/4,%*4,^$'4,'*5-/%4,1(,5-%-'2,%*4,63/4Q %&-.1$+.,-./0/,%0/,1(
21$05/,2&/%0&),&'E'-5,-1,-.'5,^$'4'-),+'L/*,-.%-,-./,'4/*-'-),1(,%,*%-'1*,_10,7/051*`,'5,*1-,%,J&%*U




















JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%
T./0/,%0/,5/L/0%&,U/),(/%-$0/5,'*,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),-.%-,%0/,/57/2'%&&),0/&/L%*-,-1,-./,21*2/7-Q
4/5'+*,%*4,70%2-'2/,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+" [$*4%E/*-%&,(/%-$0/5,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),'*2&$4/,/"+"
%*,.'5-10'2, -/00'-10)Q 21EE1*,E)-.5,%*4,.'5-10'2%&,E/E10'/5Q %,21EE1*Q E%55,7$J&'2,2$&C
-$0/v 21EE1*,&/+%&,0'+.-5,%*4,4$-'/5,(10,%&&,E/EJ/05Q %*4,%,21EE1*,/21*1E),P'-.,-/00'-10'%&
E1J'&'-), (10,%&&,E/EJ/05" @5,Z'**'/,/-"%&" 1$-&'*/Q %&-.1$+., -./, &%5-, -P1, (/%-$0/5,%0/,4$/
-1,'*20/%5'*+,&/L/&5,1(,5$70%*%-'1*%&,&/+'5&%-'1*,_/"+" af` 0/*4/0/4,&/55,4'5-'*2-'L/&),*%-'1*%&
-.%*,'*,-./,7%5-Q -./,*1-'1*5,1(,%,.'5-10'2,.1E/&%*4Q 21EE1*,E%55,7$J&'2,2$&-$0/Q .'5-10'2%&





%*-./EQ 0/+'1*%&,4'%&/2-5,%*4,%22/*-5,g9=Q 7" !!=h" X1-.,L'5$%&,%*4,51*'2,E%*'(/5-%-'1*5,2%*
.%L/,%*,'21*'2,5-%-$5Q J$-,-./0/,2%*,J/,4'52/0*/4,%,2%-/+10),1(,*%-'1*%&,'21*5,'*2&$4'*+,'21*'2





-0),1(,10'+'*,1*,7014$2-5,%*4,5/0L'2/5`,g9=Q 7" !!=hQ &%*4E%0U5Q %02.'-/2-$0%&,5-)&/5Q -0%4'-'1*%&
20%(-Q -0%4'-'1*%&,40/55/5,%*4,$*'(10E5Q -1,*%E/,K$5-,%,(/P" @ L/0),71P/0($&,L'5$%&,E%*'(/5C
-%-'1*,1(,*%-'1*%&, '4/*-'-),'5, &%*452%7/Q 0%*+'*+,(01E,$*'Y$/Q 71-/*-, '21*'2,&%*452%7/5,-.%-




















J%5/&'*/,20'-/0'%,g9=Q 7" !9Sh" a-.*12/*-0'5E,'5,'*2&$4/4,'*,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),(0%E/P10U,%5,\%
E/%*5,1(,%221$*-'*+,(10,-./,'E710-%*2/,7&%2/4,1*,E%'*-%'*'*+,2$&-$0%&&),2/*-/0/4,L%&$/5,%*4
J/.%L'105],g9=Q 7" !9Sh" Z'**'/,/-"%&" .'+.&'+.-,-./,/L'4/*2/,1(,/-.*12/*-0'5E,'*,/21*1E'2
-/0E5,'*,L'/P,1(,+&1J%&';%-'1*,%*4,\-./,'*20/%5'*+,21E7/-'-'1*,-.%-,*1P,/3'5-5,'*,-./,701L'C










*'2%-'L/,0/51$02/5Q P.'2.,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'*,7%0-'2$&%0,2%*,40%P,1*,g2(" 9=Q 7" !9SO!9!h" @5
Z'**'/,1$-&'*/5,40%P'*+,1*,-./,&'*+$'5-,a",H%7'0Q %,&'*+$'5-'2,'55$/,21*2/0*5,-./,*%-$0/,1(,-./
0/&%-'1*5.'7,J/-P//*,&%*+$%+/,%*4,0/%&'-),O,\%5,-./,P10&45,'*,P.'2.,4'((/0/*-,512'/-'/5,&'L/,%0/
4'5-'*2-,P10&45Q *1-,E/0/&),-./,5%E/,P10&4,P'-.,4'((/0/*-,&%J/&5],g9=Q 7" !9!h" b'-/0%-$0/,E%)
J/,%22104'*+,-1,Z'**'/,L'/P/4,%5,%,\4/-/0E'*%*-,%*4,%&51,%,E%*'(/5-%-'1*,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*C
-'-)" 5'*2/,-./,L%0'1$5,(10E5,1(,&'-/0%-$0/,_*1L/&5Q 71/-0)Q 7&%)5,%*4,1-./05`,2%*,\21*-0'J$-/,-1
%,5/*5/,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),%*4,%&51,122%5'1*%&&),%2-,%5,5-%-/C1(C-./C*%-'1*,701*1$*2/E/*-5




J1%045],g9=Q 7" !9!h" @&&,1(,%,21$*-0)]5,&'-/0%0),1$-7$-,0/70/5/*-5,\%,4//7/0,%*4,0'2./0,01$-/
'*-1,%,21$*-0),5,2$&-$0/,%*4,75)2./,-.%-,21$&4,J/,1J-%'*/4,-.01$+.,%*),J0%*4'*+,2%E7%'+*Q






/3710-5,%*4,51,1*" g9=Q 7" !99h
T./,/3'5-/*2/,1(,5$2.,%,21104'*%-'*+,J14),'5,20$2'%&Q 5'*2/,1-./0P'5/,17710-$*'-'/5,(10,5)*C
/0+),P'&&,J/,&15-Q %22104'*+,-1,Z'**'/,/-"%&" g9=Q 7" !99h" B$5'2,'5,%*1-./0,210/,/&/E/*-,1(
*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),%*4,21$&4,J/,%0+$/4,-1,.%L/,J//*,$*4/0$-'&';/4,'*,21$*-0)]5,*%-'1*CJ0%*4'*+
2%E7%'+*5Q %22104'*+,-1,Z'**'/,/-"%&" \i1P/L/0Q 51E/,21$*-0'/5,.%L/,J//*,0/2/7-'L/,-1,-./
71-/*-'%&,71P/0,1(,E$5'2,-1,21EE$*'2%-/,-./,*%-'1*]5,'4/*-'-),'*,%,715'-'L/Q 2/&/J0%-10),P%)]
g9=Q 7" !99h" @5,21*2/0*5,(114,%*4,40'*UQ (/P,21E71*/*-5,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),21$&4,J/,E10/
/370/55'L/,1(,-./,*%-'1*,%5,%&51,Z'**'/,7$-,'-" T./,5'+*'62%*2/,1(,-.'5,210/,/&/E/*-,'5,%E1*+5-
1-./0,1$-21E/5,0/^/2-/4,'*, -./,701&'(/0%-'1*,1(, (114,%*4,40'*UC0/&%-/4,*%-'1*%&,701E1-'1*5
1L/0,0/2/*-,)/%05,1*,J1-.Q *%-'1*%&Q %*4,0/+'1*%&,&/L/&5,g9=Q 7" !99h"99" H710-,E%),J/,21*5'4C
/0/4,-1,J/,%,2/*-0%&,21*-0'J$-'*+,(%2-10,-1,%,5/*5/,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-)" H710-,/*+/*4/05,.'+.
&/L/&5,1(,7%55'1*,%*4,L/.'2&/5,(10,0/+'1*%&,%*4,/-.*'2,'4/*-'-),_/"+",(11-J%&&`,g9=Q 7" !9=h" T./0/
'5,%,0%*+/,1(,/3%E7&/5,+'L'*+,/L'4/*2/,-.%-,-./,.15-'*+,1(,'*-/0*%-'1*%&,5710-,/L/*-5,5$2.,%5
(10, '*5-%*2/, -./,I&)E7'2,>%E/5,.%L/,J//*,/((/2-'L/&),$5/4, -1, (%L10%J&),7$J&'2';/,%*4, 0/C
'E%+/,%,7&%2/,1*,%,+&1J%&,52%&/" A*,7%0-'2$&%0,.$+/,5710-,/L/*-5,5$2.,%5,a$017/%*,[11-J%&&
2.%E7'1*5.'7,10,[A[@ d10&4,2$7,'*2&$4/,+0/%-,17710-$*'-'/5,-1,-%U/,2/*-0/,5-%+/,'*,-./,E'*45





JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%




W%-'1*5,-11,.%L/,5-/0/1-)7/5Q P.'2.,2%*,J/,715'-'L/Q */$-0%&,10,*/+%-'L/Q %*4,%,E%K10,1JK/2-'L/
1(,4/L/&17'*+,%,*%-'1*,J0%*4,'5,-1,21$*-/0,-./,(0/Y$/*-&),*/+%-'L/,5-/0/1-)7'*+,1(,*%-'1*5,-.%-
'*2&$4/5,71-/*-'%&&),4%E%+'*+,/((/2-5,g9=Q 7" !9Nh,%5,P/&&,%5,0/C21*5-0$2-,1$-4%-/4,5-/0/1-)7/5"
T./,%0/%,1(, 5-/0/1-)7'*+, (/%-$0/5, %, 2&/%0, 21*2/7-$%&,1L/0&%7,J/-P//*, -./,*%-'1*%&, '4/*-'-)
&'-/0%-$0/,%*4,-./,21$*-0)C1(C10'+'*, &'-/0%-$0/,%5,1$-&'*/4,J),Z'**'/,/-"%&" g9=Q 7" !9Nh" AEC
710-%*-,4/-/0E'*%*-5,1(,*%-'1*%&,5-/0/1-)7/,7/02/7-'1*5,2%*,J/,2$&-$0%&,%0-'(%2-5,5$2.,%5,(10














%*4,715'-'L';/4,gG=Q 7" !FFh" T./5/,21*5'4/0%-'1*5,2100/571*4,P'-.,0/2/*-,6*4'*+5,P'-.'*,-./
21+*'-'L/,5-$4'/5Q '4/*-'()'*+,5-/0/1-)7/5,J/'*+,%*,'E710-%*-,21E71*/*-,1(,-./,21+*'-'L/,%77&'C






T./5/, ($*2-'1*5,2%*,J/, '*^$/*2/4,J),E$&-'7&/,P%)5Q /57/2'%&&),J),512'%&';%-'1*C0/&%-/4, '*C
5-%*2/5,%*4,E%55,E/4'%" @5,21*2/0*,-./,E/%*'*+,1(,5-/0/1-)7/5,($0-./0,'*-/0(/0'*+,($*2-'1*5
.%L/,J//*,1$-&'*/4,-1,'*2&$4/,g2(" !!VhD
~ M/(/0/*-'%&,($*2-'1*D -./,20/%-'1*,1(,0/%&'-),J),0/(/0/*2/,-1,21EE1*,/37/0'/*2/5Q 5-0$2C
-$0'*+,1(,21EE$*'2%-'1*



















($*2-'1*Q %*4,%5,-./,2%5/,E%),J/Q 0/5$&-,J1-.,1$-21E/5,%-,-./,5%E/,-'E/,g2(" !!Vh" H-/0/1-)7/5
%0/,E10/1L/0,21*5-'-$-'L/,/&/E/*-5,1(,'E%+/5,-.%-,%0/,&%0+/&),J%5/4,1*,E/-%7.10';%-'1*,%*4

















%57/2-5, 0/70/5/*-,U/),2.%&&/*+/5, -1, -./,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,21*2/7-D -./,/3-/*-,1(,5-%U/.1&4/0
7%0-'2'7%-'1*Q -./,21104'*%-'1*,1(,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,-1$2.,71'*-5Q -./,4/L/&17E/*-,1(,%,21./0/*-











JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%
*%-'1*,J0%*4,g!FQ 7" !Nh" A*,104/0, -1,/37&'2'/-&),4/L/&17, -./,*%-'1*,J0%*4,L'5'1*,%*4,$*'()
7155'J&),%77/%0'*+,L%0'1$5,L'5'1*5Q 4'((/0/*-, -/2.*'Y$/5,2%*,J/,%77&'/4Q %5, (10, '*5-%*2/, -./
21EE1*,Z/&7.'2,J0%*4CL'5'1*'*+,-/2.*'Y$/,-.%-,%'E5,-1,5$0(%2/,-./,21&&/2-'L/&),%+0//4,L'C




6/&45,5$2.,%5,+1L/0*E/*-Q -1$0'5EQ E/4'%Q 21EE/02/Q W>I5,/-2" g!FQ 7" !Nh" T.01$+.1$-,%
E$&-'C5-%+/C7012/55,'*2&$4'*+,%,0%*+/,1(,0/^/2-'1*C%*4C0/L'5'1*C&1175Q E15-,21EE1*,-./E/5
%0/,'*4/*-'6/4,%E1*+5-,-./,'*L1&L/4,5-%U/.1&4/05,'*4'L'4$%&,/37&%*%-'1*5,1(,-./,*%-'1*,J0%*45
L'5'1*,%*4,'-5,21E71*/*-5,_/"+" ($-$0/Q 7$0715/Q L%&$/5`,J),%*,'E7%0-'%&,21104'*%-10Q %*4,5/*4
J%2U,-1,-./,5-%U/.1&4/05,-.%-,%0/,%5U/4,-1,0/^/2-,1*,-./'0,0/57/2-'L/,L'5'1*,21E7%0/4,P'-.,-./
%++0/+%-/,21EE/*-5,%*4,-1,21*5'4/0,0/L'5'*+,-./'0,10'+'*%&,5-%-/E/*-" T.'5,7012/55,J%5/4,1*





7" !Nh" i/0/J)Q '*(10E%-'1*,/32.%*+/,%J1$-, -./,J0%*4,1JK/2-'L/5,1(,/%2.,5-%U/.1&4/0,-%5U5
-1,%2.'/L/,-./,0/57/2-'L/,1JK/2-'L/5,%*4,%55$E7-'1*5,%J1$-,-./,L%&$/5,%*4,-./,701E'5/4,/3C
7/0'/*2/,5-0'L/*,-1,5$7710-,'5,%-, -./,210/,1(,-./,4'%&1+$/CJ%5/4,7012/55" T./,1L/0%&&,%'E,'5
-1,70/7%0/, (10, 2117/0%-'1*, (10, -./,J$'&4'*+,1(, %,E10/, 21./0/*-, *%-'1*,J0%*4,21*2/7-, g!FQ
77" !NO!Vh" T./,6*%&,7012//4'*+5,1(,-./,7012/55/5,%0/,4'52$55'1*5,%*4,4/2'5'1*5,1*,P%)5,%*4
(10E5,1(,2117/0%-'1*,%*4,21*2/0-/4,%2-'1*,(10,-./,J$'&4'*+,1(,%,E10/,21./0/*-,*%-'1*,J0%*4




5.'75,%E1*+,J0%*45,%*4,4'((/0/*-,7014$2-CE%0U/-,J0%*4,21*-/3-5],g!SNQ 7" !FVh" @5,21*2/0*5
J0%*4,%02.'-/2-$0/,-./0/,%0/,*1,$*'L/05%&,+$'4/&'*/5Q J$-,-./0/,/3'-5,%,0%*+/,1(,J%5'2,5-0$2-$0/5Q




-1$0'5E,%*4,/3710-5,g!SNQ 7" !FFh" A*,%77&)'*+,-./,$EJ0/&&%,J0%*4,%7701%2.Q '-,J/21E/5,/%5'/0
(10,U/),7$J&'2,%*4,70'L%-/,5-%U/.1&4/05,-1,%2U*1P&/4+/,-./,'E710-%*2/,1(,2&/%0,5-0%-/+'/5,1*
*%-'1*%&,701E1-'1*,%*4,21*2/0-/4,E/55%+/5,(10,-./,7$0715/,1(,%--0%2-'*+,-1$0'5-5Q '*L/5-105Q





L'4/4,J),%,*%-'1*,5-%-/, '5,4'0/2-&), &'*U/4,-1,-./,Y$/5-'1*,1(,5-%U/.1&4/0,7%0-'2'7%-'1*,'*, -./
*%-'1*%&,701E1-'1*,21*2/7-,/E7&1)'*+,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)" @5,1$-&'*/4,'*
=9 /<2-b00)/,-$%.-^0D+/-+%-*1/-'$&/-03-L0(*1->3#+'$6 &//-8=B6 55< !:Oi!::;






































)*+,-% .'&/'( "1/-j^>Q M%$*+0%7F#$%.-$#'1+*/'*(#/P-40./)-8!ZR6 5< =ZZ;
T./,WX@M E14/&,701715/5,%,J0%*4,%02.'-/2-$0/,-.%-,/*21E7%55/5,-./,$EJ0/&&%,_./0/,-./,*%C
-'1*`Q /*4105/4,J0%*45, _/"+" ./0/, -./,*%-'1*]5, -1$0'5E`,%*4,J0%*4/4, _10,5-%*4%&1*/,J0%*45`
5-0$2-$0/5,_/"+" 2$&-$0%&,6+$0/5,'*,-.'5,/3%E7&/`Q %*4,'5,'*-/*4/4,-1,5-'E$&%-/,-./,20/%-'L/,4/C
L/&17E/*-,1(, 5)*/0+'5-'2, &'*U%+/5,J/-P//*,4'((/0/*-, 5$JCJ0%*45, _/"+" J/-P//*, -1$0'5E,%*4
-%&/*-,%--0%2-'1*g!SNQ 77" !FFC9SSh,B10/1L/0Q 5$2.,%*,%7701%2.,'5, \4/5'+*/4,-1,70/L/*-, -./
701&'(/0%-'1*,1(,$*21104'*%-/4,L'5$%&,J0%*4'*+,5)5-/E5,-.%-,21$&4,2%$5/,21*($5'1*,'*,-%0+/-





















JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%
.R;R.R?R E1$-"#/X)1#*-#=/1&/1/#1$-"#12^0"2-,A^%2%6%#$
@5,.%5,J//*,'*4'2%-/4, '*,2.%7-/0,!Q -./0/,%0/,E%*),4'((/0/*-,P%)5,1(,.1P,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+
'5,70%2-'2';/4Q P.'2.,.%5,&/%4,-1,21*($5'1*,1L/0,-./,21*2/7-" Z'**'/,/-"%&" .%L/,1$-&'*/4,%
+/*/0%&,E14/&,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'E7&/E/*-%-'1*,E14/5,-.%-,'&&$5-0%-/,-./,E15-,21EE1*,$5/
%5,P/&&,%5,-./,-)7/,1(,$5/,0/&/L%*-,(10,%*,'*-/+0%-'L/,%7701%2.,_:AB` C,'*2&$5'L/,%7701%2./5










+114, &/L/&5,1(,701+0%EC57/2'62, '*2&$5'L/*/55, '*, -./'0,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%2-'L'-'/5Q P.'2.,.%5




















)*+,-% .'&0'( "1/-UfL" M3()),7+%')(&+@/-&*$G/10)./#P-$55#0$'1-b+%%+/ 8=B6 5< !OO;
d.%-,'5,'E710-%*-,-1,'&&$5-0%-/,P'-.,-./,[AHT 52./E%,'5,-.%-,\-./,+1L/0*E/*-,'5,-./,1*&),1*/
1(,-./,*%-'1*]5,U/),%2-105,-.%-,2%*,0/%&'5-'2%&&),%57'0/,-1,21104'*%-/,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,%2-'L'-'/5,/*C
























7" !F!h" Z'**'/,/-" %&" 7'*71'*-,-.%-,+1L/0*E/*-,'*L1&L/E/*-,E%),$*4/0+1,5/L/0%&,5-%+/5,1(
'*-/*5'-),%-,5/L/0%&,7/0'145,1(,-'E/Q /"+",'-,21$&4,J/,\E15-,%2-'L/,'*,-./,'*'-'%&,5-%+/5Q '*,104/0
-1,U'2UC5-%0-,-./,2%E7%'+*,%*4,+%&L%*';/,5-%U/.1&4/0,7%0-'2'7%-'1*],g9=Q 7" !F!hQ %*4,-./*,+1LC
/0*E/*-,'*L1&L/E/*-,E%),\J/21E/,E10/,.%*45C1((,%5,70'L%-/,5/2-10,21E7%*'/5,/*+%+/,E10/
%2-'L/&),'*,-./,2%E7%'+*5,4/L/&17E/*-],g9=Q 7" !F9h" A*,/'-./0,2%5/,-.1$+.Q




*%-'1*CJ0%*4C5-0%-/+)" g9=Q 7" 9S!h
:1$*-0),2%5/,5-$4'/5,.%L/,.1P/L/0,'*4'2%-/4,-.%-,+1L/0*E/*-5,2%*,7014$2-'L/&),'*-/0%2-,P'-.
7$J&'2,%*4,70'L%-/,5/2-10,5-%U/.1&4/05,'*,104/0,-1,40'L/,(10P%04,%,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,5-0%-/+),g9=Q
7" 9S!h" X$-,'-,.%5,%&51,J/21E/,/L'4/*-,-.%-,\'-,-%U/5,)/%05Q %*4,-./,7%)C1((,'5,5&1P,%*4,*1-
0/%4'&),E/%5$0%J&/],g!SGQ 7" !V?h,%*4,5'*2/,71&'-'2'%*5,70/(/0,\Y$'2UQ E/%5$0%J&/,0/5$&-5,-.%-
+/-,-./E,L1-/5],g!SGQ 7" !V?hQ -.'5,'5,\1*/,1(,-./,0/%51*5,P.),51,E%*),*%-'1*%&,J0%*4'*+,701C







57/2'62,5/+E/*-5,_/"+" -1$0'5-Q %0-5Q 5710-Q (%5.'1*Q +%5-01*1E)`,.%L/,-1,J/,P'&&'*+,%*4,70/C
7%0/4,-1,2117/0%-/,P'-.,2.%EJ/05,1(,21EE/02/,%*4,+1L/0*E/*-,'*,104/0,-1,/*%J&/,%,7017/0&)
21104'*%-/4,*%-'1*%&,701E1-'1*%&,/((10-, g!SGQ 7" 9S!h" Z$/, -1, -./,4'L/05'-),1(,4'((/0/*-,%7C
701%2./4,'-,.%5,J/21E/,/L'4/*-,-.%-,-./0/,'5,*1,0'+'4,J&$/70'*-,(10,*%-'1*CJ0%*4'*+,2%E7%'+*5
%5,-./,%770170'%-/,0%*+/,1(,5-%U/.1&4/0,7%0-'2'7%*-5,P'&&,L%0),%22104'*+,-1,-./,1JK/2-'L/5,1(
/%2.,57/2'62,2%E7%'+*,g9=Q 7" !F9h" i1P/L/0Q 51E/,+/*/0%&,21*2&$5'1*5,2%*,J/,40%P*D
W%-'1*5, 5.1$&4,J/*/6-, (01E,%, 2$E$&%-'L/, /((/2-, '*, -/0E5,1(, 5-%U/.1&4/0,7%0-'2C
'7%-'1*, '*, 57/2'62,2%E7%'+*5" 8%0-'2'7%-'1*, '*, %*),2%E7%'+*, 5.1$&4,%&&1P, -./
(10E%-'1*,1(,512'%&,*/-P10U5,_E),21EE/*-D 512'%&,2%7'-%&,%22$E$&%-'1*`,-.%-,2%*
FN




























gGh" a&/E/*-5,1(,J0%*4,/Y$'-),.%L/,J//*,4/6*/4,J),Z",@%U/0,-1,'*2&$4/,g!Q 7" ?<hD
~ @P%0/*/55" A5,-./,J0%*4,P/&&,U*1P*,'*,-./,E%0U/-7&%2/} d.%-,'5,-./,$*%'4/4,%P%0/*/55
%E1*+,U/),5/+E/*-5}
~ M/7$-%-'1*" A5,-./,J0%*4,.'+.&),0/+%04/4,'*,-./,E%0U/-7&%2/} Z1/5,'-,.%L/,%,.'+.,&/L/&
1(,7/02/'L/4,Y$%&'-)}
~ Z'((/0/*-'%-'1*" Z1/5,-./,J0%*4,.%L/,%,71'*-,1(,4'((/0/*-'%-'1*} @ 7/051*%&'-)} Z1/5,10
21$&4,'-,4/&'L/0,/E1-'1*%&,10,5/&(C/370/55'L/,J/*/6-5}
~ a*/0+)" Z1/5,-./,J0%*4,.%L/,/*/0+)} I0,'5,'-,-'0/4,%*4,J&%*4}
~ M/&/L%*2/" A5,-./,J0%*4,-%U/*,5/0'1$5&),J),-14%)]5,2$5-1E/05,(10,-14%)]5,%77&'2%-'1*5}
[10,P.%-,1-./0,7014$2-,2%-/+10'/5,10,5$J2%-/+10'/5,21$&4,-./,J0%*4,J/,0/&/L%*-}
~ b1)%&-)" @0/,2$5-1E/05,&1)%&,-1,-./,J0%*4} i1P,E%*),1(,-./E} d.1,%0/,-./)Q %*4,.1P
41,-./),4'((/0,(01E,-./,+/*/0%&,2$5-1E/0,J%5/} I*,P.%-,'5,-./,&1)%&-),J%5/4}









%*4,51$02/5,1(,*%-'1*CJ0%*4C/Y$'-)" g9=Q 7" V=h" T./5/,21*5'4/0%-'1*5,701L'4/,%,L/0),20$2'%&
5-%0-'*+,71'*-,-1,21*2/7-$%&';/,%57/2-5,%*4,(%2-105,0/&/L%*-,-1,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,701E1-'1*,%*4
%22$E$&%-'1*" W%-'1*,X0%*4,aY$'-),_WXa#` .%5,J//*,4/6*/4,J),Z'**'/,/-"%&" %5,\,-./,-%*+'J&/




%55/-5`Q %*4,L'2%0'1$5,10,4'55/E'*%-/4,_/3-/0*%&,%55/-5`,g9=Q 7" NVh" X1-.Q -./,'*-/0*%&,%*4,-./
/3-/0*%&,%55/-5,\*//4,-1,J/,5-0%-/+'2%&&),E%*%+/4,'(,-./),%0/,-1,4/&'L/0,E%3'E$E,J/*/6-5,-1
-./,*%-'1*],g9=Q 7" V!h" A*-/0*%&,%55/-5,'*2&$4/,'**%-/,%55/-5,_'21*1+0%7.)Q &%*452%7/Q %*4,2$&C




















)*+,-% .'&1'( L0(#'/&-$%.-.+4/%&+0%-03-j^kl b+%%+/ 8=B6 5< RO;
A**%-/,%55/-5,%0/,4'5-'*2-'L/,%--0'J$-/5,%*4,4'5-'*+$'5.'*+,(/%-$0/5,1(,%,*%-'1*,-.%-,%0/,\$*'Y$/
%*4,2%**1-,J/,217'/4],g9=Q 7" N?h,A21*1+0%7.)Q &%*452%7/,%*4,2$&-$0/,'*,7%0-'2$&%0Q %0/,%$-./*C
-'2,E%*'(/5-%-'1*5,1(,P.%-,-./,*%-'1*,-0$&),'5,%5,*1-,%0-'62'%&';/4,J),E%0U/-/05,\%5,P'-.,'21*1+C
0%7.),%*4,&%*452%7/Q %,*%-'1*5,2$&-$0/,0/70/5/*-5,%,-0$&),$*'Y$/,%*4,%$-./*-'2,(%2/,1(,*%-'1*%&
'4/*-'-)],g9=Q 7" NFh" a57/2'%&&),2$&-$0/,%5,1*/,1(,-./,E15-,5'+*'62%*-,/&/E/*-5,1(,WXa# 0/Y$'0C
'*+,%,4'((/0/*-'%-/4,20/%-'L/,%*4,5/*5'-'L/,%7701%2.Q 1((/05,%*,\'*6*'-/&),0'2.,51$02/,(10,*%-'1*5







JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%
P'-.,P'4/0,21**1-%-'1*5,'*,512'/-),g9=Q 7" V!h" b%*452%7/5Q '*2&$4'*+,2'-'/5Q 7&%),%,701E'*/*-
01&/,'*,./&7'*+,4/6*/,-./,/55/*2/,1(,%,*%-'1*,%*4,-.$5,E%),J/,0/+%04/4,%5,%,U/),21E71*/*-

















2'-';/*5Q -0%4'*+,7%0-*/05Q (10/'+*,21*5$E/05,1(,-./,*%-'1*]5,+1145,%*4,5/0L'2/5Q '*C
-/0*%-'1*%&,10+%*';%-'1*5Q 71&'-'2%&,%&&'/5Q -1$0'5-5,%*4,'*P%04,'*L/5-105,g9=Q 7" VSh
a3-/0*%&,%55/-5,21*5-'-$-'*+,WXa# %0/,/'-./0,L'2%0'1$5,10,4'55/E'*%-/4" e'2%0'1$5,%55/-5,%0/
\/37/0'/*2/4,5/21*4C.%*4,0%-./0,-.%*,-.01$+.,4'0/2-,7/051*%&,21*-%2-,g9=Q 7" V!hQ '*2&$4'*+
21$*-0),'E%+/,7/02/7-'1*5,%*4,/3-/0*%&,710-0%)%&,'*,717$&%0,2$&-$0/" Z'55/E'*%-/4,%55/-5,%0/
\-%*+'J&/,701K/2-'1*5,1(,-./,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,/3'5-'*+,J/)1*4,-./,*%-'1*5,.1E/&%*4,%*4,-.01$+.1$-




7&/E/*-/4, '*,104/0, -1,/*5$0/, -.%-,1$-4%-/4,10,*/+%-'L/,7/02/7-'1*5,41,*1-,4%E%+/,1L/0%&&
*%-'1*CJ0%*4,/Y$'-)" A(,*/+%-'L/,'E%+/5,0/^/2-,%2-$%&,%*4,$*4/0&)'*+,701J&/E5,\0/E/4'%&,%2C
-'1*,-1,-%2U&/,-./,0/%&,701J&/E5,*//45,-1,122$0,J/(10/,%*),J0%*4'*+,P10U,2%*,J/,$*4/0-%U/*]











P'5./5,-1,701K/2-],g9=Q 7" V9h" X0%*4,%EJ%55%4105,.1&4,-./,-%5U,-1,%4L%*2/,*%-'1*CJ0%*4,%-








%+/0'%&,/37/0-'5/,%*4,&12%&,21*4'-'1*5,'*,-./'0,.1E/&%*4],g9=Q 7" V9h" X0%*4/4,/3710-5Q -./,-.'04
-)7/,1(,4'55/E'*%-/4,%55/-5Q 2%*,7&%),%*,'E710-%*-,01&/,'*,/5-%J&'5.'*+Q 5.%7'*+,%*4,'E701L'*+
%,21$*-0)]5,0/7$-%-'1*,%J01%4Q %*4,'*,E%*),2%5/5Q -./,1*&),7/051*%&,/37/0'/*2/,1(,%,21$*-0)
E%),J/,-.01$+.,21*5$E'*+,%,J0%*4,g9=Q 7" V=h" i/*2/Q \J0%*4/4,/3710-5,E%),J/,L'/P/4,%5
%,U/),%55/-,'*,%,*%-'1*5],J0%*4,/Y$'-)v -./0/(10/Q 21$*-0'/5,/*+%+/4,'*,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,*//4































































4/520'J/5, '*4'L'4$%&5],J/&'/(5,%J1$-,/%2.,21$*-0)]5,+1L/0*E/*-Q %5,P/&&,%5, '-5,7/02/'L/4,21EE'-E/*-, -1
+&1J%&,'55$/5,5$2.,%5,4/E120%2)Q K$5-'2/Q 71L/0-),%*4,-./,/*L'01*E/*-"
!+2$+)%/1#*/d%)-$1=% M/L/%&5,+&1J%&,7/02/7-'1*5,1(,/%2.,*%-'1*]5,./0'-%+/,%*4,%770/2'%-'1*,(10,'-5,21*-/E710%0)
2$&-$0/Q '*2&$4'*+,6&EQ E$5'2Q %0-Q 5710-,%*4,&'-/0%-$0/"
U%"02% B/%5$0/5, -./,717$&%-'1*]5, 0/7$-%-'1*, (10,21E7/-/*2/Q /4$2%-'1*Q 17/**/55,%*4, (0'/*4&'*/55,%*4,1-./0
Y$%&'-'/5Q %5,P/&&,%5,7/02/'L/4,&/L/&5,1(,71-/*-'%&,.15-'&'-),%*4,4'520'E'*%-'1*"
5"+)-&6 :%7-$0/5,-./,&/L/&,1(,'*-/0/5-,'*,L'5'-'*+,%,21$*-0),%*4,-./,40%P,1(,*%-$0%&,%*4,E%*CE%4/,-1$0'5-,%--0%2-'1*5"
=W d3J K(&*04- Q/&/$#'1- j0#*1- >4/#+'$u +&- 5$#*- 03u *1/- d3J d#0(56 *1/- D0#).T&- 30(#*1- )$#2/&*- 4$#G/*- #/7
&/$#'1-'045$%,<u"1/-.+@+&+0%-d3J Q05/#-_(F)+'->33$+#&-a-[/.+$-&5/'+$)+`/&- +%-'(&*04+`/.-5(F)+'-$33$+#&
$%.- 5(F)+'- 05+%+0%- 50))+%26 4/.+$- a- '044(%+'$*+0%&- #/&/$#'16 $%.- '0#50#$*/- #/5(*$*+0%-4/$&(#/4/%*<
DDD<23G$4/#+'$<'04
=O j$*+0%&-4/$&(#/.-+%-/$'1-D$@/-03-*1/-&(#@/,-+%')(./E j0#*1->4/#+'$EuK$%$.$6 hL
q/&*/#%-k(#05/E >(&*#+$6 ^/)2+(46 b/%4$#G6 U+%)$%.6 U#$%'/6 d/#4$%,6 f'/)$%.6 f#/)$%.6 f*$),6 *1/-j/*1/#7
)$%.&6 j0#D$,6 L'0*)$%.6 L5$+%6 LD/./%6 LD+*`/#)$%.6 hJ
K/%*#$)\k$&*/#%-k(#05/EuK`/'1-Q/5(F)+'6 k&*0%+$6 X(%2$#,6 g+*1($%+$6 _0)$%.6 Q04$%+$6 Q(&&+$6 "(#G/,
>&+$-_$'+I'Eu>(&*#$)+$6 K1+%$6 f%.+$6 f%.0%/&+$6 V$5$%6 [$)$,&+$6 j/D-n/$)$%.6 L+%2$50#/6 L0(*1-J0#/$6 "$+7
D$%6 "1$+)$%.
g$*+%->4/#+'$Eu>#2/%*+%$6 ^#$`+)6 K1+)/6 K(F$6 k'($.0#6 [/A+'06 _/#(













%5, (10,/3%E7&/, \%*%&)5'5,1(,P.%-,40'L/5,1L/0%&&, (%L10%J'&'-),1(,%,21$*-0)Q %*%&)5'5,1(, 57/2'%&



























P0'-'*+,1*,J0%*4'*+,*%-'1*5, g!9?Q 7" 9Sh" A* L.0#7)K%H) V-&$(<% _9SS=`,@*.1&-, '*-014$2/4
-./,\*%-'1*%&,J0%*4,7/*-%+1*],P'-.,-./,*%-'1*%&,J0%*4,5-0%-/+),%-,'-5,210/" @22104'*+,-1,-./
\7/*-%+1*]Q -./,U/),21E71*/*-5,1(,-1$0'5E,701E1-'1*Q '*L/5-E/*-,%--0%2-'1*Q /3710-'*+,J0%*45Q
(10/'+*,71&'2), %*4, 2$&-$0/, %0/, %&&, %&'+*'*+, -1, %, \21*5'5-/*-Q 'E%+'*%-'L/, %*4,P/&&CE%*%+/4
*%-'1*%&,J0%*4,5-0%-/+)],g9Q 7" !!hQ P.'2.,5.1$&4,4/-/0E'*/,\-./,E15-,0/%&'5-'2Q E15-,21E7/-'-'L/
%*4,E15-,21E7/&&'*+,5-0%-/+'2,L'5'1*,(10,-./,21$*-0)],g9Q 7" !!h,%*4,/*5$0/,-.%-,\-.'5,L'5'1*,'5
5$7710-/4Q 0/'*(102/4,%*4,/*0'2./4],g9Q 7" !!h,J),%,21$*-0)]5,21EE$*'2%-'1*" T./,7/*-%+1*
/L1&L/4, '*-1, -./,J0%*4,./3%+1*, '* L.0#7)>3%.(<0: /@%)3"$@%.)"*) 022)L.0#7& _@*.1&-, %*4
i'&40/-.Q 9SS<`,P.'2.,.%5,0%7'4&),7/*/-0%-/4,'*-1,-./,-./10),%*4,70%2-'2/,1(,7&%2/,J0%*4'*+,%5
!S9
JDYD /@%)30.O%$(#,)"*)#0$("#&I #0$("#02)<"34%$($(5%#%&&I 0#7)$@%)."2%)"*)$@%)&$0$%
'-,.%5,J/21E/,%*,/5-%J&'5./4,E/%5$0/,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*45,g!9?Q 7" 9Sh" T./,./3%+1*]5,5'3,71'*-5
%0/,L'/P/4,-1,0/70/5/*-,-./,5'3,\*%-$0%&],2.%**/&5,1(,21EE$*'2%-'1*,-.01$+.,P.'2.,21$*-0'/5
21EE$*'2%-/,P'-.,-./,P10&4Q 5$2.,%5D -1$0'5EQ 2$&-$0/Q 71&'2)Q '*L/5-E/*-,%*4,0/20$'-E/*-Q
J0%*45Q %*4,7/17&/" T./,7&%2/,J0%*4,'5,20/%-/4,J),-./,2$E$&%-'L/,/((/2-,1(,/%2.,/&/E/*-,1(,-./
./3%+1*" A*,-./,J11U !"34%$($(5%)67%#$($8 _9SSV`,@*.1&-,0/7&%2/4,\*%-'1*%&,J0%*4,5-0%-/+)]
P'-.,-./,-/0E,\21E7/-'-'L/,'4/*-'-)],%5,-./,210/,1(,-./,./3%+1*Q 4/520'J'*+,21E7/-'-'L/,'4/*-'-)
L/0),J0'/^),%5, \-./, 5)*-./5'5,1(,J0%*4,E%*%+/E/*-,P'-.,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%*4,P'-., -0%4/Q






)*+,-% .'&3'( "1/-1/A$20%-03-'045/*+*+@/-+./%*+*,-8B6 5< R;
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-1,2'-'/5,%*4,0/+'1*5,%5,P/&&Q %5,-./,-'-&/,1(,.'5,&%-/5-,J11U,5$++/5-D !"34%$($(5%)67%#$($8: /@%
K%H)1.0#7)30#0,%3%#$)*".)K0$("#&I !($(%&)0#7)W%,("#&)[J__`\D A-,0/E%'*5,$*2&/%0Q .1P/L/0Q
.1P,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%77&'/5,-1,0/+'1*5,10,2'-'/5Q P.'2.,2%*,%&51,4/L/&17,-./'0,21E7/-'-'L/
'4/*-'-'/5" g!9?Q 77" 9SO9!h,B10/1L/0Q %5,.%5,J/21E/,/L'4/*-,'*,-./,1$-&'*/,1(,-./,A*4/3Q *1
0/C&%J/&'*+,1(,-./,'*4/3,'-5/&(,.%5,-%U/*,7&%2/" i1P/L/0Q @*.1&-,K$5-'6/5,-./,2.%*+/,1(,-/0E'C
*1&1+),%5,21*2/0*5,-./,J11U,J),5'E7&),4/2&%0'*+,-.%-,J0%*4,.%5,J/21E/,%,]4%*+/01$5,P104]Q
2.%0+/4,P'-.,E%*),*/+%-'L/,%*4,/E1-'L/,%5512'%-'1*5,%&J/'-, '-, 0/E%'*5,%,71P/0($&,1*/, g=Q













-./,5$JK/2-,1(,J0%*4'*+" X0%*4'*+,70%2-'-'1*/05Q 1*,-./,1-./0,.%*4Q .%L/,J/21E/
(10/'+*,71&'2),\57/2'%&'5-5],%*4,%4L'5105,%5,%,J0%*4'*+C10'/*-/4,(10/'+*,71&'2),.%5
20/%-/4,J$5'*/55,17710-$*'-'/5,(10,J0%*4'*+,21*5$&-%*-5,%*4,%+/*2'/5,g!9?Q 7" !Fh"

























^$'4,*%-$0/,1(, -./, -./10),1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4, '-5,L%0'1$5,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*5
.%L/,&%0+/&),21*-0'J$-/4,-1,'-5,E'5$*4/05-%*4'*+5,%*4,-./,'*21*5'5-/*-,$5/,1(,-./












































































6*45, '-5, 5$7710-, '*,.'5,7%7/0`" A-, '5, -./0/(10/,%0+$/4, -.%-,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),.%5, -1,7/0(10E
-./,*%-'1*,J0%*4,0/&%-'1*CE%*%+/E/*-,'*,104/0,-1,0/571*4,-./,57/2'62,%*4,$&-'E%-/,(12$5,1*
*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/,'*,%4/Y$%-/,P%)5" A-, '5,.1P/L/0,'E710-%*-,-1,*1-/Q -.%-,P./*,%77&)'*+,%*



















%*4,4'5-'*+$'5.'*+,(/%-$0/5,1(,-./,21$*-0),_2$&-$0/Q &%*452%7/Q 7/17&/Q /-2"` '*,-./,17715'-'1*
-1,1-./0,21$*-0'/5Q 7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2), '*2&$4/5, -./,210/,/((10-, -1, '4/*-'(),$*'-'*+,0%-./0, -.%*
5/7%0%-'*+,/&/E/*-5,1(,2$&-$0/Q .'5-10),10,7/17&/,%5,.%L'*+,E$-$%&,$*4/05-%*4'*+,%5,-./,$&C











































5'4/0%-'1*" T./, '*-014$2-10),21*2/7-$%&,4/-/0E'*%*-5, (10, -./,/&%J10%-'1*,1(, -./,21*2/7-,1(
:ABCH:8@JBB .%L/,%&0/%4),J//*,1$-&'*/4,'*,2.%7-/0 !" A*,2.%7-/05 =,%*4,<Q -.'5,21*2/7-$C
%&';%-'1*,'5,-%U/*,-1,-./,*/3-,&/L/&,-.01$+.,-./,/&%J10%-'1*,1(,-./10/-'2%&,%*4,E/-.141&1+'2%&
(1$*4%-'1*5" T./,-./10/-';%-'1*,%*4,-./,/5-%J&'5.E/*-,1(,-./,%*%&)-'2%&,(0%E/P10U,40%P5,1*
-./,'*-/+0%-'L/,21*2/7-,1(,2$&-$0%&,52'/*2/,gG9Q GSQ <?Q FVQ !S9h" T.'5,21*2/7-,'5,2.%0%2-/0C
';/4,J),'*-/04'52'7&'*%0),0/5/%02.,5217/5,-.%-,E/0+/,512'%&C,%*4,2$&-$0%&C52'/*-'62,%7701%2./5"
T./, +/*/0%&, 0/5/%02.,701+0%EE%-'2, +$'4/&'*/5, 1(, '*-/04'52'7&'*%0), 2$&-$0%&, 52'/*2/,701L'4/
L/05%-'&/, (0%E/P10U5, (10,*1L/&,7%-.5,1(, 2$&-$0%&C52'/*-'62, 0/5/%02.,J%5/4,1*, -./10/-'2%&,%5C
7/2-5,701L'4/4,J),-./,0/2/7-'1*,1(,2$&-$0%&,5-$4'/5,_/"+",i/77`" T./,(12$5,-./0/J),&'/5,1*,-./
2&15/, 0/&%-'1*5.'7,J/-P//*,71P/0Q U*1P&/4+/C104/0,%*4,4'52$05'L/,5)EJ1&, 5)5-/E5,%+%'*5-
-./,J%2U+01$*4,1(,'*20/%5'*+&),21E7&/3,'*-/021**/2-/4,512'/-%&,4'E/*5'1*5,%*4,%,2$&-$0%&C
-$0*C'*(10E/4,$*4/05-%*4'*+,1(,2$&-$0/" A*,5$2.,%7701%2./5Q 2$&-$0/,'5,%*%&);/4,'*,21*20/-/Q


































(0%E/P10U,4/L/&17/4, '*, -.'5, -./5'5, '*2&$4/5, -./, -./10/-'2%&,%*4,E/-.141&1+'2%&,P10U,P'-.
57%-'%&,0/(/0/*2/5,%5,-./,20$2'%&,%*%&)-'2%&,$*'-Q '-,'5,'E710-%*-,-1,4'52$55,-./,4'57$-/,1*,-./
\57%-'%&,-$0*_5`],%*4,701L'4/,%,2&/%0,4/6*'-'1*,%*4,715'-'1*'*+,(10,-./,-./,P10U,%-,.%*4"
@+%'*5-, -./,J%2U+01$*4,1(,2$&-$0%&C-$0*, '*4$2/4,7012/55/5Q -./,21*2/7-,1(,2$&-$0/,%*4, -./
P%)5,1(,4/%&'*+,52'/*-'62%&&),P'-.,512'1C2$&-$0%&,7./*1E/*%,.%L/,$*4/0+1*/,%,-0/E/*41$5
-0%*5(10E%-'1*,%*4,0/4/6*'-'1*" T./,2$&-$0%&,-$0*,.%5,J01$+.-,%J1$-,%,(12$5,%*4,/E7.%5'5,1*
/57/2'%&&),Y$/5-'1*5,1(,4/6*'-'1*Q 5/&/2-'1*Q 70/(/0/*2/Q %*4,-0%*5E'55'1*,P'-.'*,20'-'2%&,%*4





(1&&1P'*+,%57/2-5,2%*,J/,1$-&'*/4,g2(" !=9Q 7" 9VFhD






@ 51,2%&&/4, \-$0*], '*, 52'/*-'62,21*-/3-5, '5, (%0, (01E,J/'*+,.1E1+/*1$5&),$*4/05-114Q J$-, '5
70/41E'*%*-&),0/(/00/4, -1,%5,7%0%4'+E%-'2,2.%*+/" T./,+/*/0%&,4/-/0E'*%-'1*, \-./,2$&-$0%&
-$0*]! 0/(/05,-1,%,L/0),./-/01+/*/1$5,0/5/%02.,7%0%4'+E,P'-.'*,512'%&,52'/*2/,%*4,.$E%*'-'/5Q







1*, -./, 0/57/2-'L/, 0/(/0/*2/, -1, -./, 0%*+/,1(,4/L/&17E/*-5, 5$J5$E/4,$*4/0, \2$&-$0%&, -$0*]"9
H-$0U/*,%*4,:%0-P0'+.-,P0'-/D
51E/, -./10'5-5,.%L/,$5/4, -./, -/0E,715-E14/0*, -1,4/520'J/, -./,715-P%0,2$&-$0%&
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%*4,4/L/&17E/*-,1(, \-./,2$&-$0%&, -$0*], '5, L/0),701J&/E%-'2,4$/, -1,%J1L/,E/*-'1*/4,4'((/0C
/*-,0/5/%02.,-0%4'-'1*5Q 52.11&5Q E'3C$75,%*4,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*5" M%-./0Q 0/5/%02.C%4%7-'*+
%7701%2./5,715'-'1*/4,10,0/(/00/4,-1,%5,2$&-$0%&C-$0*CJ%5/4,10,C'*4$2/4,.%L/,-1,2&%0'(),-./,57/C



























g2(" !9Q 77" !<,%*4,!!h"G @5,X1**/&&,%*4,i$*-,1$-&'*/Q '-,'5,'*4//4,*1,%22'4/*-,-.%-,E15-,0/2/*-
0/5/%02.,(12$5,1*,E%-/0'%&,2$&-$0/Q 1*/,1(,-./,%0/*%5,'*,P.'2.,2$&-$0/,%*4,512'%&,&'(/,E15-,1JC
L'1$5&),%*4,5'+*'62%*-&),'*-/05/2-Q P./0/,2$&-$0/,-%U/5,21*20/-/,(10E,%*4,-.15/,21*20/-/,(10E5
E%U/,2$&-$0%&,214/5,E15-,/37&'2'-],g2(" !9Q 7" !!h" T.$5Q '*,21*-/E710%0),0/5/%02.Q %*,/E7.%5'5
1*,2&15/,21*-/3-5,-1,71&'-'2%&,%*4,/21*1E'2,%57/2-5,_/57/2'%&&),21*5$E7-'1*`Q %5,P/&&,%5,%,(12$5
1*,-./,01&/,1(,'*5-'-$-'1*5,%*4,10+%*';%-'1*5,P'-.'*,-./,6/&45,1(,2$&-$0%&,7014$2-'1*,2%*,J/,1$-C




55< Bi9;6 30#-3(#*1/#-#/$.+%2-&//-^0%%/)) 8!=6 55< !iB=;<
N >*-*1+&-50+%*6 +*-&//4&-+450#*$%*-*0-/451$&+`/-0%'/-40#/-*1/-.+&*+%'*+0%&-*#$'/$F)/-D+*1+%-*1/-/%0#40(&




























-'L/,71P/0,C,P.'2.,E/%*5,/5-%J&'5.'*+,%$-.10'-),J),E/%*5,1(,%,5-10),g!9Q 7" !Gh" T.'5,%*%&)-'2%&
L'/P,1*,U*1P&/4+/C104/05,'5,'*,-.'5,-./5'5,21*5'4/0/4,-1,J/,20$2'%&,-1,-./,$*4/05-%*4'*+,1(,-./
U/),21*2/7-5,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2), '*, -./,21*-/3-,1(, -./,7/0(10E%*2/Q
(0%E'*+,%*4,E%*'(/5-%-'1*5,1(, -./,*%-'1*%&, _&12%&`,4'521$05/" c*1P&/4+/, '5, 5'E$&-%*/1$5&)
\2$&-$0%&&),/EJ/44/4],%5,'-,'5,E/4'%-/4,_(10,'*5-%*2/,-.01$+.,5-10'/5,%*4,5)EJ1&'2,5)5-/E5`,O


















@5,'*4'2%-/4,%J1L/Q -./,4/6*'-'1*Q 5217/Q (12$5,%*4,5-%-$5,1(,2$&-$0/,'-5/&(,'5,-./,E15-,1JL'C
1$5,Y$/5-'1*,0%'5/4,J),-./,2$&-$0%&,-$0*,g!9Q 7" !!h" :.%0%2-/0'5-'25,1(,-./,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*,1(
2$&-$0/,_5//,-%J&/`,'*2&$4/,-./,$*4/05-%*4'*+,1(,2$&-$0/,%5,-./,/*-'0/-),1(,21&&/2-'L/,-.'*U'*+CQ
21*2/'L%J'&'-)CQ %*4,21+*'-'1*,7%--/0*5,1(,512'%&,+01$75Q 21EE$*'-'/5,10,512'/-'/5,_/"+",21&&/2C
-'L/,E/*-%&'-'/5`,gF!Q 77" !FO9Sh" T./,L%+$/*/55,%*4,&%2U,1(,2&/%0,1$-&'*/5,1(,-./,21*2/7-,1(
2$&-$0/,0/5$&-'*+,(01E,-./,J01%4,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*Q .%5,J//*,%*4,5-'&&,'5,1(-/*,%,E%K10,71'*-,1(
20'-'Y$/,g!9Q 77" !!O!9h" H/P/&&,%0+$/5,'*,.'5,21*-0'J$-'1*,_:1*2/7-_5`,1(,:$&-$0/`,'*,X1**/&
%*4,i$*-5,/4'-'1*,(10,%,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*,1(,2$&-$0/,%5,%,4'%&/2-'2,J/-P//*,5)5-/E,%*4,70%2-'2/
P'-.'*,2$&-$0%&,%*%&)5'5Q P.'&/,2$&-$0/,'5,$*4/05-114,%5,%,\5)5-/E,1(,5)EJ1&5,%*4,E/%*'*+5,P'-.
%,2/0-%'*,21./0/*2/,%*4,4/6*'-'1*,J$-,%&51,%,5/-,1(,70%2-'2/5],g!9Q 7" !9h" T.'5,21*5'4/0%-'1*
.%5,%&51,J//*,.'+.&'+.-/4,J),:",i%),(01E,-./,7/057/2-'L/,1(,-./,E%-/0'%&,%*4,-./,'4/%-'1*%&

















1-&(#%&&)<".4".0$("#&Q %*4,E15-Q 57/2-%2$&%0&)Q &$0$%&" T./5/,'*5-'-$-'1*5Q P.'2.
-/*4,-1,J/,0/&%-'L/&),&%0+/,'*,52%&/Q 2/*-0%&';/4,%*4,P/%&-.)Q %0/,%&&,2$&-$0%&,%2-105v
$@%(.)0,%#$&)30O%)<"#$(#-"-&)-&%)"*)$@%(.)<"#&(7%.012%).%&"-.<%&)(#)%**".$&)$")".7%.
3%0#(#,& g2(" !9!Q 77" GGOGNQ E),'-%&'25h"
T./0/(10/Q \5-$4'/5,1(,2$&-$0/,*//4,-1,7%),%-,&/%5-,%5,E$2.,%--/*-'1*,-1,5$2. &($%&)"*)<"#<%#?
$.0$%7)<-2$-.02)4.0<$(<% %5,-1,-./,4'57/05/4,5'-/5,1(,0/5'5-%*2/,-.%-,2$00/*-&),70/41E'*%-/,'*,-./
&'-/0%-$0/],g2(" !9!Q 77" GGOGNQ E),'-%&'25h" i1P/L/0Q '-,5//E5,-.%-,-.'5,70/41E'*%*2/,'5,%J%-C
'*+Q /57/2'%&&),4$/,-1,5$2.,0/5/%02.,701+0%E5,%5,-.'5,4'55/0-%-'1*,'5,J%5/4,1*,-./,01&/5,1(,%2-105
%*4,'*5-'-$-'1*5,P'-.'*,4'52$05'L/,7012/55/5" T.'5,P10U,'5,-.$5,21*5'4/0/4,%,21*-0'J$-'1*,-1
W >''0#.+%2-*0-L/D/))6 *D0-2/%/#$)-./I%+*+0%&-03-'()*(#/-'$%-F/-0(*)+%/.- +%-$'$./4+'-#/&/$#'1E '()*(#/-$&
$-'$*/20#,-\$&5/'*-03-&0'+$)-)+3/6 '0%*#$&*/.-D+*1-&04/-0*1/#-'$*/20#,-03-&0'+$)-)+3/-0%-*1/-0%/-1$%.-M/<2<
S&0'+/*,T-0#-S&(F-&0'+$)-2#0(5&TP6 $%.-'()*(#/-&*$%.+%2-30#-$-'0%'#/*/-D0#).-03-F/)+/3&-$%.-5#$'*+'/&-0%-*1/
0*1/#-1$%.< M-S>4/#+'$%-'()*(#/T6 4$+%&*#/$47'()*(#/T6 /*'<P< K0%&+./#$*+0%&-0%-'()*(#/-$&-$-'$*/20#,-+%')(./
'()*(#/-$&-)/$#%/.-F/1$@+0#6 '()*(#/-$&-$%-+%&*+*(*+0%$)-&51/#/-./@0*/.-*0-*1/-5#0'(*+0%-03-4/$%+%26 '()*(#/-$&
'#/$*+@+*,-0#-$2/%',6 '()*(#/-$&-$-&,&*/4-03-&,4F0)&-$%.-4/$%+%2&-M/<2<-K<-d//#*`6 b<-L'1%/+./#6 "<-_$#&0%&6
]<-"(#%/#6 K<-g/@+7L*#$(&&6 Q<-^$#*1/&6 /$#),-[<-U0('$()*P-$%.-'()*(#/-$&-5#$'*+'/-MS'()*(#/-$&-*00)-G+*T6 /<2<-L<











+/*/0%&, 1$-&'*/5, 2%*,J/, L'/P/4, -1, 5.%7/, -./, 2$00/*-, 70/4'2%E/*-,J), -./'0,E$-$%&, '*-/0%2C





g2(" !!FQ 7" !=h" H2.P/&&'*+,%5,P/&&,1$-&'*/5,_(1$0`,21EE1*,L%*'5.'*+,71'*-5,4/57'-/,-./,701C
+0%EE%-'2,4'L/05'-),g2(" !!FQ 7" !=h" bk5/J0'*U,21*5'4/05,-./,L%0'1$5,1$-21E/5,%*4,5-0%*45,1(
-./,2$&-$0%&,-$0*,P'-.,-./'0,'*-/04'52'7&'*%0),%*%&)5'5C71-/*-'%&,/L/*,%5,%,E/-%C%7701%2.,%*4
0/(/05,-1,21EE1*,2.%0%2-/0'5-'25,1$-&'*/4,J),d/.&/0,gF!Q 77" !GO!Nh" T./5/,21EE1*,+/*/0%&
1$-&'*/5,%*4,L%*'5.'*+,71'*-5,%0/,21E7'&/4,J/&1P"
~ #$/5-'1*5,%J1$-,-./,5-%-$5,1(,-./,512'%&],O,-./,512'%&,J/+%*,-1,&15/,'-5,%$-1E%-'2,/37&%*%-10),71P/0,_X1**/&`
~ :$&-$0/,%5,%,5)EJ1&'2Q &'*+$'5-'2,%*4,0/70/5/*-%-'1*%&,5)5-/E,_X1**/&&" H2.P/&&'*+Q bk5/J0'*U`
~ H12'%&,2%-/+10'/5,P/0/,-1,J/,'E%+'*/4,*1-,%5,70/2/4'*+,21*52'1$5*/55,10,2$&-$0/,10,&%*+$%+/Q J$-,%5,4/C
7/*4'*+,$71*,-./E" @5,512'%&,2%-/+10'/5,1*&),2%E/,'*-1,J/'*+,-.01$+.,-./'0,/370/55'1*5,10,0/70/5/*-%-'1*5Q







%2-'1*" [01E,-./5/,(10E5,1(,%2-'1*Q 7014$2-5,%*4,%0-/(%2-5,%0'5/" _H2.P/&&'*+`
~ T./,7014$2-'1*5,%*4,%0-/(%2-5,%0/,%*%&);/4,(01E,-./,71'*-,1(,L'/P,-.%-,-./),21*5-%*-&),%0/,%417-/4,10,0/C
($5/4Q $*4/05-114,10,E'5$*4/05-114Q -0%*5(10E/4,%*4,0/C'*-/070/-/4,J),'*4'L'4$%&,%*4,21&&/2-'L/,%2-105" T./
7014$2-'1*5,%*4,%0-/(%2-5,%0/,($0-./0E10/,$*4/05-114,%5,$*L/'&,21&&/2-'L/,21*2/'J%&'-'/5Q -.1$+.-,7%--/0*5Q
E/*-%&'-'/5Q /E1-'1*5,%*4,P10&4,L'/P5,_H2.P/&&'*+`






2%*,J/,5$J5$E/4,%5,(1&&1P5,g2(" !=9Q 7" 9?SC9?!hD




~ [12$5,1*,70%2-'2%&,10'/*-%-'1*,P10U'*+,P'-.,2$&-$0/C21*2/7-5Q %*4,%,2&/%0,5.'(-, -1, -./





'5-'2, -./10), _0/(/00'*+, -1,[1$2%$&-]5, &%-/0,P10U5`,%0/,20$2'%&,%57/2-5,1(, 0/(/0/*2/" :10/
2%-/+10'/5,1(,5$2.,%*,$*4/05-%*4'*+,1(,2$&-$0/,%0/,E'0010/4,'*,%,E14/&,4/L/&17/4,J)























-/3-, '*,P.'2., (10E5,1(, 512'%&,70%2-'2/Q 5$2.,%5,/"+",/21*1E'2,7012/55/5Q -%U/,7&%2/,%*4, '*
P.'2.,71&'2'/5,%0/,E%4/" H2'/*-'5-5,/E7&1)'*+,-./,2$&-$0%&'5-,%*4,2$&-$0%&C-$0*C'*4$2/4,%7C
701%2.,0/57/2-'L/&),J1001P,21*2/7-5,(01E,2$&-$0%&,%*4,&'-/0%0),-./10)Q %*-.0171&1+)Q 512'1&C






7" !GVh" >/*/0%&&)Q -./,'*^$/*2/,1(,&%-/C5-0$2-$0%&'5-,%*4,715-C5-0$2-$0%&'5-,-.1$+.-,.%5,&/%4,-1
%*,/E7.%5'5,1*,4'521$05/,%*4,-/3-Q 0/5$&-'*+,'*,2&15/,/*+%+/E/*-,P'-.,-/3-$%&,/L'4/*2/,%5
21*2/0*5,/E7'0'2%&,'*L/5-'+%-'1*5,g2(" N<Q 7" !GVh" @5,21*2/0*5,-./,0/5/%02.,1*,-./,21*5-0$2C
-'1*,%*4,0/21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-'/5Q 21*5-0$2-'1*5,1(,\5/&(R1-./0],4'2.1-1E'/5,.%L/
J//*,0/L/%&/4,-1,.%L/,-./,57/2'62,($*2-'1*5,1(,20/%-'*+Q 0/%(60E'*+,%*4,'*,E%*),2%5/5,0/20/C
%-'*+,*%-'1*%&,%*4,0/+'1*%&,'4/*-'-),J%5/4,1*,*%-'1*%&Q /-.*'2Q 10,+/*4/0,'4/*-'-'/5" T./5/Q '*
-$0*Q 5.%7/,-./,71&'-'2%&,'E%+'*%-'1*,1(,J1-.,71&'2)E%U/05,%*4,7$J&'2,17'*'1*Q %5,%&51,j%2UC















%*4,-./,5-0$2-$0%&,/*L'01*E/*-,0/57/2-'L/&),g2(" N<Q 7" !N!h" T./,605-,71'*-,1(,20'-'Y$/,0/5$&-5
(01E,-./,%J1L/,E/*-'1*/4,/*10E1$5,&%2U,1(,2&%0'-),%*4,70/2'5'1*,'*,-./,$5%+/,1(,2$&-$0/,%5,J1-.
-/0E,%*4,21*2/7-$%&,2%-/+10)Q %*4,-./,%221E7%*'/4,71-/*-'%&&),&'E'-&/55,5217/,1(,2$&-$0/,g2("
N<Q 7" !NSh"? T./,5/21*4,71'*-,1(,20'-'Y$/,0/(/05,-1,-./,/32&$5'1*,1(,%2-105,%*4,(%2-$%&RE%-/0'%&
%2-'1*C5217/5,1(,%2-105,0/57/2-'L/&),%5,-./,(12$5,1*,/"+",2$&-$0%&&),21*5-0$2-/4,$*4/05-%*4'*+5
1(,-./,P10&4,%*4,'E%+/5,'*,4'((/0/*-,21*-/3-5,0/57/2-'L/&),%0/,%221E7%*'/4,J),J&%*U'*+,1$-,-./







2.1'2/5" A*,1-./0,P1045Q E15-,2$&-$0%&,%7701%2./5,+1,1*&),1*/CP%)D -./),(12$5,1*
-./,41E'*%*2/,1(,5$JK/2-'L/,$*4/05-%*4'*+,%*4,-/*4,-1,'+*10/,-./,01&/,1(,5-0$2-$0%&
/&/E/*-5,'*,5.%7'*+,-./,71&'-'2%&,'E%+'*%-'1*,1(,-.15/,0/571*5'J&/,(10,71&'2)E%U'*+
g2(" N<Q 7" !N!h"
@5,j%2U51*,1$-&'*/4,0/(/00'*+,-1,>//0-;,.'E5/&(,\_{`,P.'&/,2$&-$0%&&),21*5-0$2-/4,J/&'/(5,21*C
4'-'1*,-./,P%),P/,$*4/05-%*4,1$-5'4/,5-0$2-$0/5Q -./),*/'-./0,20/%-/,*10,21*-01&,-./,7017/0-'/5
1(, -./5/, 5-0$2-$0/5]" i/*2/Q \_{`, '-, '5,1*/, -.'*+, -1,2&%'E, -.%-,1$0,$*4/05-%*4'*+,1(, 0/%&'-)
'5,E/4'%-/4,-.01$+.,4'52$05'L/,21*5-0$2-'1*5v J$-,'-,'5,%*1-./0,-.'*+,%&-1+/-./0,-1,2&%'E,-.%-
&%*+$%+/,\20/%-/5],0/%&'-)],g2(" N<Q 7" !N9h" T.'5,%57/2-,'5,21*5'4/0/4,%5,'E710-%*-,-1,J/%0,'*
E'*4,P./*,21*4$2-'*+,4'521$05/C%*%&)-'2%&, 0/5/%02.,O, -./0/(10/Q -./, -./10/-'2%&,4'52$55'1*
%*4,%*%&)-'2%&,%7701%2.,.%5,-1,(%2-10, '*, -./,4'%&/2-'2,1(, -./,'4/%-'1*%&,%*4,-./,E%-/0'%&Q 1(


















O,J)Q (10,/3%E7&/Q 71P/0,0/&%-'1*5,10,57%-'%&'-),10,0/51$02/,4'5-0'J$-'1*5],g2(" N<Q 7" !N=h" T./
(12$5,./*2/,'5,1*,-./,'*-/0%2-'1*,1(,'4/%5Q J/&'/(5,%*4,'4/*-'-'/5,P'-.,-./,5-0$2-$0%&,/*L'01*E/*-
'*,P.'2.,%2-'1*,-%U/5,7&%2/,-1,7014$2/,70%2-'2/5],g2(" N<Q 7" !N=h" @5,j%2U51*,1$-&'*/4Q -./,/EC
7.%5'5,1*,70%2-'2/,.%5,&/4,-1,%,4//7/0Q E10/,21E70/./*5'L/,%*4,E10/,4)*%E'2,$*4/05-%*4'*+

















%*4,4'521$05/5,g!SFQ 7" !?h" H12'%&,21*5-0$2-'L'5E,'5,4/520'J/4,%5,%,\E/-%,-./10),P'-.,%,*$EC
J/0,1(,4'5-'*2-'L/,5-0%*45],g!SFQ 7" !?hQ 5'*2/,'-,'-5/&(,.%5,4'((/0/*-,4'52'7&'*%0),E%*'(/5-%-'1*5"
i1P/L/0Q -./5/,5-0%*45,.%L/,'*,21EE1*,%*,/E7.%5'5,1*,-./,+/*/0%-'L/Q 10+%*';%-'1*%&Q %*4
5/&/2-'L/,*%-$0/,1(,.$E%*,7/02/7-'1*Q $*4/05-%*4'*+,%*4,E/E10)" T./,E/%*'*+,10,U*1P&/4+/
'5,5//*,%2-'L/&),J$'&-,'*5-/%4,1(,7%55'L/&),0/2/'L/4,J),7/17&/" 8/17&/,%0/,L'/P/4,%5 <"#&$.-<?
$(5%)0,%#$& P.15/,P%)5,1(,U*1P'*+Q 5//'*+Q $*4/05-%*4'*+,%*4,L%&$'*+,'*^$/*2/,P.%-,'5,5//*Q
U*1P*Q $*4/05-114,%*4,L%&$/4,g2(" E),'-%&'25 !SFQ 7" !?h" T.'5,%57/2-,'5,2100/571*4'*+,P'-.



























g!9!Q 7" GVh" H/P/&&,5-0/55/5,-./,'E710-%*2/,1(,2$&-$0%&,%*%&)5'5,J/%0'*+,'*,E'*4,-./,0/&%-'L/
%*4,21*5-%*-&), 5.'(-'*+,2.%0%2-/0,1(, -./,J1*4,J/-P//*, -./5/, \7%0-'%&&),21./0/*-, &%*452%7/5
1(,E/%*'*+,\2$&-$0/5]]Q E%),-./),J/,0/(/00/4,-1,%5,2$&-$0/Q P10&45,1(,E/%*'*+Q /-.*152%7/5Q
10,./+/E1*'/5,g!9!Q 77" GVOG?h" T./5/,21*5'4/0%-'1*5,.'+.&'+.-,-./,7155'J'&'-),1(,21EJ'*'*+





















0'%&R'21*'2]Q \7/0(10E%-'L/],-$0*`" @ 7/0(10E%-'L/,-$0*,'5,51E/-'E/5,%0+$/4,-1,J/,-0%2/%J&/,-1,-./
E'4C!F?S5,%*4,!FFS5Q L'/P/4,%5,1*/,7%-.,P'-.'*,-./,2$&-$0%&,-$0*C4/L/&17E/*-,/E7.%5';'*+
-./,2%-/+10),1(,-./,7/0(10E%-'L/Q (12$5'*+,/57/2'%&&),1*,E%-/0'%&'-)Q E/4'%&'-)Q 7014$2-'1*%&
4)*%E'25,%*4,5-%+'*+,1(,2$&-$0/,g!SFQ 77" !GO!Vh"!S Z$/,-1,-./,/7'5-/E1&1+'2%&,715'-'1*'*+
'*,-.'5,-./5'5Q 7/0(10E%-'L'-),'5,'*,-.'5,P10U,.1P/L/0,L'/P/4,%5,%*,'EE%*/*-,%*%&)-'2%&,$*'-,-1






















5'+*'62%*-,%7701%2./5,1(, '*L/5-'+%-'1*,%*4, 5)5-/E%-'2,4'0/2-'L/5, 0/57/2-'L/&)Q P.'2.,P1$&4

























'0%*$'*-M<<<P M5<=B:P< =< "1/-$#2(4/%*-*1$*-S*#$%&)$*+0%$)-#/70#+/%*$*+0%T-D0().-F/-')/$#),-#/e/'*/.-+%-&('1
'0%'/5*&-$&-*1/-'()*(#$)-#/74$55+%2-03-S*1/-50)+*+'$)-4$5T-MpP6 D1+'1-^$'14$%%7[/.+'G-'$))&-'()*(#$)-4$57
5+%26 $2$+%6 D+*10(*-'0%'/5*($)+`+%2-S4$55+%2T-M5< =9WP< >''0#.+%2-*0->))0)+07jw'G/6 *1/-$F&*#$'*-'0%'/5*
03-S*#$%&)$*+0%T-4$,-F/-'0%&+./#/.-$&-'045)/*/),-4+&(&/.-+%-*1/-F00G6 &+%'/-*1/-./I%+*+0%-03-*#$%&)$*+0%-$&
$-S'$*/20#,-03-S+%*/#&5$'/Tu6 D1+'1-D0().-'0%&*+*(*/-$-S'0(%*/#-40@/4/%*T-*0-*1/-*1+%G+%2-+%-/&&/%*+$)+&*+'

























+$'5-'25Q 512'1&1+)Q 2$&-$0%&,+/1+0%7.)Q 71&'-'2%&,52'/*2/Q 21EE$*'2%-'1*,%*4,E/4'%,52'/*2/Q
/21*1E'25Q -0%*5&%-'1*%&,5-$4'/5,1*,'*-/02$&-$0%&,21EE$*'2%-'1*Q &'-/0%-$0/,52'/*2/,%*4,51,1*


















5-114,%5,%*4,$*4/0,P.'2.,21*4'-'1*5, '-,E%),J/,0/(/00/4, -1,%5,%, -$0*Q 2%*,J/,E14'6/4,%*4
'*-/070/-/4,%5,P'-.'*,%,52./E%,1*,E$&-'4'E/*5'1*%&,21./0/*2'/5,J/-P//*,%*%&)-'2%&,(0%E/C






















turn disclosing new !elds 




























turn itself as medium 




)*+,-% /'.'( L(22/&*+0%- *0- .+&'/#%- F/*D//%- 5$#$.+24$*+'$)- *(#%- $%.- )$F/)- \- *(#%7'0%'/5*($)+`$*+0%6 *(#%7
'0%'/5*&-$%.-*(#%7+%')(./.-#/&/$#'1-5#02#$4&-0#-40./)&<
X%5/4,1*,-.'5,5$++/5-/4,L'/P,1*,-$0*5Q -.'5,-./5'5,-%U/5,'-5,4/7%0-'*+,71'*-5,(01E,-./,2$&-$0%&








M/5/%02.'*+,*%-'1*%&, 'E%+/C2$&-'L%-'1*,/((10-5, '*2&$4/5,%, (12$5,1*, -./,2100/&%-'1*,J/-P//*
2$&-$0/C21*2/7-5,%*4,512'%&,70%2-'2/,-.%-,'*,(%2-,J/21E/5,E15-,/L'4/*-,'*,-./,2%*1*';%-'1*,1(
&'(/5-)&/C0/&%-/4,%57/2-5,P'-.'*,0/70/5/*-%-'L/,4'521$05/,_-0%4'-'1*5Q .1&'4%)5Q (114,%*4,40'*UQ
(%5.'1*Q /37/0'/*2'*+,/3.'J'-'1*5Q &%*452%7/5,%*4,2$&-$0%&,5'-/5Q /-2"`" i/*2/Q '-,'5,'E710-%*-,-1
/E7.%5';/,-.%-,2$&-$0%&,7./*1E/*%,%0/,*1-,K$5-,E/%*'*+C2.%0+/4,21*5-0$2-5,P'-.'*,5)EJ1&'2
(10E5Q J$-,%&51,/L/0)C4%)C2%00'/4,1$-,512'%&,70%2-'2/" [$0-./0E10/Q 5)EJ1&'2,(10E5,%0/,/EJ/4C
4/4,'*,.'5-10'2%&&),57/2'62,%*4,512'%&&),5-0$2-$0/4,21*-/3-5,%*4,7012/55/5Q P'-.'*,P.'2.,-./5/
5)EJ1&'2,(10E5,%0/,7014$2/4Q -0%*5E'--/4,%*4,70/2'7'-%-/4,g2(" Y$1-'*+,T.1E751*,!FFSQ 7"
!!! GVQ 7" ==h" im0*'*+,%*4,M/$-/0,5$++/5-,%,\0/%&'5-'2,2$&-$0%&,%*%&)5'5],(12$5'*+,1*,E/%*'*+C
5-0$2-$0/5Q %0+$'*+,-.%-,5/E'1-'2,2$&-$0/C%*%&)5'5,P1$&4,(%0,-11,/%5'&),(%&&,'*-1,-./,\2$&-$0%&'5-'2
-0%7],-.01$+.,1L/0/E7.%5';'*+,E/%*'*+C,%*4,5)EJ1&'2,21E71*/*-5,%-,-./,/37/*5/,1(,2$&-$0%&

































-'L/,%5,\41'*+,2$&-$0/],gGVQ 7" !!9h" T./,70%2-'2%&,/E7&1)E/*-,1(,2$&-$0/,0/(/05,-1,-./,'*-/0%2-'L/
0/%&';%-'1*,%*4,'E7&/E/*-%-'1*" I*,%,-./10/-'2%&,&/L/&Q -.'5,7/057/2-'L/,40%P5,1*,-./,-0%4'-'1*
1(,70%2-'2/C(12$5/4,P10U5Q /57/2'%&&),'*^$/*2/4,J),-./,P10U5,1(,X1$04'/$Q %*4,>1((E%*,%*4
>%06*U/&,%5,P/&&,%5,0/2/*-,L'/P5,701L'4/4,J),2$&-$0%&,5-$4'/5,gGVQ 7" !!9h" :$&-$0/,'5,21*C
2/7-$%&';/4,%5,5'-$%-/4,'*,512'%&,70%2-'2/5Q P.'2.,%0/,%,21*+&1E/0%-/,1(,/L/0)C4%)C70%2-'2/5
1(,U*1P&/4+/C104/0C10+%*';%-'1*Q P.'&/,-./,21*2/7-,1(,70%2-'2/,-./0/J),'5,21*2/7-$%&';/4,%5
($*2-'1*'*+,%5,%, \.'*+/],J/-P//*, '*5-'-$-'1*5Q 2$&-$0%&, -0%4'-'1*5,%*4,0$&/5,1*, -./,.%*4,%*4
%2-'*+,5$JK/2-5Q -./'0,'*-/*-'1*5,%*4,21*2/'L%J'&'-/5,1*,-./,1-./0,.%*4],g2(" 10'+'*%&,'-%&'25 GVQ
77" !!9O!!=h" :$&-$0/,'5,-.$5,L'/P/4,%5,%* "#,"(#,)4."<%&&)$@0$)(&)O%4$).-##(#,)18)$@%)0<?
$("#)"*)0<$".& g2(" E),'-%&'25 GVQ 7" !!Gh" e'/P'*+,-./,-.'*U'*+,%*4,U*1P&/4+/,1(,'*4'L'4$%&
%2-105,%5,%&P%)5,/EJ/44/4,'*-1,21&&/2-'L/,'*-/00/&%-'1*5Q -./,(12$5,P'-.'*,-.'5,%7701%2.,'5,*1-
1*,5$JK/2-'L/,/37/0'/*2/5,10,%--'-$4/5,1(, '*4'L'4$%&,%2-105,J$-,1*, -./, \7014$2-'1*,1(, -.'*UC




0/%&'-),gGVQ 7" !!=h" i1P/L/0Q 512'%&,70%2-'2/5,E%),*1-,J/,0/4$2/4,-1,J/.%L'10,4/-/0E'*/4,J)
%*),U'*4,1(,512'/-%&,10,71&'-'2%&C/21*1E'2%&,5-0$2-$0/,+$'4/&'*/5Q 5'*2/Q %5,im0*'*+,%*4,M/$-/0
%&51,/E7.%5';/Q -./),%&P%)5,.%L/,-1,J/,-.1$+.-,1(,%5,%&51,J/'*+,7014$2-'L/,70%2-'2/5Q '*2&$4C
'*+,%57/2-5,1(,'**1L%-'1*,%*4,20/%-'L'-),gGVQ 7" !!=h" T./,21*2/7-,1(,512'%&,70%2-'2/5,E%U/5

























&5$'/7&/%&+F+)+`$*+0%-M&//-$)&0-*1/-5#/@+0(&-.+&'(&&+0%-.#$D+%2-0%-g$&16 h##,6 $%.-"1045&0%P< [0#/0@/#6
1$F+*$*-F/'04/&-)/&&-')/$#-$&-&0'+$)-.+33/#/%*+$*+0%-#/&()*&-+%-'0%*+%2/%'+/&-$%.-+%-*1/-&5)+**+%2-03-'0))/'*+@/
*+4/-$%.-&5$'/6 $%.-+%-*1/-/4/#2/%'/-03-./7&*$%.$#.+`$*+0%&-8'3< NW6 5< !!9;<
!9<
NDCD /@%)(340<$)"*)$@%)<-2$-.02)$-.#)P)R%$%.3(#0#$&)(#)!"#$%F$)"*)$@%)0#028$(<02)*.03%H".O
77" !!NO!!Vh" @5,im0*'*+,%*4,M/$-/0,7$-,'-Q */P,E/4'%,20/%-/,*/P,5-0/55,6/&45,%*4,2%-/+10'/5
1(,\4'5-%*2/,%*4,%4K%2/*2)Q 1(,70/5/*2/,%*4,%J5/*2/Q 1(,7/051*%&,%*4,%J5-0%2-Q 1(,L'5'J&/,%*4
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-'1*,1(,21EE14'-'/5]" g!9=Q 7" !VGh
@7%0-,(01E,-./5/,605-,20$2'%&,21*5'4/0%-'1*5,1*,%0+$E/*-5,-1,-./,/((/2-,-.%-,\E%0U/-,/21*1E'/5
'*20/%5'*+&),21E70'5/, 2$&-$0%&, +1145,%*4,2$&-$0%&, &1+'25]Q -./, 5/21*4, 'E710-%*-, %57/2-, -./
%$-.105,.'+.&'+.-,'5,.1P,/21*1E'/5,-./E5/&L/5,21*5-'-$-/,%,2$&-$0%&,(102/,P.'2.,'*,(%2-,\7&%)5
%,4/2'5'L/,01&/,'*,7014$2'*+,/21*1E'/5,%*4,/21*1E'2,/*-'-'/5],_5//,%&51,*/3-,5/2-'1*Q 4/%&'*+
2&15/0,P'-., H&%-/0]5, %*4,T1*U'55], 1$-&'*/,1*, -./ b30.O%$) 0&) 2"<-&)"*) (7%#$($8) *".30$("#c %*4
\-./,21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,E/%*'*+($&,512'%&,&'(/,-.01$+.,'-5,701L'5'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,0/51$02/5,%*4,-./
2$&-$0%&,/&%J10%-'1*,1(,512'%&,4'((/0/*2/,%*4,4'5-'*2-'1*]`,g2(" !9=Q 77" !VGO!VNQ E),'-%&'25hD
B%0U/-5,%0'5/,P./0/,7%0-'2$&%0,512'%&,%2-105Q 17/0%-'*+,-.01$+.,'*5-'-$-'1*5,5$2.,%5
+1L/0*E/*-5Q 5-%-/5Q &/+%&,5)5-/E5,%*4,J$5'*/55/5Q 7014$2/,%*4,0/7014$2/,E%0C
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-./,21*5$E/0,-./,E%0U/-,'5,'*20/%5'*+&),5//*,%5,-./,&12$5,1(,'4/*-'-),(10E%-'1*,%*4,-./,21*C
5-0$2-'1*,1(,E/%*'*+($&,512'%&,&'(/,-.01$+.,'-5,701L'5'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,0/51$02/5,%*4,-./,2$&-$0%&
/&%J10%-'1*,1(,512'%&,4'((/0/*2/,%*4,4'5-'*2-'1*],g!9=Q 7" !VNh" T./,(12$5,1*,-./,5'+*'62%*2/,1(
2$&-$0/,P'-.'*,E14/0*,/21*1E),'5,1*,E%0U'*+,512'%&,4'5-'*2-'1*Q 0/&%-'L/,5-%-$5,%*4,2$&-$0%&
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-./,J%2U+01$*4,1(,-./,5.'(-,1(,-./,2/*-0/,1(,+0%L'-),(01E,E%*$(%2-$0'*+,-1,5/0L'2/,%*4,'*(10E%C
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-./, &1+'25,1(,+&1J%&,^1P5,P.'2.,21*5-'-$-/,*/P,(10E5,1(, '*-/0%2-'1*Q 21*-01&,%*4,10+%*';%C
-'1*,J/-P//*,$*21**/2-/4,715'-'1*5Q 51, -.%-, \57%2/,1(,7&%2/5],J/21E/5,%, \57%2/,1(,^1P5]D
^1P5,1(,2%7'-%&Q '*(10E%-'1*Q 71P/0Q -/2.*1&1+)Q 'E%+/5Q 5)EJ1&5Q /-2" /*01&&,'*,57%2/5,%*4
!=<
NDCD /@%)(340<$)"*)$@%)<-2$-.02)$-.#)P)R%$%.3(#0#$&)(#)!"#$%F$)"*)$@%)0#028$(<02)*.03%H".O
4/-/0E'*%-/, 512'%&, %*4, 2$&-$0%&, 70%2-'2/5" T./0/J)Q 57%2/, %*4, -'E/, -.'2U/*, _1-./0, 0/(/0, -1
57%2/C-'E/C21E70/55'1*,%5,.%5,J//*,E/*-'1*/4,%J1L/`,%*4,7&%2/5,'*-/+0%-/,-./E5/&L/5,'*-1












^1P5,dm.&/0 g!=<Q 7" V<h" 8&%2/5,21*5-'-$-/,512'%&,57%2/5Q '*,P.'2.,L%&$%-'1*,%*4,-%5-/,7&%)
20$2'%&,01&/5" X$-,7&%2/5,+%'*,/L'4/*2/,1*&),L'%,%,57%2/C4/C21*-/3-$%&';%-'1*" T.%-,E/%*5
-.%-,7&%2/,+%'*5,E/%*'*+C'*-/00/&%-'1*,P'-._'*`,-./5/,57%2/5,0/57/2-'L/&),dm.&/0 g!=<Q 7" V<h"































57%2/5Q 2$00/*2),57%2/5Q E/4'%,57%2/5Q /4$2%-'1*C,%*4C,U*1P&/4+/,57%2/5Q &/'5$0/,57%2/5,%*4
51,(10-./E/0+/,1*,-./,J%5'5,1(,5$2.,U*1P&/4+/C104/05,g!=<Q 7" VGh" A*,104/0,-1,/*%J&/,715'-'1*C
'*+Q 57%2/C21*5$E7-'1*,.%5,-1,-%U/,7&%2/,%22104'*+,-1,dm.&/0,O,57%2/5,/E/0+/,P'-.'*,512'/-%&
'*-/00/&%-'1*5,1(,7014$2-'1*,%*4,0/7014$2-'1*5,g!=<Q 7" VGh" T./),%0/,%-,-./,5%E/,-'E/,0/21*C






_J$'&4'*+Q ^10%Q (%$*%Q 7/17&/Q /-2"` 2%*,J/,-0%*5(10E/4,'*-1,'E%+/5,%*4,-.$5,+%'*,-./,(10E




'*+,1(,57%2/,_0/+%04'*+,E%-/0'%&,%57/2-5,%*4,2.%*+/`,g!=<Q 7" VNh"!V @2Y$'0/E/*-5,J%5/4,1*
7014$2-'1*Q 0/7014$2-'1*,1(,512'%&,21*4'-'1*5 077)<"@%&("#)0#7)&$01(2($8)$")&40<%?.%02($8" @-
-./,5%E/, -'E/Q 57%-'%&,70%2-'2/,21*5-'-$-/5, -./, 0/%4%J'&'-),%*4, -.$5,4'((/0/*-'%-'1*,1(, 57%2/Q
%5,/"+",21*2/0*'*+,21*5$E7-'1*Q P10UQ /4$2%-'1*Q &/'5$0/,-'E/Q /-2,g2(" !=<Q 7" VGQ E),'-%&C
'25h" T./,7014$2-'1*,1(,57%2/,%*4,-./0/-1,'*-/0&'*U/4,10+%*';%-'1*,1(,21+*'-'1*,'5,+$%0%*-//4
-.01$+.,5'+*5,%*4,214/5Q -.%-,'5Q -./,0/70/5/*-%-'1*,1(,57%2/,g!=<Q 7" VNh" :1*5-'-$-'L/,4/-/0C
E'*%*-5,1(,57%2/,2%*,J/,-0%2/4,J%2U,-1,4/5'+*5Q 21*2/'L%J'&'-'/5,%*4,U*1P&/4+/C'*L/*-10'/5






*%-'1*Q 57%2/,2%*,J/,21*5$E/4,%5,%,7014$2-,_/+" -0%L/&C57%2/`,g!=<Q 7" VVh" H7%2/5,O,%*4R10
-./'0,L'0-$%&,0/70/5/*-%-'1*5,J/21E/,7155'J&/,-1,/37/0'/*2/,L'%,'E%+/0'/5,%5,-./5/,57%2/5,1L/0C
&%7,%*%&1+$/,57%2/,%*4,/*%J&/,5)EJ1&'2,$5%+/Q 4/-/0E'*%-'1*,%*4,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*" [10
'*5-%*2/Q 5-10)-/&&'*+,%520'J/5,57/2'62,E/%*'*+,-1,J$'&4'*+5Q 7/17&/,10,2'-)C%0/%5" 8014$2-'1*
%*4,21*5$E7-'1*,-.$5,J/21E/5,%*,'*5-0$E/*-,1(,/*(102'*+,104/0C21*2/'L%J&'-'/5,1*,/"+",&/'5$0/





57%2/,E%),J/,21*60E/4Q J$-,%&51,0/C'*-/070/-/4,g!=<Q 7" V?h" X),E/%*5,1(,X1$04'/$]5,21*2/7-
1(,2%7'-%&,(10E5Q 512'/-%&,21*-0%4'2-'1*5,7/07/-$%-/,P'-.'*,7.)5'2%&,57%2/,%*4,%0/,-0%2/%J&/,-1
5-0$++&/5,1*,57%2/C7016&/5,_L'%,-./,'*210710%-'1*,1(,-./5/,2%7'-%&,(10E5`" I*,-./,5)EJ1&'2%&
&/L/&Q 57%2/,./*2/, ($*2-'1*5,%5,57%2/,1( 2(*%&$82%& %5,dm.&/0,/E7.%5';/5, 0/(/00'*+, -1,X1$0C



























701+0%E5,10,7%0%4'+E5,g9<Q 77" ==O=<h" I*/,1(,-./E,.%5,J//*,-./,\57%-'%&,%7701%2.],%*4,&%-/0
-./,\/*L'01*E/*-%&,7/02/7-'1*,%*4,J/.%L'10%&,%7701%2.],4/L/&17/4,'*,-./,-P/*-'/-.,2/*-$0)Q
21*2/7-$%&';'*+,57%2/,%5,\E/*-%&,E%7_5`,10,\E%7_5`,'*,E'*4_5`],g<<Q 7" 9V?h" T./,1*-1&1+'2%&
5-%-/,1(,57%2/,.%5,$*4/0+1*/,%,7012/55,1(,2.%*+/,-.%-,P'-.,i%04,(/%-$0/5,-./,2/*-0%&,2.%0%2C
-/0'5-'2,1(,\57%2/,%5,'*-/+0%&,7%0-,1(,512'%&,21EE$*'2%-'1*],g<<Q 7" 9V?h" T.'5,-0%*5(10E%-'1*%&
7012/55,.%5,0/5$&-/4,'*,%,P.1&/,5/0'/5,1(,51,2%&&/4,\57%-'%&,-$0*5],51,-.%-,-./,-/0E,57%2/,E$5-














10,%*),57/2'62,E/-.141&1+'2%&,/E7&1)E/*-,'*,-./,0/57/2-'L/,21*-/3-,g9<Q 7" !=h" i/*2/Q -./
%'E,1(,-./,L1&$E/,.%5,J//*,-1,7'2-$0/,-./,&%0+/,57/2-0$E,1(,$-'&';%-'1*,%*4,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*










-.%-,$*(10-$*%-/&), '5,*1,E%--/0,1(,21$05/" @5,Zm0'*+RT.'/&E%**,1$-&'*/4Q '-, '5, 'E710-%*-, -1
21*52'1$5&),4'((/0/*-'%-/,L/0),2&/%0&),J/-P//*,\-./,&%J/&,57%-'%&,-$0*],%*4,\-./,%+/*4%,57%-'%&
-$0*],g9<Q 7" !9h" T./,%J1L/CE/*-'1*/4,4/J%-/,0/5$&-5,(01E,-./,%57/2-,1(,57%2/,%5,.1E1*)E)
%*4,-./,L/0),4'((/0/*-, -/0E'*1&1+'2%&,$5%+/,'*,21EJ'*%-'1*,P'-., -./,0/2/*-, '*^%-'1*%0),$5/
1(,-./,21*2/7-,\-$0*],'*,+/*/0%&Q P.'2.,/57/2'%&&),&%J/&/4,P'-.,%,\2$&-$0%&C52'/*-'62,%7701%2.]
1(-/*,5'E7&),%77/%05,%5,%,5-0%-/+'2,&%$*2.'*+Q 21*2/7-CE%0U/-'*+Q 0/4$2'*+,\-$0*5], -1,&'-/0%&





















1*/5,_'*-/04'52'7&'*%0),57%-'%&C-$0*C7/057/2-'L/`,g9<Q 7" !Gh" @22104'*+,-1,81--Q -./,57%-'%&,-$0*]
10,(12$5,1*,-./,57%-'%&,4/-/0E'*%*-,'5,%*,\'*-/+0%-'L/,7%0-,1(,-./,2$&-$0%&,-$0*],%*4,2$&-$0%&'5-'2
+/1+0%7.),%,21*-0'J$-'1*,-1,-./,/5-%J&'5.E/*-,1(,%*,7/057/2-'L/,-%U'*+,'*-1,%221$*-,-./,57%C
-'%&],P'-.'*,-./,'*-/04'52'7&'*%0),'4/*-'-)C4/J%-/,g!SFQ 7" 9Fh" @5,j",Zk**/,P0'-/5Q -./,2$00/*-&)








$*5-%J&/Q ^1P'*+Q %&-/0%J&/,%*4,.)J0'4Q 1(-/*,21*-0%4'2-10'&),(10E5D \A4/*-'-),'5,%,E%--/0,1(,*/C
+1-'%-'1*Q %,5-0$++&/,(10,E/%*'*+,P'-.'*,4'521$05/5Q 71P/0,17/0%-'1*5Q 512'%&,0/&%-'1*5,%*4,R10
!=?
NDCD /@%)(340<$)"*)$@%)<-2$-.02)$-.#)P)R%$%.3(#0#$&)(#)!"#$%F$)"*)$@%)0#028$(<02)*.03%H".O










2.105Q %*4,-.1$+.,5%-'5(),-./,4/5'4/0%-$E,1(,5/2$0/*/55Q E/%*'*+,%*4,21./0/*2/],g!SFQ 7" =Sh"
Z'52$05'L/,'4/*-'-),21*5-0$2-'1*5,%*4,4/520'7-'1*5,1(,57%2/5Q 2'-'/5,%*4,&%*452%7/5,%0/,J01$+.-
-1,(12$5,g2(" !SFQ 7" =NC=Vh" X/2%$5/,/L/0),7014$2-'1*,1(,'4/*-'-),1*&),'5,7155'J&/,-.01$+.,-./
21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,4'((/0/*2/,%*4,4'5-'*2-'1*Q 71&'-'25,1(,'4/*-'-),%&P%)5,%0/,/Y$%&&),\71&'-'25,1(
4'((/0/*2/],_c/'-.R8'&/`" T./5/,%0/,%&&,%57/2-5,-.%-,%0/,'*,7%0-'2$&%0,0/&/L%*-,(10,-.'5,5-$4),%*4
J/21E/,/57/2'%&&),/L'4/*-,P'-.'*,-./,0/5/%02.,1(,-.'5,-./5'5" @&&,'*,%&&Q &12%&'-'/5Q 57%2/5,%*4
1JK/2-5,2%*,J/,'*-/070/-/4,%5,5'+*'62%*-,E/4'%,-1,-./,/5-%J&'5.E/*-Q 21*51&'4%-'1*,%*4,21*-01&Q




-1,'4/*-'-)C%52/0-%'*E/*-,g!SFQ 7" =Sh" H7%-'%&,0/(/0/*2/5,%*4,57%2/5,%0/,512'%&,21*5-0$2-'1*5Q
P.'2.,%5,5$2.,21*5-%*-&),.%L/,-1,J/,+/*/0%-/4,%*4,/L%&$%-/4,O57%2/C0/+%04/4,'4/*-'-'/5,%0'5/
-.$5,5$2.,%5,%&&,1-./0,(10E5,1(,'4/*-'-),g!SFQ 7" =!h" @5,21*-'*+/*-C,%*4,21*-/3-C4/7/*4/*-
(10E5Q -./),2%*,L%0),P'-.'*,4'((/0/*-,21*-/3-5,1(,%2-'1*Q 21EE$*'2%-'1*,%*4,1J5/0L%*2/,g!SFQ




1(,5$2.,4'521$05/5,%*4,57%2/C'E%+/5,g!SFQ 7" =!h" d'-.'*,57%-'%&'-),1(,21&&/2-'L/,'4/*-'-),(10E5Q
'-,.%5,J/21E/,/E7'0'2%&&),/L'4/*-,-.%-,E%75,10,-./,-/00'-10'%&,/370/55'1*5,21*2/0*'*+,'4/*-'C
-'/5,%*4,71&'-'25,1(,'4/*-'-),0/57/2-'L/&),41,.%L/,+0/%-,5)EJ1&'2,'E710-%*2/,-1,-./,7014$2-'1*
%*4,2.%*+/,1(,'4/*-'-'/5,g!SFQ 7" =!h" A-,.%5,%&51,J/21E/,/E7'0'2%&&),/L'4/*-,-.%-,E%75,%*4
-/00'-10'%&,/370/55'1*5,0/57/2-'L/&),%5,P/&&,%5,-./,0/(/0/*2/,-1,'4/*-'-'/5,%*4,'4/*-'-),71&'-'25
.%L/,%,+0/%-,5)EJ1&'2,5'+*'62%*2/,-1,-./,7014$2-'1*,%*4,2.%*+/,1(,'4/*-'-'/5,g2(" !SFQ 7" ==h"
A4/*-'-'/5,%0/,512'/-%&,5-0$2-$0/5,%*4,71P/0,'*-/00/&%-'1*5,-.%-,L%0),P'-.,7/0E%*/*-,2.%*+/C
%*4,*/+1-'%-'1*C,7012/55/5,g2(" !SFQ 7" =<h" :1*5-0$2-'1*5,1(,'4/*-'-),(10E%-'1*5,-.%-,%0/,+/*C
/0%-/4,P'-.'*,5)EJ1&'2,2.%0+/,1(,2/0-%'*,7&%2/5,%*4,%0/,7155'J&/,-1,%*%&)5/,J),&11U'*+,$71*





!SFQ 7" =Gh" T./,0/&%-'1*,J/-P//*,'4/*-'-),%*4,57%2/,'5,./*2/,%,0/2'7012%&,7012/55,g2(" !SFQ
7" =NC=Vh" I*,-./,%*%&)-'2%&,&/L/&Q -./,E/-.141&1+'2%&,%*4,5-0$2-$0/C-./10/-'2%&,J&$00'*+,'5,-1
J/,'4/*-'6/4,%5,1*/,1(,-./,E%'*,701J&/E5,'*,5-$4)'*+,-./5/,U'*45,1(,4'521$05/5,'*,-./,21*C





5/55,%*,'4/*-'-)C+/*/0%-'*+,($*2-'1*,_/"+",:1&$EJ'%*,21((//`,g2(" !SFQ 7" =Vh" I0+%*';%-'1*5
%&51,.%L/, -1,2$&-'L%-/,7%&7%J&),21EE$*'2%-'1*C%440/55/5, (10, -./'0,/3-/0*%&,4/%&'*+5Q *1-,%-
&/%5-,5'*2/,-./),17/0%-/,$*4/0,-./,21*4'-'1*5,1(,21E7/-'-'1*,%*4,71-/*-'%&,21EE$-%J'&'-),g2("
!SFQ 7" =Vh" T./0/(10/Q 'E%+/,2$&-'L%-'1*,%*4,&12%&';%-'1*,1(,'*5-'-$-'1*5,7&%),5'+*'62%*-,01&/5D
\57%-'%&,0/(/0/*2/5,21*4$2/,-./,5/&(C5-)&';%-'1*,%*4,5/&(C5)EJ1&';%-'1*" H7%-'%&,4/-/0E'*%-'1*5









'*210710%-/4, '*-1,E/4'%" T.'5,21*2/7-, '*2&$4/5,%*,/3-/*5'1*, _P.1&/,P%),1(, &'(/Q 21EE1*
2$&-$0/`,%5,P/&&,%5,%,71&'-'2';%-'1*,1(,-./,2$&-$0/,21*2/7-D P'-.,2$&-$0/Q '4/*-'-'/5,%0/,%0-'2$&%-/4
%*4,71P/0C0/&%-'1*5,0/7014$2/4" B/4'%,%0/,%*%&);/4,%5,7%0-,1(,2$&-$0/,_%&&,(10E5,1(,2$&-$0/,'*




J%2U+01$*4,1(,2/0-%'*,'*-/0/5-5,%*4,'4/1&1+'2%&,715'-'1*5,g2(" F?Q 7" !SGh" @&-.1$+.,-./,%*%&)5'5
1(,/&/2-01*'2,21EE$*'2%-'1*,'5,%-,'-5,L/0),J/+'**'*+5Q '-,.%5,E/%*P.'&/,J/21E/,/L'4/*-,-.%-
-./,A*-/0*/-,41/5,7155/55,%*,/*10E1$5,71-/*-'%&,-1,(10EQ -1,E%7Q -1,(0%E/Q -1,21*6+$0/Q -1
21*5-0$2-,%*4,-1,21EE$*'2%-/,2$&-$0%&,2.%0%2-/0'5-'25,g2(" F?Q 77" !SFO!!Sh"
B%55,E/4'%, ($*2-'1*, %5,E/E10), %*4,%02.'L/,1(, 512'/-'/5, '*,7014$2'*+, 21*-/E710%0), 5/&(C
4/520'7-'1*5,1(,-./,512'/-)Q '*,'*^$/*2'*+,-./,_%$-1C`1J5/0L%-'1*,1(,1-./0,512'/-%&,5)5-/E5,%*4
'*,/5-%J&'5.'*+,21EE$*'2%-'L/,'*-/+0%-'1*,1(,4'57/05/,%$4'/*2/5,g<?Q 7" NNh" @5,21*2/0*5,-./
4/L/&17E/*-,1(,2$&-$0%&,'4/*-'-'/5Q */P,21EE$*'2%-'1*,-/2.*1&1+'/5,7&%),%,20$2'%&,01&/Q 5'*2/
-./),/*%J&/,*/P,P%)5,1(,'*-/00/&%-'1*5,J/-P//*,7&%2/,%*4,57%2/" e'%,E/4'%Q '4/*-'-),21*5-0$2C
-'1*5,2%*,17/0%-/,P'-.'*, -./, (0%E/P10U,1(,/3'5-/*-,4'5-'*2-'1*C4'521$05/5, -1,1-./0, '4/*-'-'/5








4.0<$(<%&)"*)0)&"<(%$8Q P.15/,2.%0%2-/0'5-'2,'5,%*,%J5-0%2-'1*,1(,7.)5'2%&,57%2/,g2(" <?Q 7" 9=GQ





-./,Y$/5-'1*,1(,L'0-$%&,/-.*'2'-),g<?Q 7" 9=GQ E),'-%&'25h" i1P/L/0Q &12%&'-),'5,J),*1,E/%*5,0/C
51&L/4,'*-1,L'0-$%&,-0%*5&12%&'-)Q 0%-./0,-./0/,/3'5-5,%,21E7&/3,'*-/0%2-'1*,J/-P//*,L'0-$%&,%*4
&12%&,21EE$*'-'/5v B10/&),%*4,M1J'*5,$5/, -./, -/0E, \715-E14/0*,+/1+0%7.'/5],P.'2., -./)
4/520'J/,%5,J/'*+,21*5-'-$-/4,'*,%,P10&4,(10E/4,J),/&/2-01*'2,21EE$*'2%-'1*,g<?Q 7" 9=Gh"
@7%0-,(01E,L'0-$%&,21EE$*'-'/5Q -./,&12%&,21*-/3-5,0/E%'*,5'+*'62%*-,%*2.105Q P'-.'*,P.'2.
-./,L'0-$%&,&/L/&,/*(1&45,57/2'62,E/%*'*+5,-1,-./,$5/05,g<?Q 77" 9=NO9=?h" T.$5,2)J/057%2/,%5
L'0-$%&,57%2/,5-%*45,'*,2&15/,'*-/00/&%-'1*,-1,7&%2/5 7%&4($%)".)4%.@04&)1%<0-&% 1(,'-5,71-/*-'%&
1(,-0%*5+0/55'1*,g2(" <?Q 7" 9=?Q E),'-%&'25h" @5,%&51,815*/0,1$-&'*/4Q 21E7$-/0CE/4'%-/4,%0-'2C








-P//*,-./,0/57/2-'L/,2$&-$0%&,21*-/3-5,g<?Q 7" 9<Nh" T./,P10&4,-.$5,41/5,*1-,7/0,5/,21*5'5-,1(
%,715-E14/0*Q +&1J%&';/4,2$&-$0/Q %*4,'-,0/E%'*5,%*,%*%&)-'2%&,-%5U,-1,5.1PQ P.'2.,2$&-$0/5
%0/,-1,P.%-,/3-/*-,'*210710%-/4,'*-1,-.'5,-0%*5(10E%-'1*,7012/55,g<?Q 7" 9<Nh" @5,%&51,X%4$0%
%*4,X0/.E/,1$-&'*/4Q -./,70/L%&/*-,1*5'4/0%-'1*5,1*,+&1J%&';%-'1*,5$++/5-,'-,P1$&4,J/,%,U'*4
1(,.1E1+/*1$5,+&1J%&';%-'1*,7012/55,-%U'*+,7&%2/,gVQ 7" 9Gh" >&1J%&,%*4,E/4'%CJ%5/4,E/C
4'%-'1*,%*4,0/70/5/*-%-'1*,1(,'4/*-'-),/&/E/*-5,0/5$&-,%-,&/%5-,'*,70'*2'7&/,%&51,'*,'*20/%5'*+
%0-'2$&%-'1*,1(,2$&-$0%&,'4/*-'-),_i%&&,!FF<`,g<?Q 7" 9<Nh" T./,E10/,512'/-%&,&'(/,J/21E/5,E/4'C
%-/4,-.01$+.,-./,+&1J%&,E%0U/-'*+,1(,5-)&/5Q 57%2/5,%*4,21*2/'L%J'&'-/5Q -.01$+.,'*-/0*%-'1*%&
-0%L/&Q +&1J%&&),20155,&'*U/4,E/4'%C'E%+/5,%*4,21EE$*'2%-'1*,5)5-/E5Q -./,E10/,'4/*-'-'/5
4/7&1), (01E,7%0-'2$&%0, -'E/5Q 7&%2/5Q 7%5-5, %*4, -0%4'-'1*5, g<?Q 7" 9<Vh" @5,i/77,1$-&'*/4Q
2$&-$0%&,5-$4'/5,(12$5,1*,%,5/E'1-'2,7/057/2-'L/,1*,E/4'%,%55$E'*+,-.%-,-./,E/%*'*+5,P.'2.
7014$2/05,%*4, 0/2'7'/*-5, -'/, -1+/-./0,P'-.,E/4'%,7014$2-5,41,*1-,.%L/, -1,2100/571*4, g<?Q
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E/*5'1*,'5,21*5-'-$-/4,J),E/4'%v 21*-/*-5,1(,21&&/2-'L/,E/E10),%0/,1*&),7155'J&/,-1,-0%*5E'-
%*4,-1,5-10%+/,20155C&'*U/4,1L/0,57%2/,%*4,-'E/,L'%,214'62%-'1*,'*,2$&-$0%&,1JK/2-'62%-'1*5









7$0715/,1(, '*^$/*2'*+,%&&, -./5/,%57/2-5" i%0-E%**,4/6*/5,E/*-%&,E%75,%5,/370/55'1*5,1(
2/0-%'*,L%&$/C,%*4,*10E,5)5-/E5Q P.'2.,E%*'(/5-,-./E5/&L/5,'*,5/E'1-'2,7014$2-5,_5$2.,%5,(10
'*5-%*2/,-./,dddC21EE$*'2%-'1*,7&%-(10E,5-$4'/4,'*,-.'5,-./5'5`Q J$-,%&51,%77/%0,%5,21*C
5-0$2-5,4/7/*4/*-,1*,-./,0/57/2-'L/,L'/P/0C715'-'1*,_7/02/7-'1*`,g<NQ 7" Fh" T./,21+*'-'1*,1(
57%-'%&,4'E/*5'1*5,%*4,%2-'1*5,'*,0/&%-'1*,-1,57%2/5,'5,'*^$/*2/4,J),%&0/%4),/3'5-'*+Q .'5-10'2%&C
2.%*+/C4/-/0E'*/4,2$&-$0%&,'E%+'*%-'1*5Q %5,%&51,i%0-E%**,1$-&'*/5,g<NQ 7" !9h" @&51,'*,-/0E5
1(,&'(/CP10&45,10,2$&-$0/C57%2/5,-./,-0%*5(10E%-'1*,1(,57%-'%&,21*2/7-5,-%U/5,7&%2/,4/7/*4/*-














'*+,%*4,%$-1C1JK/2-'62%-'1*,%5,715'-'1*'*+, '*, 512'%&, 57%2/, g!?Q 77" =!FO9Sh" I(,7%0-'2$&%0
'E710-%*2/,21*2/0*'*+,21*5-0$2-'1*5,1(,&'(/5-)&/CJ%5/4,2$&-$0/C57%2/,'5,E10/1L/0,-./,1$-&'*/
1(,Z%E'0,%*4,>/'&5410(,-.%-,57%-'%&,104/0C52./E%-%,%*4,-./'0,'*-/0-P'*'*+,P'-.,-/E710%&,2%-C






























*+0%&-+%-d#/$*-^#+*$+%< f%-*1/-b04/6 *1/#/-D$&-$-`0%/-'$))/.-L/)37_0#*#$+*-Mj$*+0%$)-f./%*+*,-n0%/P6 &50%&0#/.
F,-[$#G&-$%.-L5/%'/#6 +*&/)3-$%-+'0%+'-^#+*+&1-'045$%,-8=R6 55< !W!i!W=;< "1/->%.&'$5/-D$&-./@+&/.-F,
$&G+%2-5/05)/-$))-0@/#-^#+*$+%-*0-#/&50%.-*0-)/$e/*&-)/3*-+%-[$#G-$%.-L5/%'/#-&*0#/&-$%.-+%-5(F)+'-&5$'/&-M/<2<
)+F#$#+/&P6 D1+'1-/%*$+)/.-*1/-?(/&*+0%E SD1$*-0%/-*1+%2-F/&*-#/5#/&/%*&-&04/*1+%2-200.-$F0(*-^#+*$+%-*0-,0(






'*-1,T",a4/*510]5,1$-&'*/,1*,*%-'1*%&, 57%2/,%*4,7/0(10E'*+,*%-'1*%&, '4/*-'-)`D \[10,*%-'1*%&
57%2/,-1,0/-%'*,'-5,71P/0Q '-,E$5-,J/,41E/5-'2%-/4Q 0/7&'2%-/4,'*,&12%&,21*-/3-5,%*4,J/,$*4/0C





















701E1-'1*, 5-0%-/+)" AE7&/E/*-'*+,%*, '*-/+0%-'L/,%7701%2.,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+, _40%P'*+,1*











'*520'J/4,'*, -./'0, &%*452%7/5,%*4, '*5-'-$-'1*5], g2(" Y$1-'*+,X%0*/5,%*4,Z$*2%*Q









%*4, %&51, 5/%02., (10, 5%E7&/5, %*4, 5'+*5, 1(, /L/0)4%),*%-'1*%&, '4/*-'-)" T.'5, +/1C
+0%7.'2%&,E%-0'3,'5,($0-./0,%5512'%-/4,P'-.,5)EJ1&'2,'*5-'-$-'1*5Q 7/0(10E%*2/5,%*4











2$&-$0%&Q /21*1E'2Q 512'%&,%*4,E%-/0'%&,^1P5,2/%5/&/55&),122$0],g9NQ 7" N?h" A*,-./,21*-/3-,1(
21*-/E710%0),4/L/&17E/*-5,%*4,-./,21*5'4/0%-'1*5,1*,57%2/,1$-&'*/4,'*,70/L'1$5,5/2-'1*5Q
'-,J/21E/5,/L'4/*-,-.%-,\7&%2/5,%0/,J/21E'*+,'*20/%5'*+&),5-0/-2./4,1$-,-1,'*2&$4/,71'*-5,1(
10'+'*%-'1*,%*4,4/5-'*%-'1*,(01E,($0-./0,%6/&4"] g9NQ 7" N?h" T./,/5-%J&'5.E/*-,1(,%,&'(/5-)&/C









%*4,J01%42%5-/4,g9NQ 7" NFh" T./,E/-%7.10,1(,7/0(10E%*2/,E%U/5,'-,7155'J&/,-1,(12$5,1*,P%)5
1(,_0/`7014$2-'1*Q _0/`21*5-0$2-'1*Q '*(10E%-'1*,%*4,/*%2-'1*,1(,21&&/2-'L/,'4/*-'-'/5,g9NQ 7" NFh"
T./,21*2/'L'*+,1(,\5)EJ1&'2,5'-/5,%5,5-%+/5,/*%J&/5,-1,/37&10/,P./0/,'4/*-'-),'5,40%E%-';/4Q
J01%42%5-Q 5.%0/4,%*4,0/7014$2/4Q .1P,-./5/,57%2/5,%0/,5.%7/4,-1,7/0E'-,7%0-'2$&%0,%*4,/LC
/0)4%),5'-/5],g9NQ 7" NFh" T.'5,-./5'5,%&51,6*45,%,71'*-,1(,4/7%0-$0/,'*,a4/*510]5,7/057/2-'L/,1*
7/0(10E%*2/,'*,-./,21*-/3-,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),5'*2/D \_{`,J),&11U'*+,($0-./0,%-,'4/%5,%J1$-
520'7-5,%*4,01&/5Q 5-%+/,E%*%+/E/*-Q 2.10/1+0%7.)Q 4'0/2-'*+Q 'E701L'5%-'1*,%*4,0/^/3'L'-)
P/,2%*,'*L/5-'+%-/,-./,7%0%E/-/05,1(,7/0(10E'*+,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-)],g9NQ 7" NFh" a4/*510,4'5C
2/0*5,J/-P//*,\1(62'%&],%*4,\717$&%0,40%E%5],'*,/37&10'*+,-./,4'((/0/*-,52%&/4,P%)5,'*,P.'2.
-./,*%-'1*, '5, _0/`7014$2/4, _5-%-/C5%*2-'1*/4,2/0/E1*'/5Q 717$&%0, 57/2-%2&/5Q -./,Y$1-'4'%*Q
%5,P/&&,%5,$*0/^/3'L/,%2-5,J),P.'2.,7/17&/,'*520'J/,-./E5/&L/5,'*,57%2/`,%*4,.%5,'4/*-'6/4






5'3,1(, -./,5)EJ1&'2,5-%+/5,$71*,P.'2.,*%-'1*%&, '4/*-'-'/5,%0/,7&%)/4,1$-,g9NQ 7" NFh" T./5/
'*2&$4/,'4/1&1+'2%&,0$0%&,&%*452%7/5Q '21*'2,5'-/5Q 5'-/5,1(,717$&%0,2$&-$0/,%*4,%55/EJ&)Q (%C
E'&'%0Q Y$1-'4'%*,&%*452%7/5Q 4P/&&'*+C52%7/5,%*4,.1E/&),57%2/" i/*2/Q %&-.1$+.,*%-'1*%&
'4/*-'-),2%*,J/,0/21*5-0$2-/4,'*,4'((/0/*-,P%)5,_/"+",'*,Z'%5710%`Q %*4,2%*,(10+/,*/P,2$&-$0%&
21*5-0$2-'1*5,1(,4'((/0/*2/,1$-,1(,7012/55/5,1(,4'5-'*2-'1*,_21*(01*-%-'1*,P'-.,1-./0*/55`Q %*4
*1-,1*&),0/2$05'L/,(%5.'1*Q 5-'&&Q \%-,-./,70%2-'2%&,%*4,'E%+'*%0),&/L/&Q *%-'1*%&,+/1+0%7.'/5,21*C
-'*$/,-1,70/41E'*%-/,1L/0,1-./0,(10E5,1(,57%-'%&,/*-'-)],g9NQ 7" =Fh" T./,2%-/+10),1(,'4/1&1+'2%&
0$0%&,&%*452%7/5,40%P5,$71*,-./,(%2-,-.%-,E15-,*%-'1*5,%0/,'*/L'-%J&),&'*U/4,P'-.,'E%+/5,1(
7%0-'2$&%0,0$0%&,&%*452%7/5,_1(-/*,P'-.,7%0-'2$&%0,U'*45,1(,7/17&/,2%00)'*+,1$-,2/0-%'*,%2-'1*5`
g9NQ 7" =Fh" \T./5/,57/2'62,&%*452%7/5,%0/,5/&/2-'L/,5.10-.%*4,(10,-./5/,*%-'1*5Q 5)*/412./5













%--0'J$-/5Q %*4, -./,%+0'2$&-$0%&,E/%*5,J),P.'2., -./,*%-'1*,.%5,J//*,*1$0'5./4"
B10/1L/0Q &%*452%7/5,21E/,-1,5-%*4,%5,5)EJ1&5,1(,21*-'*$'-)Q -./,7014$2-,1(,&%*4
P10U/4,1L/0,%*4,7014$2/4Q /-2./4,P'-., -./,7%5-Q 51, -.%-, \.'5-10)], 0$*5, -.01$+.














0%-./0,-.%*,(10,'*5-%*2/,-./'0,%+0'2$&-$0%&,7014$2-'L/*/55,g9NQ 7" <Sh" T./,'4/1&1+'2%&,71P/0,1(
5$2.,&%*452%7/5,21*5-'-$-/5,5$70/E/,E%0U/05,1(,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),g9NQ 7" <Sh,%*4,*%-'1*%&,'EC
%+/" :1*-/E710%0),-/2.*1&1+'/5,1(,0/70/5/*-%-'1*,%20155,717$&%0,2$&-$0/,21*-'*$1$5&),$74%-/





'4/*-'-)],%5,P/&&,%5,'-,'*./0/5,-'E/&/55,L%&$/5,g9NQ 7" <9h" T./,/((/2-,1(,-.'5,'4/1&1+'2%&,7/07/-0%C
-'1*,'5,-1,7014$2/,\7$0'6/4,57%2/],(10,-./,7$0715/,1(,4'5-'*2-'1*D %*)-.'*+,\1$-,1(,7&%2/],5-%*45
1$-,%5,$*Ca*+&'5.,10,P.%-/L/0,*%-'1*,E%),J/,0/(/00/4,-1,0/57/2-'L/&),g9NQ 7" <9h" A21*'2,5'-/5
%0/,K$5-,%5,-./,'4/1&1+'2%&&),&1%4/4,&%*452%7/5,\.'+.&),5/&/2-'L/Q 5)*/412.%&,(/%-$0/5,P.'2.
%0/,./&4,-1,/EJ14),57/2'62,2.%0%2-/0'5-'25],g9NQ 7" <Gh" T)7'2%&&),-./5/,\57%-'%&,5)EJ1&5],0/&%-/
-1,.'5-10'2%&,/L/*-5Q P.'2.,/'-./0,%0/,/L'4/*2/,1(,7%5-,2$&-$0/5,10,%0/,/E7&1)/4,-1,2/&/J0%-/
-./,E14/0*'-),1(,%,*%-'1*,_5)EJ1&5,1(,'-5,701+0/55`,g9NQ 7" <GhD \T./5/,57%-'%&,%--0%2-105,1(-/*
122$0,'*,%*,/*5/EJ&/,1(,0/&%-/4,5'-/5Q -1,21*5-'-$-/,2/0/E1*'%&,71'*-5,1(,0/(/0/*2/],_{`,-./)
%0/,\71'*-5,1(,7.)5'2%&,%*4,'4/1&1+'2%&,10'/*-%-'1*,1(-/*,%01$*4,P.'2.,\2'02$'-5,1(,E/E10)],%0/
10+%*';/4,_{`],g9NQ 77" <GO<Nh" 817$&%0,5'-/5,1(,%55/EJ&),%*4,21*+0/+%-'1*,%0/,\*1-,-'+.-&)
0/+$&%-/4,%*4,5%*2-'1*/4,J), -./, 5-%-/,J$-,7&%2/5,P./0/, &%0+/,*$EJ/05,1(,7/17&/,+%-./0, -1




717$&%0,7%0U5Q 701E/*%4/5Q 5.1P,+01$*45Q J1./E'%*,Y$%0-/05Q 0/&'+'1$5,5'-/5Q J/%2./5Q %*4
51,(10-.`,g9NQ 7" <?h" A*,21*-0%4'2-'1*,-1,'4/%&';/4,&%*452%7/5,%*4,'21*'2,5'-/5Q \5$2.,57%2/5,%0/
1(-/*,4/520'J/4,%5,%$-./*-'2Q P./0/,2&%55,%*4,512'%&,4'5-'*2-'1*,'5,&/L/&/4,%*4,*%-'1*%&,21EC
E$*'-),70/L%'&5],g9NQ 7" <?h" a4/*510,5-%-/5,-.%-,\5$2.,L%&$/5,%0/,*10,+/*/0%&&),7%55/4,41P*
J),2$&-$0%&,%$-.10'-'/5,J$-,/E/0+/,(01E,(%E'&'%0,'*-/0%2-'1*,P'-.,5$2.,57%2/5,J),21*4'-'1*5,1(
21C70/5/*2/,P'-.,(/&&1P,*%-'1*%&5],g9NQ 7" <?h" T./),%0/,%&51,0/70/5/*-/4,'*,'**$E/0%J&/,0/7C




'E%+/,g9NQ 7" GShD \Z/57'-/,-./,/((/2-5,1(,+&1J%&';%-'1*Q _{`,E15-,1(,$5,&'L/,'*,0/21+*';/%J&/
P10&45Q 4'5-'*+$'5./4,J),4'5-'*2-,E%-/0'%&,5-0$2-$0/5Q 4'5-0'J$-'1*,1(,1JK/2-5,%*4,'*5-'-$-'1*%&,%0C
















&'(/],g2(" 9NQ 7" G9h" @5,21*2/0*5,&'(/5-)&/C21*2/7-5,'*,-./5/,21*-/3-5,'-,J/21E/5,/L'4/*-,.1P
4'521$05/,+$'4/5,-17'25,%*4,-./E/5,1(,21*2/0*,J%5/4,1*,\/37/0'/*-%&,5-0$2-$0/5,1(,/L/0)4%)




'E%+'*/4,%5,-/5-'()'*+,-1,%,5-%-'2,&%*452%7/],g2(" 9NQ 7" G=hD @5,-./,7014$2-'1*,1(,57%2/,+1/5
-.01$+.,4)*%E'2,2)2&/5Q '*.%J'-%*-5,E$5-,%&51,%221EE14%-/,-./E5/&L/5,-1,*/P,+/*/0'2,4/L/&C




P10U,g2(" 9NQ 7" G=h" T./5/,21*5'4/0%-'1*5,&/%4,-1,-./,*/3-,2%-/+10),1(,4P/&&'*+C52%7/5,-.%-
0/(/0,-1,-./,\01$-'*/,/37/0'/*2/,1(,57%2/]Q -.%-,'5Q \-./,P%)5,'*,P.'2.,717$&%0,%2-'1*5,0/20/%-/




/EJ/44/4,1L/0,-'E/\,g2(" 9NQ 7" G<h" i/*2/Q 0/70/5/*-%-'1*5Q 5/E'1-'25Q %*4,0/^/2-'L/,U*1P&C
/4+/,%0/,'*-/0-P'*/4,P'-.,70%2-'2%&Q 5/*5$%&,%*4,$*0/^/2-'L/,U*1P&/4+/,O,-.'5,P%)Q -'E/C57%2/
7%-.5,J/21E/,(%E'&'%0,57%2/,g2(" 0/(/00'*+,-1,i%+/05-0%*4 9NQ 7" G=h" H$2.,57%2/5,1(,2'02$&%C
-'1*,21*5-'-$-/, -./,J%5'5, (10, -./,21C104'*%-'1*,%*4, 5)*2.01*';%-'1*,1(,%2-'L'-'/5Q %*4,./*2/
5-%J'&';/,512'%&,0/&%-'1*5,'*,-'E/C57%2/D \E%77'*+,/*%2-'1*5,'*,/L/0)4%),57%2/5],21E70'5/,-./
'*520'7-'1*,1(,7%-.5Q 63-$0/5Q 21*5-/&&%-'1*5,E//-'*+,71'*-5Q '*-/05/2-'1*5,%*4,21*5-/&&%-'1*5,1(
21C70/5/*2/,g2(" 9NQ 7" G<h" M/(/00'*+,J%2U,-1,-./,1$-&'*/,1*,\41'*+,2$&-$0/],%*4,-./,2$&-$0%&,%5
512'%&,70%2-'2/Q '-,J/21E/5,/L'4/*-,-.%-,U*1P&/4+/,104/05,1(,57%-'%&,0/(/0/*2/5,%0/,/5-%J&'5./4
%*4,2.%*+/4,J), _5'+*'()'*+,%*4,7/02/7-'L/`,70%2-'2/5, _'*,%,70'E%0'&),/L/0)4%)C21*-/3-`Q %2C
-'L/,4'521$05/C(10E%-'1*,_'*,70'E%0'&),'*5-'-$-'1*%&,10,'*5-'-$-'1*%&';/4,21*-/3-5`Q 0/^/3'L/,%*4














-./,&/L/&,1(,2$&-$0/Q -./*Q -./0/,'5,%,0/'62%-'1*,1(,-./,*%-'1*Q %5,4'((/0/*-,2$&-$0/5,2%*
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-/00'-10'%&';/4Q %*4, &12%&&), %*4, +&1J%&&)Q /L/*, L'0-$%&&), 0/C-/00'-10'%&';/4], O, %, ^$'4'-),P.'2.












T.'5,'*-/0P/%L/5,P'-.,P'4/0,512'1C/21*1E'2,7012/55/5Q P./0/Q (10,'*5-%*2/Q '*,%
+&1J%&';'*+,P10&4Q '-,'5,'E7/0%-'L/,(10,5-%-/5,-1,%--0%2-,2%7'-%&,_%5,'-,'5,(10,0/+'1*5Q
2'-'/5,%*4,&12%&'-'/5`,J),J01%42%5-'*+,-./'0,57/2'%&'5E5Q J),%4L/0-'5'*+,-./'0,57/2'62
















1JL'1$5,71'*-,J$-,%*,'E710-%*-,1*/" g9NQ 7" 9Fh
@5,a4/*510,.'+.&'+.-/4D
W%-'1*%&, '4/*-'-),41/5,*1-,/Y$%-/,P'-.,.1E1+/*/'-)v *10, '5, '-, '*./0/*-&),4/(/*C
5'L/Q 21*5/0L%-'L/,10,-0%4'-'1*CJ1$*4" T./0/,%0/,%,E$&-'-$4/,1(,512'%&,%*4,71&'-'2%&
'*L/5-E/*-5, '*, -./,*%-'1*Q %20155, 71&'-'2%&, 57/2-0%Q /-.*'2'-), %*4, 2&%55Q (10, %5, %
7012/55Q '4/*-'-),E%),P/%L/,2$&-$0%&,0/51$02/5,'*-1,'-5,21*5-'-$-'1*,%22104'*+,-1
















/0)4%),*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/5],g9NQ 7" 9Fh" @5,a4/*510,.'+.&'+.-/4,%*4,-./,0/5/%02.,1(,-.'5,-./5'5
E%U/5,/L'4/*-Q +&1J%&&),2'02$&%-'*+,'E%+/5,%*4,*%00%-'L/5,1(,*%-'1*5,2%*,J/,\0/2&%'E/4,%*4
P10U/4,1L/0,%*/P],g9NQ 7" 9Fh" A*,-.'5,4'55/0-%-'1*Q -.'5,%57/2-,'5,21*2/7-$%&';/4,1*,%,J01%4/0
&/L/&,21EJ'*/4,P'-.,-./,/E7'0'2%&,5-$4),1(,%2-'L/,4'52$05'L/,%221E7&'5.E/*-5,J),'*5-'-$-'1*5"
H'*2/,'-,.%5,J/21E/,/L'4/*-,-.%-,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),2%*,J/21E/,4/-%2./4,(01E,-./,*%-'1*,5-%-/
P./*, '-, (10, '*5-%*2/,701&'(/0%-/5, '*,4'%5710%,5/--'*+5, (%0, (01E,'-5,10'+'*%&,.1E/Q '-, '5, 'E710C
-%*-,-1,-%U/,'*-1,21*5'4/0%-'1*,-.%-,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),-./*,\%77/%05,'*,5)*20/-'2,2$&-$0%&,(10E5








*%-'1*%&,&'(/5-)&/,2%*1*"9N @-,-.'5,71'*-,%+%'*Q A P1$&4,&'U/,-1,-$0*,%--/*-'1*,-1,-./,E/2.%*'5E
1(,7&%2/,J0%*4'*+,%5,/&%J10%-/4,J),c1-&/0,/-"%&" _5//,2.%7-/0,9`" H'*2/, '4/*-'-), '5,%&P%)5,%
7012/55,%*4,\%&P%)5,'5,J/'*+,0/21*5-'-$-/4,'*,%,7012/55,1(,J/21E'*+,%*,J),L'0-$/,1(,&12%-'1*,'*
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70/4'5715'-'1*5],gN<Q 7" !NNh" d'-.'*,-./,512'%&,6/&45Q -./,20$2'%&,21*5-'-$/*-,'5,-./,\L1&$E/],10
\4'5-0'J$-'1*],1(,2%7'-%&Q P.'2.,'5,\-./,2$00/*2),1(,71P/0,P'-.'*,%,+'L/*,6/&4],gN<Q 7" !N?h" T./
21*2/7-,1(,2%7'-%&,.%5,%-,%,J%5'2,&/L/&,-P1,4'E/*5'1*5D ['05-Q '-,21*5-'-$-/5,-./,J%5'5,1*,P.'2.
7%0-'2'7%*-5,'*,-./,6/&4,%0/,'*,21*5-%*-,5-0$++&/Q %*4,5/21*4,'-,21E70'5/5,-./,0/51$02/5,P.'2.
-./5/,5%E/,7%0-'2'7%*-5,E1J'&';/,'*,7$05$'-,1(,-./'0,%'E5,j%2U51* gN<Q 7" !N?h" A*,104/0,-1,5/2$0/
E10/,2%7'-%&,%*4,%,41E'*%*-,715'-'1*,P'-.'*,-./,6/&4Q -./,1JK/2-,'5,-1,%22$E$&%-/,2%7'-%&,%*4
-1,40%P,$71*,-.'5,2%7'-%&Q -.$5D \T./,'E710-%*2/,1(,2%7'-%&,'5,1*&),$*4/05-114,J),7%0-'2'7%*-5,'*






715'-'1*,P'-.'*,-./,6/&4],gN<Q 7" !N?h" H)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,'5,E%*'(/5-,'*,0'-$%&5,1(,0/21+*'-'1*
%*4,-./,%22$E$&%-'1*,1(,70/5-'+/,gN<Q 7" !N?h" @5,21*2/0*5,-./,'*-/00/&%-'1*,J/-P//*,4'((/0/*-
(10E5,1(,2%7'-%&Q \*/%0&),%&&,(10E5,1(,2%7'-%&Q &'U/,-./,.%J'-$5,'-5/&(Q %0/,-0%*5715%J&/,%*4,2%*,J/
4/7&1)/4,'*,E10/,-.%*,1*/,6/&4,'*,7$05$'-,1(,L%0)'*+,1JK/2-'L/5" X$-,-./),%0/,0%0/&),4'0/2-&)
-0%*5&%-%J&/,(01E,1*/,6/&4,-1,%*1-./0],gN<Q 7" !N?h" T./,20$2'%&,%57/2-,'*,X1$04'/$]5,\-./10),1(
70%2-'2/],'5,-./,\4)*%E'2,0/&%-'1*5.'7,J/-P//*,-./,.%J'-$5,1(,-./,%2-10,%*4,-./,6/&4,'*,P.'2.
%2-'1*,-%U/5,7&%2/],gN<Q 7" !VSh" A*-/0%2-'1*,J/-P//*,-./,%+/*-5],.%J'-$5,%*4,.'5,6/&45,1(,%2-'*+
'5,$*4/05-114,%5,%*,\1*+1'*+,4'%&/2-'2%&,7012/55],0/5$&-'*+,'*,2.1'2/5,%*4,5-0%-/+'/5D












-'1*,1(,512'/-%&,%*4,2$&-$0/C,%*%&)5'5,g9!Q 77" !GO!Nh" X1$04'/$,.%5,4/520'J/4,-./,512'%&,6/&4
\%5,E$&-'C4'E/*5'1*%&,5)5-/E,1(,21C104'*%-/5,P.15/,L%&$/5,2100/571*4, -1, -./,L%&$/5,1(, -./
4'((/0/*-,7/0-'*/*-,L%0'%J&/5],g!=Q 7" !FVh" @7%0-,(01E,-./,512'%&,57%2/,-./0/,/3'5-5,%,5)EJ1&'2











1((/0, -./E5/&L/5, '*4/7/*4/*-&), -1,7/02/7-'1*Q J$-, '*,21EJ'*%-'1*5, -.%-,%0/,L/0),$*/Y$%&&)
701J%J&/Q _{`,1*,-./,5$JK/2-'L/,5'4/Q '-,'5,5-0$2-$0/4,J/2%$5/,-./ &<@%3%&)"*)4%.<%4$("#)0#7
044.%<(0$("# %L%'&%J&/,(10,$5/,%-,-./,E1E/*-,'*,Y$/5-'1*Q /57/2'%&&),-.15/,-.%-,%0/,4/715'-/4,'*
&%*+$%+/Q %0/,-./,7014$2-,1(,70/L'1$5,5)EJ1&'2,5-0$++&/5,%*4,/370/55,-./,5-%-/,1(,-./,5)EJ1&'2
71P/0, 0/&%-'1*5, '*,E10/,10, &/55, -0%*5(10E/4, (10E,g!=Q 77" 9SSO9S!Q E), '-%&'25h" i1P/L/0Q
%5,%&51,.%5,J//*,1$-&'*/4,4'52$55'*+,im0*'*+]5,%*4,M/$-/0]5,\41'*+,2$&-$0/]Q '-,'5,'E710-%*-,-1
-%U/,'*-1,%221$*-,-.%-,4/57'-/,-./,5'+*'62%*2/,1(,/37&'2'-,0/70/5/*-%-'1*,%*4,L/0J%&,/370/55'1*
\_{`, -./,/55/*-'%&,7%0-,1(, -./,/37/0'/*2/,1(, -./,512'%&,P10&4,%*4,1(, -./,%2-,1(,21*5-0$2-'1*
-.%-,'-,'E7&'/5,-%U/5,7&%2/,'*,70%2-'2/],g!=Q 7" 9S!h,@22104'*+,-1,X1$04'/$Q -./,\2%-/+10'/5,1(
7/02/7-'1*,1(, -./, 512'%&,P10&4, %0/Q %5, 0/+%045, -./'0,E15-, /55/*-'%&, (/%-$0/5Q -./,7014$2-, 1(


































capital volume + 
cultural capital +
economic capital - 
economic capital +
cultural capital - 
capital volume - 
)*+,-% /'/'( "1/-40./)-03-&0'+$)- &5$'/-$''0#.+%2- *0-^0(#.+/(- 8'3< b+$`7^0%/- 3/$*(#+%2-^0(#.+/(-!:O= =!6
5< =B;<
'*,0/&%-'1*,%*4,4/E%02%-'1*,-1,1-./0,715'-'1*5,g9!Q 7" 9=h" d'-.'*,&'(/5-)&/5Q 512'%&,+01$75,%*4
21&&/2-'L/5, 0/70/5/*-, -./'0,2$&-$0%&,O,P.'2., '5, '*, -.'5, 57/2'62,21*-/3-,1*&), -./'0, 5)EJ1&'2,O
'4/*-'-),'*,4'5-'*2-'1*,-1,1-./0,+01$75,%*4,21&&/2-'L/5" H12'%&,%2-105,4'57&%),-./'0,P10&4L'/P5
1*,-./,J%5'5,1(,&'(/5-)&/5,%*4,-./'0,17'*'1*,1(,-./'0,1P*,715'-'1*,'*,-.'5,P10&4,g2(" 0/(/00'*+,-1

































%,2$&-$0/,_5//,*/3-,5/2-'1*`,g9!Q 7" !!<h" i%J'-$5,'*-/0-P'*/5,U*1P&/4+/C104/05,1(,&'(/5-)&/,%*4
/-.'2%&&),/5-%J&'5./4,%/5-./-'25,P'-.,-./,715'-'1*,1(,21&&/2-'L/5,'*,512'%&,57%2/,g9!Q 7" !!<h" T./
5-0$2-$0/4,70%2-'2/,'5,70'E%0'&),/37&%'*/4,J%5/4,1*,-./,715'-'1*5,1(,%2-105,'*,4'((/0/*-,6/&45"
Z'5-'*2-'1*C-./10),%*4,4'521$05/C-./10),%520'J/,-./,5-0$2-$0'*+,1(,-./,512'%&,-1,4'((/0/*-,70'*C








1*,X1$04'/$]5,P10U5 /@%)+(%27)"*)<-2$-.02)4."7-<$("#Q R(&$(#<$("#)0#7);831"2(<) *".3&Q %*4




-./,5-$4)\5,21*-/3-" T.$5Q 4$/,-1, -./,L%+$/,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&, '*,X1$0C
4'/$]5,P10UQ %EJ'+$'-),%*4,4'5%+0//E/*-,41E'*%-/5,-./,0/&/L%*-,&'-/0%-$0/,gFNQ 7" G9h" @5,.%5
J//*,4'52$55/4,%J1L/Q X1$04'/$,L'/P5,-./,512'%&,P10&4,%5,%,E$&-'4'E/*5'1*%&,57%2/,P./0/








gFNQ 7" <!h" @ 5$2.,.%J'-$5,($*2-'1*5,%5,%,5)5-/E,1(,J104/05,21*2/0*'*+,J1-.,-./,21+*'-'1*5Q
'4/%5Q %*4,21*2/'L%J'&'-'/5,%5,P/&&,%5,-./,70%2-'2%&,%2-'1*5,%*4,%2-'1*C0/7/0-1'0/5" X1$04'/$]5
U/),21*2/7-,P'-.'*,-./,+/*/5'5,1(,.%J'-$5,'5,'*-/0*%&';%-'1*,%*4,'*210710%-'1*,1(,2$&-$0/Q .'5C










%*,'*210710%-'1*,1(,-'E/C,%*4,57%2/C5-0$2-$0/5,gFNQ 77" =?O=Fh" T./,512'/-%&,21*4'-'1*5,%0/
1JK/2-'6/4,'*,-.'*+5,%*4,7/051*5,%*4,%0/,'*210710%-/4,P'-.'*,P10&4,L'/P5,gFNQ 7" <Sh"=G T./
5-%-/,'5,%,.1&4/0,1(,E1*171&'/5,1*,&/+'-'E';/4,5)EJ1&'2,71P/0Q J$-,-./0/,%0/,%&51,1-./0,%2C
-105,-.%-,.1&4,5)EJ1&'2,71P/0" H)EJ1&'2,71P/0,'5,J%5/4,1*,/21*1E'2Q 71&'-'2%&Q 2$&-$0%&,10
1-./0,U'*45,1(,71P/0,-.%-,.%L/,-./,%J'&'-),-1,7014$2/,%22/7-%*2/" i/*2/Q 5)EJ1&'2,71P/0,.%5
-./,%J'&'-),-1,21*5-0$2-,P10&45,_>114E%*,!F?<`Q -./,%J'&'-),-1,\E%U/,5//,%*4,E%U/,J/&'/L/Q
70/4'2-,%*4,'*5-0$2-Q -1,E%U/,P/&&CU*1P*,%*4,%22/7-/4],gg!<h FNQ 7" <9h" T./,0/%&,L'0-$/,1(
-.'5,71P/0,-%U/5,7&%2/,1*,-./,&/L/&,1(,E/%*'*+,%*4,21+*'-'1*,g2(" 0/(/00'*+,-1,X1$04'/$,!F?F
FNQ 7" <9h" a57/2'%&&),2$&-$0/C7014$2/05,.%L/,57/2'%&,71P/0,%5,-./),2%*,+/*$'*/&),'*^$/*2/
%*4,7014$2/,5)EJ1&5Q L'5$%&';%-'1*5,%*4,20/4'J'&'-),g2(" [0m.&'2.,0/(/00'*+,-1,>114E%* FNQ
7" <Fh" @5,[0m.&'2.,71'*-5,1$-Q %&-.1$+.,J%0/&),E/*-'1*/4,/37&'2'-&),J),X1$04'/$Q E%55,E/4'%
21*5-'-$-/5,5)EJ1&'2,71P/0" @22/55,-1,E%55,E/4'%,%*4,-./,$5/,1(,E%55,E/4'%,'5,%22104'*+,-1
[0m.&'2.,1*/,1(,-./,E15-,20$2'%&,(10E5,1(,7014$2-'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,gFNQ 7" <Fh" @22104'*+
-1,c%K/-;U/Q -./,-/0E'*$5,1(,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,'5,%'E/4,%-,1*/,57/2'62,%57/2-,1(,U*1P&/4+/,O
-./,21+*'-'1*,%*4,-./,-.'*U'*+,1(,%2-105,g2(" VSQ 7" <Fh" c*1P&/4+/,'5,1(,57/2'%&,'*-/0/5-,%5
21*2/0*5,2$&-$0%&,%*4,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&" :$&-$0%&,2%7'-%&,'*2&$4/5,0/51$02/5,1(,-./,6/&4,%5,P/&&
%5,U*1P&/4+/,%*4,_2$&-$0%&`,5U'&&5,1(,-./,%2-105,g2(" VSQ 7" <Fh" c%K/-;U/,$*4/05-%*45,5)EJ1&'2
2%7'-%&,%5,%,21+*'-'1*C%$-.10'-)" T./,0/21+*'-'1*,1(, -./,512'%&,P10&4, '5,5$JK/2-, -1,5)EJ1&'2
5-0$++&/v '*,-./5/,5-0$++&/5Q %2-105,/E7&1),5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&Q P.'2.,-./),.%L/,%E%55/4,'*,70/C
L'1$5,\5-0$++&/5],1L/0,E/%*'*+,%*4,715'-'1*'*+,g2(" VSQ 7" <Fh" T.1$+.-C,%*4,21+*'-'1*,7%--/0*5
-.%-,%0/,/5-%J&'5./4,$71*,21*L/0-'*+,2%7'-%&,(10E5,'*-1,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&Q 0/5$&-,'*,%,57/2'62






4'521$05/C-./10), _Z'%;CX1*/`Q %4%7-/4,4'521$05/C%*%&)-'2%&,+/*/0%&,%7701%2./5, _[%'02&1$+.Q
[%J/0`Q -./,U*1P&/4+/C512'1&1+'2%&,21*2/7-5,4/L/&17/4,J),c/&&/0,/-"%&,_E/%*-,-1,/*%J&/,5/&(C
21*-%'*/4,21*2/7-'1*5,1(, 0/5/%02.,701K/2-5`, g2(" VVQ 7" !!hQ %*4,4'521$05/, '*, -./,21*-/3-,1(











7" !=<h" A*,-.'5,21*2/7-$%&';%-'1*,1(,-./,-/0E,4'521$05/Q -./,(12$5,&'/5,1*,-./,512'%&,E/%*'*+,1(
21EE$*'2%-'1*%&,%*4,%0+$E/*-%-'L/,7012/55/5,%5,P/&&,%5,-./,&%*+$%+/CE/4'%-/4,21*5-0$2-'1*





&%*+$%+/,'5,-.$5,L'/P/4,%5,%,21*5-'-$-'L/,/&/E/*-,1(,512'%&,0/%&-'-)_'/5`,g!!Q 77" !=<O!=Gh"=N A*
512'%&C,%*4,2$&-$0%&C52'/*-'62,%7701%2./5Q -./0/,'5,%,J01%4,21*5/*5$5,-.%-,0/&%-'1*5,%0/,21*C
L/)/4, -.01$+., 21&&/2-'L/&), +/*/0%-/4, 5)5-/E5,1(,E/%*'*+, 10, 104/05, 1(, U*1P&/4+/Q J$-, -./
7%0%4'+E5,L%0),J),4'((/0/*-&),/E7.%5';'*+,-./,-./10/-'2%&Q E/-.141&1+'2%&,%*4,/E7'0'2%&,5'+C







6/&45,1(,%2-'1*],gVVQ 7" Fh"=V T./,7/057/2-'L/,1*,&%*+$%+/,%5,%,5)5-/E,'E7&'2%-/5,-./,%55$E7-'1*
1(,2/0-%'*,0/&%-'1*5Q 104/0&'*/55,10,5-0$2-$0/5,0/57/2-'L/&),J/-P//*,-./,/&/E/*-5,1(,-./,5)5-/E,O
-./5/,/&/E/*-5,E%*%+/,-./,70%2-'2%&,$5/,1(,&%*+$%+/,%5,214/5,gVVQ 7" !Gh" >/*/0%&&),1$-&'*/4Q
-./,0/(/0/*2/,-1,4'521$05/,-%U/5,7&%2/Q P./*,\-./10/-'2%&,7/057/2-'L/5,%*4,0/5/%02.CY$/5-'1*5
4/%&,P'-.,10,0/&%-/,-1,-./,21*5-'-$-'1*,%*4,21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,0/%&'-),'*,21*20/-/,$5/,1(,5'+*5Q 1*
5-0$2-$0%&,7%--/0*5,10,0$&/5,1(,_0/C`7014$2-'1*,1(,E/%*'*+],gVVQ 7" Vh" Z'521$05/5,2%*,-.$5,J/
$*4/05-114,%5,%--/E7-5,-1,5-%J'&';/,%520'7-'1*,1(,E/%*'*+,%*4,E/%*'*+C104/05Q %-,&/%5-,(10,%
4/6*'-/,7/0'14D Z'521$05/5,'*5-'-$-'1*%&';/,21&&/2-'L/&),J'*4'*+,104/05,1(,U*1P&/4+/,'*,%,512'%&
/*5/EJ&/,gVVQ 7" Vh" Z'521$05/C0/5/%02.,4/%&5,P'-.,-./,21**/2-'1*,J/-P//*,&%*+$%+/,%*4,-/3-
%5,512'%&,70%2-'2/5,%*4,-./,_0/`C7014$2-'1*,1(,5)5-/E5,1(,E/%*'*+C,%*4,U*1P&/4+/C104/05Q -./
-./0/J),'*2&$4/4,512'%&,%2-105Q -./,7%--/0*5,%*4,0/51$02/5,-./5/,7012/55/5,%0/,J%5/4,1*,%5,P/&&
%5,-./'0,'E7%2-,1*,512'%&,21&&/2-'L/5,gVVQ 7" Vh" Z/57'-/,-./,./-/01+/*/'-),1(,4'521$05/,'*,-./
J01%4,6/&4,1(,%*%&)-'2%&,%*4,4'521$05/,-./10/-'2%&,%7701%2./5Q -./,%7701%2./5,2%*,J/,5%'4,-1
.%L/,(1$0,2.%0%2-/0'5-'25,'*,21EE1*Q 4/6*/4,J),c/&&/0,%5,(1&&1P5,gVVQ 7" ?hD 4'521$05/,-./10'/5
%*4,4'521$05/,%*%&)5'5





















5)EJ1&'2,'*-/0%2-'1*'5E,P'-.,B",[1$2%$&-]5,4'521$05/C-./10),gV=Q 7" !FVh" T./,0/5/%02.C701C
+0%EE%-'2,%57/2-5, -.%-,%0/,20$2'%&, -1, -.'5, -./5'5,%0/,-./,21*5-0$2-'L'5-,5-%0-'*+,715'-'1*5,-.%-
/E7.%5';/,-./,7/0(10E%-'L/Q P10&4C21*5-'-$-'*+,2.%0%2-/0,1(,&%*+$%+/,%*4,&%*+$%+/,$5%+/,'*
4'52$05'L/,70%2-'2/5,%*4,4'521$05/5,0/57/2-'L/&),gVFQ 7" !Sh" T./,(12$5,'5,1*,71P/0CU*1P&/4+/C
(10E%-'1*5,%+%'*5-,-./,J%2U+01$*4,1(,Y$%&'-%-'L/,%*%&)5'5,_/"+",5-0%-/+'/5,1(,'*-/070/-%-'1*,1*






$*4/05-114,%5,\4/&'E'-%J&/,/*5/EJ&/5,1(,70%2-'2/5,%*4,E/%*'*+C%520'7-'1*5],gVVQ 7" GFh" T./
6/&4,1(,5-$4),'5,-./,512'/-%&,21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,0/%&'-)Q /57/2'%&&),1*,-./,&/L/&5,1(,21&&/2-'L/,%2-105Q










4'521$05/C%*%&)5'5, '5, /57/2'%&&), 5$'-%J&/, (10, 0/5/%02.'*+, 512'/-%&, 70%2-'2/5, %*4,7012/55/5, 1(
21EE$*'2%-'L/,21*5-0$2-'1*Q 5-%J'&';%-'1*,%*4,-0%*5(10E%-'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,104/05,%5,P/&&,%5













'*5-'-$-'1*%&R5-0$2-$0%&, %*4,E%-/0'%&, 21*-/3-5Q %5,P/&&, %5, -./, &/L/&, 1(, 512'/-%&, 21*5/Y$/*2/5
gVVQ 7" GVh" @2-105,'*,-.'5,21*-/3-,(10E$&%-/,-./,21EE$*'2%-/4,21*-0'J$-'1*5,-.%-,21*5-'-$-/




9Z >&-1$&-F//%-4/%*+0%/.-+%-'1$5*/# !6 *1+&-*1/&+&-+&-F$&/.-0%-*1/-&0'+07'0%&*#('*+@+&*-5/#&5/'*+@/
!V9
NDYD /@%".%$(<02)7%$%.3(#0#$&)4."5(7%7)18)7(&<"-.&%?0#028$(<02)044."0<@%&
4'521$05/Q %*4, /E7&1), _4'52$05'L/`, 70%2-'2/5Q %*4, -./, %L%'&%J&/, 0/21$05/5, 1(, -./, 0/57/2-'L/









*/P,(0%E/P10UC0/&%-/4,0/Y$'0/E/*-5" i1P/L/0Q %5,%,52'/*-'62,701+0%EQ 4'521$05/,%*%&)5'5,'5
5$JK/2-,-1,_"""` -./,57/2'62,1J&'+%-'1*,1(,-./,5-%-/E/*-,1(,+01$*45,%*4,-0%*57%0/*2),'*,E/-.14C




.%*4,gVFQ 7" !<h" b11U'*+,%-,71&'-'2%&,%*4,'*5-'-$-'1*%&,4/%&'*+5,P'-.,701J&/E5,_'*5-'-$-'1*C,%*4
%2-10C7/057/2-'L/`,P'-.'*,4'521$05/C5-$4),'*2&$4/5,-./,%*%&)5'5,1(,%0+$E/*-%-'1*C5-0$2-$0/5Q -./
21*2/7-,1(,5-10),&'*/Q 4'521$05/C21%&'-'1*5Q -./,4'521$05/C70%2-'2/,%*4,4'521$05/C5-0$2-$0%-'1*
_%0+$E/*-5`" Z'((/0/*-, 52'/*-'62,%*4,71&'-'2%&, 2$&-$0/5, '*^$/*2/, -./,%0+$E/*-%-'L/, 5/--'*+5
%*4,-./0/P'-.,%&51,-./,'*5-'-$-'1*%&';/4,(10E5,1(,71&'-'25,gVFQ 77" !<O!Gh" Z'521$05/,2%*,J/
57/2'6/4,%5,/*5/EJ&/5,1(,2%-/+10'/5,%*4,70%2-'2/5, -.%-, '*5-0$2-, -./, 512'%&, %2-'1*,1(,%2-105D
L'%,4'521$05/Q %2-105,%0/,7014$2/4,%*4,-0%*5(10E/4,'*,-./,21*-/3-,1(,4'52$05'L/,/L/*-5,%*4,'*
-$0*,-./),21*5-'-$-/,-./,512'%&,0/%&'-),1(,7./*1E/*%,gV?Q 7" =N=h" [10,'*5-%*2/Q WHf _5-%U/C
.1&4/05, '*L1&L/4,'*,-./,*%-'1*%&,701E1-'1*,1(,HP/4/*,1*,-./,J%5'5,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4




'4/*-'-),*/+1-'%-'1*" @22104'*+,-1,c/&&/0Q 4'521$05/5,%0/,0/&%-'L/&),4$0%J&/,%*4,57/2'6/4Q %*4
5-0$2-$0/,57%-'1C-/E710%&,_21&&/2-'L/`,7012/55/5,1(,E/%*'*+C%520'7-'1*" T./),%0/,%-,-./,5%E/
-'E/,/370/55'1*C,%*4,21*5-'-$-'1*C70/21*4'-'1*5,1(, -./,512'%&,%*4,J/21E/,0/%&, -.01$+., -./
%2-'*+,1(, 512'%&,%2-105" T./),21*-0'J$-/, -1, -./,21*51&'4%-'1*,%*4, -./,4/21E715'-'1*,1(, '*C
5-'-$-'1*%&';/4,'*-/070/-%-'1*5,_/"+",0/C7014$2-'1*,1(,'*-/070/-%-'1*,%*4,%2-'1*C-/E7&%-/5,P'-.'*
0/70/5/*-%-'L/,*%-'1*%&,4'521$05/`" Z'521$05/,20)5-%&&';/5,%*4,21*5-'-$-/5,-./E/5,'*,-./,57/2'62













1(,512'%&,%*4,2$&-$0%&,2.%*+/,g=SQ 7" FFh" [%'02&1$+.,$*4/05-%*45,4'521$05/,%5,/E7&1)/4,&%*C
+$%+/,'*,P0'--/*,10,571U/*,(10E,-.%-,'5,/EJ/44/4,'*,512'%&,21*-/3-5" A*,.'5,%7701%2.,-/0E/4
%5,L/0),+/*/0%&,%*%&)-'2%&, (0%E/P10U],1(,20'-'2%&,4'521$05/,%*%&)5'5,./,'*-014$2/5,-./,-.0//C






Z'52$05'L/,70%2-'2/,41/5,*1-,./0/,21*-0%5-,P'-., 512'%&,70%2-'2/D -./, (10E/0, '5,%










21$*-, -./5/,512'1C21+*'-'L/,7012/55/5,%*4,21*2/0*5, '*,104/0, -1, \57/2'(),P.'2.,/&/E/*-5,1(
104/05,1(,4'521$05/,%5,P/&&,%5,1-./0,512'%&,0/51$02/5,%0/,40%P*,$71*],'*,-./,21*-/3-,1(,-./,701C
4$2-'1*,%*4,'*-/070/-%-'1*,1(,E/%*'*+5,g=SQ 77" V!OV9h" T./,(12$5,'5,1*,/37&%*%-10),21**/2C










4$0/5, _7014$2-'1*,1(,104/0&)]Q %221$*-%J&/],P10&45,J),512'%&,21EE$*'-'/5`,g=SQ 77" V!OV9h"
T./,4'521$05/C/L/*-,'5,%-,-./,5%E/,-'E/,%,(10E,1(,-/3-$%&,'*-/0%2-'1*Q P.'2.,'5,21*5-'-$-/4,'*
-./,-/3-C7014$2-'1*,_-/3-C4'5-0'J$-'1*`,%*4,-/3-C0/2/7-'1*" T.'5,(10E,1(,4'52$05'L/,/L/*-,21*5-'C











)*+,-% /'0'( "1#//7.+4/%&+0%$)-'0%'/5*+0%-03-.+&'0(#&/-U$+#')0(21 8BZ6 5< WB;
2.%*+/,/3'5-'*+,_'4/1&1+'2%&,%*4,./+/E1*'%&`,U*1P&/4+/C104/05,g9!Q 7" !SFh" @5,Z'%;CX1*/
1$-&'*/4Q 4'52$05'L/,/L/*-5,%0/,'*,-./,(10E,%5,512'%&,70%2-'2/,7%0-,1(,'*5-'-$-'1*5,P./0/,-./),'*
-$0*,%0/,'*-/0&'*U/4,-1,*1*C4'52$05'L/,6/&45" A-,'5,-.'5,512'%&,70%2-'2/,-.%-,'*-/+0%-/5,4'52$05'L/
/L/*-5,%5,U*1P&/4+/C104/05,'*-1,-./,J01%4/0,512'%&,5-0$2-$0/,g9!Q 7" !SFh" [%'02&1$+.,P0'-/5D
\Z'52$05'L/,70%2-'2/,'5,21*5-'-$-'L/,'*,J1-.,21*L/*-'1*%&,%*4,20/%-'L/,P%)5D '-,21*-0'J$-/5,-1
0/7014$2'*+,512'/-),_512'%&,'4/*-'-'/5Q 512'%&,0/&%-'1*5.'75Q 5)5-/E5,1(,U*1P&/4+/,%*4,J/&'/(`
%5,'-,'5Q )/-,%&51,21*-0'J$-/5,-1,-0%*5(10E'*+,512'/-)"] g=SQ 7" NGh" i/*2/Q 21&&/2-'L/,'4/*-'-'/5
4/7/*4,(10,-./'0,0/7014$2-'1*,1*,21*5'5-/*2),%*4,4$0%J'&'-),1(,7%--/0*5,1(,57//2.,P'-.'*,%*4
%01$*4,-.15/,0/&%-'1*5.'75Q )/-,-./),%0/,17/*,-1,-0%*5(10E%-'1*,_5//,%&51 ="9"!`,g2(" =SQ 9!h"
@5,21*2/0*5,-./,21*5-0$2-'L/,/((/2-5,1(,4'521$05/Q [%'02&1$+.,4'5-'*+$'5./5,J/-P//*,-.0//,%5C
7/2-5D -./,21*-0'J$-'1*,-1,-./,21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,512'%&,'4/*-'-'/5,%*4,5$JK/2-,715'-'1*5,'*,-./,21*C



























%&&),70/2&$4/,-./E"] g=SQ 7" FNh" @ 4'52$05'L/,/L/*-,E%),/'-./0,21*-0'J$-/,-1,70/5/0L%-'1*,%*4
0/7014$2-'1*,1(,-0%4'-'1*%&,'E%+/5,%*4,./+/E1*'/5Q 10,'-,E%),21*-0'J$-/,-1,-./,-0%*5(10E%-'1*




H/21*4Q -./,41$J&/,(12$5,'*2&$4/5,2.%*+/,1(,104/05,1(,4'521$05/Q 21*20/-/&)Q \10'/*-%-'1*5,-1










1(,E%0U/-';%-'1*Q -./ %F$%#&("#)"*)30.O%$)3"7%2&) $")#%H)&4@%.%&Q 2%*Q (10,/3%E7&/Q J/,'*C
L/5-'+%-/4,-.01$+.,-./,0/2/*-,/3-/*5'L/,21&1*';%-'1*,1(,104/05,1(,4'521$05/,J),%4L/0-'5'*+,%*4












M/+%04'*+, -./,21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,4'521$05/,%*4,%$-1C21*5-0$2-'1*Q [%'02&1$+.,/E7.%5';/5, -.%-
\-./,P%)5,'*,P.'2.,512'/-'/5,2%-/+10';/,%*4,J$'&4,'4/*-'-'/5,(10,-./'0,E/EJ/05,'5,%,($*4%E/*-%&
%57/2-,1(,.1P,-./),P10UQ .1P,71P/0,0/&%-'1*5,%0/,'E715/4,%*4,/3/02'5/4Q .1P,512'/-'/5,%0/
0/7014$2/4,%*4,2.%*+/4],g=SQ 7" !N?h" T.'5,(12$5,'*2&$4/5,-./,%57/2-,1*,E14/5,1(,71&'-'2%&
%*4, '4/1&1+'2%&,70%2-'2/,%*4, -./'0,1$-&'*/,%5, '4/1&1+)Q 0/5$&-'*+, '*, 5'+*'62%-'1*5,+/*/0%-/4
P'-.'*,71P/0,0/&%-'1*5,O,%5,%,4'E/*5'1*,1(,-./,/3/02'5/,1(Q %,5-0$++&/,1L/0,%*4,%,5-%U/,'*,71P/0








[$0-./0E10/Q %*1-./0,'E710-%*-,%57/2-,'5, -./,L'/P,1*,4'521$05/,-.%-, -%U/5,'*-1,%221$*-,-./
7155'J&/,L%0'1$5, (10E5Q P.'2., '5,/57/2'%&&), 0/&/L%*-, '*, -./,L'/P,1(, -./, '*5-'-$-'1*%&, 5/--'*+D
\M%-./0,-.%*,7%0-'2$&%0,-)7/5,1(,4'521$05/,.%L'*+,'*./0/*-,71&'-'2%&,10,'4/1&1+'2%&,L%&$/5Q _"""`
4'((/0/*-,-)7/5,1(,4'521$05/,'*,4'((/0/*-,512'%&,41E%'*5,10,'*5-'-$-'1*%&,5/--'*+5,E%),21E/,-1,J/





1(,4'((/0/*-, (10E5,1(,4'521$05/, _+/*0/5`" T./,4'52$05'L/,/L/*-,21*5-'-$-/5,%,*14/Q P.'2., '*C
-/0-P'*/5,4'((/0/*-,/&/E/*-5,1(,4'521$05/C5-0$2-$0/,%*4,'5,%22/55'J&/,-1,%*%&)5'5,'*,-/3-$%&,(10E




'-5/&(" >/*0/5, '*2&$4/,512'1C21+*'-'L/,E14/&5, _520'7-5`, (10, -./,-)7'2%&,21$05/,1(,%2-'1*5,%*4
7012/55/5Q -1,-./,/37/2-/4,2.%0%2-/0,1(,/L/*-5Q -1,-./,%5512'%-/4,(10E5,1(,J/.%L'10Q %5,P/&&




70/-/4,g2(" 0/(/00'*+,-1,[%'02&1$+.,!FF9 9!Q 7" !!Sh" Z'521$05/,%*4,512'%&,E/4'%-'1*,'*-/05/2-
U*1P&/4+/,%*4,70%2-'2/,%-,-./,&/L/&,1(,+/*0/,U*1P&/4+/" AE710-%*-,(10,-./,-./10/-'2%&,/EJ/4C
4'*+,1(,-./,%*%&)5'5,'5,-.$5,-.%-,%,7%0-'2$&%0,E'3,1(,+/*0/5Q 4'521$05/5,%*4,5-)&/5,'5,/L'4/*-,'*




g9FQ 7" !Sh" [%'02&1$+.,2&%'E5,-.%-,*/-P10U'*+,21*5-'-$-/5,_*/P`,+/*0/5,%*4,-.%-,'-,4/520'J/5,%
7%0-'2$&%0,%0-'2$&%-'1*,10,21*6+$0%-'1*,1(,+/*0/5Q 4'521$05/5,%*4,5-)&/5,-.%-,5-0$2-$0/,4'521$05/D
\-./,512'%&,5-0$2-$0'*+,1(,5/E'1-'2,4'((/0/*2/,10,L%0'%-'1*,P.'2.,'5,E/4'%-/4,J),'*-/04'52$05'L/




-./,%+/*-5,-1,$5/,+/*0/5,(10,-0%*5'-'1*%&,7$0715/5],g9FQ 7" !!h" [%J/0,1$-&'*/5,-.'5,2.%0%2-/0'5-'2
-1,E%U/,+/*0/5,\71P/0($&,P0'--/*,'*5-0$E/*-5,1(,2.%*+/],g9FQ 7" !!h" d'-.'*,512'%&,*/-P10U5Q
5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,7&%)5,%,20$2'%&,01&/v @22104'*+,-1,X1$04'/$Q \0/21+*'-'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&
2%*,1*&),($*2-'1*,'(,-./0/,'5,%,21*L/0+/*2/,1(,512'%&,21*4'-'1*5Q P.'2.,4$%&&),%55/0-5,%*4,0/C












1+),%*4,512'%&,2.%*+/,g2(" 9FQ 7" !N<h" Z'521$05/,0/5/%02.,.%5,1$-&'*/4,-./,]4$%&,($*2-'1*,1(
4'521$05/],_21*5-'-$-'1*,%*4,0/^/2-'1*`Q %*4,./*2/,-./,41E'*%*-,01&/,21EE$*'2%-'1*,.%5,21E/
-1,7&%),(10,J1-.,-./,21*5-'-$-'1*,%*4,-./,0/^/2-'1*,1(,512'%&,70%2-'2/5,g2(" 0/(/00'*+,-1,:.1$C
&'%0%U',%*4,[%'02&1$+. 9FQ 7" !N<h" A*,7$--'*+,/E7.%5'5,1*,-.'5,4$%&,($*2-'1*Q [%J/0,.%5,5.1P/4
.1P,&%*+$%+/,2%*,'*'-'%-/,%*4,/*(102/,2.%*+/,P'-.'*,5-0$2-$0%&,7012/55/5Q %*4,.1P,512'%&,%5C



































-./,4)*%E'2,J/-P//*,P0'--/*,4'521$05/,%*4,512'%&,21*-/3-,4$0'*+,2.%*+/],g2(" 9FQ 7" 9h,%*4
-./,0/5/%02.,1(, \.1P,P0'-'*+,/*%J&/5, -./, '*'-'%-'1*Q E%*%+/E/*-,%*4,5-%J'&';%-'1*,1(,512'%&
%*4,2$&-$0%&,2.%*+/],g2(" 9FQ 7" 9h" :AB]5,7$0715/,'5,-1,'*'-'%-/,2.%*+/,'*,512'%&,21EE$*'-'/5
1*,-./,'*-/0*%&,%*4,/3-/0*%&,&/L/&5,_%P%0/*/55C0%'5'*+,(10,*%-'1*%&,'4/*-'-),%*4,'E%+/,'55$/5`
1*,J1-.,-./,5)EJ1&'2, &/L/&, '*2&$4'*+,21+*'-'L/,%*4,/E1-'L/,%57/2-5, _20/4'-Q -0$5-Q %--'-$4/5Q














1(,&'(/],_d'&&'%E5`,_5//,%&51 ="!`" A*,-./,21*-/3-,1(,-./,7014$2-'1*,1(,5$2.,%,21*2/7-Q [%J/0]5
4/-/0E'*%-'1*,1(,*%00%-'L/5,'*,-./,21*-/3-,1(,%2-'L/,4'521$05/,%*4,-/3-*1&1+'/5,'5,20$2'%&,%5,./
4/6*/5,*%00%-'L/5,%5,\U/),10+%*';%-'1*%&,+/*0/5,-.%-,($*2-'1*%&&),%&&1P,%+/*-5,-1,2.%&&/*+/,%*4
0/7&%2/,%,512'%&,+01$75\,'E%+/,%*4,'4/*-'-)],g2(" 9FQ 77" 9O=h" _5//,%&51,-./,4)*%E'2,J/-P//*






%4/Y$%-/,%7701%2.,-1,-.'5,-17'2,g2(" 9FQ 7" =h" @5,1$-&'*/4,J),[%J/0Q 512'%&,2.%*+/,%5,%,\E$&C
-'(10E/4,7012/55,'*L1&L'*+,%,21E7&/3,'*-/07&%),1(,4'52$05'L/Q E%-/0'%&,%*4,512'%&,21*4'-'1*5]
g9FQ 7" <h" B14/0*,10+%*';%-'1*5,%*4,701(/55'1*5,%0/,\&/+%&&)Q J$-,%&51,512'%&&),%*4,2$&-$0%&&)Q




















_10+%*';%-'1*%&`,2$&-$0/" g2(" 0/(/00'*+,-1,X%;/0E%* 9FQ 7" Gh" @5,5$2.Q *%00%-'L/5,%*4,5-10)
&'*/5,7014$2/4,P'-.'*,-.'5,(0%E/P10U,%0/,21E7/-'*+,(10,&/+'-'E%2),%*4,5'-$%-'1*%&,E/%*'*+














5'+*'62%*-, (10, -./, -17'25,1(, -.'5, -./5'5" e'/P'*+,-./, 'E%+/C40'L/*,21*2/7-,1(, '4/*-'-),%5,%(C
(/2-'*+,J1-.,-./,L%&$%-'1*5,1(,1-./05,_/3-/0*%&,/((/2-5`,%*4,%2-'1*5,_'*-/0*%&,/((/2-5Q` 'E7&'2%-/5
-.%-,'4/*-'-),'5,%5,U/),(%2-10,\P./-./0,'55$/5,%0/,*1-'2/4Q 21*5'4/0/4,&/+'-'E%-/,%*4,'E710-%*-Q
%*4Q %2-/4,1*,J),4'((/0/*-,10+%*';%-'1*%&,E/EJ/05],g2(" 9FQ 7" Vh" AE%+/,%*4,*%00%-'L/,5.%0/
1*/,($*2-'1*Q J/2%$5/,K$5-,%5,'E%+/5Q *%00%-'L/5,./&7,-1,\4/6*/,%*4,0/^/2-,%*,10+%*';%-'1*%&
\5/&(]Q _{`,-./5/,5-10'/5,70/5/*-,%*,10+%*';%-'1*]5,'4/*-'-)Q '-5,L%&$/5Q %*4,-./,P%),'-,%77/%05
%*4,'5,'*-/070/-/4,J),L%0'1$5,+01$75,P'-.'*,%*4,1$-5'4/,1(,'-5,5-%U/.1&4/0,21EE$*'-)],g2(" 9FQ








'*-/0*%&,%*4,-./,/3-/0*%&,&/L/&5" i/*2/Q 2.%*+/,122$05Q P./*,4'521$05/5,J/21E/,4/5-%J'&';/4
O,\4/5-%J'&';%-'1*,20/%-/5,-./,21*4'-'1*5,*/2/55%0),(10,2.%*+/],g2(" 9FQ 7" Gh" @22104'*+,-1
[%J/0Q \P0'--/*,21EE$*'2%-'1*,2%*,701L'4/,%,21./0/*-,&'*U,J/-P//*,1&4,%*4,*/PQ J$-,5$2.
%,&'*U,2%*,J/,$5/4,-1,4'57&%2/,%*4,4/5-%J'&';/,1&4/0,_2$00/*-`,21*2/7-5,%*4,70%2-'2/5],g2(" 9FQ
7" Gh" @5,21*2/0*5,(0%E'*+Q '-,'5,'E710-%*-,-1,*1-/,-.%-,\*%00%-'L/5,%*4,'E%+/,P10U,-1+/-./0
-1,21*5-0$2-,%*,10+%*';%-'1*]5,'4/*-'-),701L'4'*+,21E7&/E/*-%0),4'521$05/,'*,5-10'/5,%*4,5)EC
J1&5,-.%-,70/5/*-,%,21./0/*-Q 5-%J&/,'*-/070/-%-'1*,1(,-./,10+%*';%-'1*\,g2(" 9FQ 7" ?h" A*,-.'5
21*-/3-Q \21E7/-'*+,4'521$05/5,/L/*-$%&&),%++0/+%-/,'*-1,%,*/P,E14/&Q P.'2.,'5,0/70/5/*-/4
%5,%,210/,21*2/7-" T./,210/,21*2/7-,-./*,701L'4/5,-./,J%5'5,(10,'*-/070/-'*+,%*4,7/02/'L'*+
1-./0,4'521$05/5,%*4,'*-/+0%-'*+,-./E,P'-.'*,-./,*/P,5)5-/E],g2(" 9FQ 7" Nh" @5,0/5/%02.,J%5/4
1*,-./,-$0*,-1,2$&-$0%&C0./-10'2%&,21*2/7-5,1(,'E%+/,%*4,*%00%-'L/,5.1P5Q \0./-10'2%&,7/02/7C
-'1*,2%*,7&%),%,2/*-0%&, 01&/, '*, -./, 0/%51*5,P.),512'%&,+01$75,P'&&, +1, -.01$+.,7012/55/5,1(





%*4,21./0/*-, '4/*-'-'/5, (10, '*5-'-$-'1*5, '*L1&L/4, '*,*%-'1*%&,701E1-'1*,%*4Q -.01$+.,*%-'1*













+0%-'*+,4'521$05/CQ 4'5-'*2-'1*CQ %*4,C(0%E/C%*%&)5'5,.%5,.%4,-1,J/,4/5'+*/4" T./,E/-.141&1+C
'2%&,%7701%2.,'*2&$4/5,-./,/5-%J&'5.E/*-,1(,%*%&)-'2%&,$*'-5,-1,1$-&'*/,-./,4'521$05/C5-0$2-$0/5














710-%&,E%U/5, '-,7155'J&/, -1,/3/E7&'(), 57%-'%&,715'-'1*'*+,%*4,7016&'*+,P'-.'*,:AB",T./,%7C









Z$/, -1, -./, &%2U,1(,%*),21./0/*-,%*4,+/*/0%&&),%22/7-/4,E/-.14,1(,4'521$05/C%*%&)5'5,%*4
(0%E/C%*%&)5'5Q -./,605-,5-/7,%5,21*2/0*5, -./,E/-.141&1+'2%&,5217/,1(, -./,%*%&)-'2%&, (0%E/C
P10U,4/L/&17/4,'*,-.'5,-./5'5,.%5,J//*,-1,/&%J10%-/,%,E/-.141&1+'2%&,%7701%2.,(10,%,21EJ'*/4
4'521$05/C,%*4,(0%E/C%*%&)5'5C%77&'2%-'1*" aE7&1)'*+,4'521$05/C%*%&)5'5,'*2&$4/5,-.0//,+/*C




































5)EJ1&'2, (10E5,%*4,5)5-/E5,1(,/32.%*+/,%5, '*5/7%0%J&/, (01E,E14/5,1(,70%2-'2/,%*4,715'-5
\%,2100/571*4/*2/,J/-P//*,512'%&,%*4,5)EJ1&'2,5-0$2-$0/5,J%5/4,1*,-./,5)5-/E%-'2,$*'-),1(
512'%&,&'(/,%*4,-./,/3'5-/*2/,1(,5-0$2-$0%&,%*4,($*2-'1*%&,.1E1&1+'/5,%E1*+,%&&,6/&45,1(,512'%&
%2-'L'-)], gNNQ 7" ?h"< @5,%*, '*-/+0%&,7%0-,1(,.'5 /@%".8)"*)=.0<$(<%Q X1$04'/$,4/L/&17/4, -./
! '3< J/))/#6 U$+#')0(216 Vw2/#6 @$%-"/(%6 /*'<
= U0#-$-')0&/#-.+&'(&&+0%-0%-*1+&-03*/%-$.$5*/.-'04F+%$*+0%-&//-L'1D$F7"#$55 8!!O6 55< !R:i!WO;









/<2< !!O6 5< !WR;<
9 >&-*1/-?(0*$*+0%-+%.+'$*/&6 ^0(#.+/(T&-*1/0#,-0%-*1/-I/).-03-'()*(#$)-5#0.('*+0%-'0@/#&-F0*1-*1/-4$*/#+$)-$%.









7014$2-'1*Q P.'2.,X1$04'/$,%*%&)5/5,%5,-./,\/21*1E'2,P10&4,0/L/05/4]V Q -P1,(10E5,1(,2%7'-%&
%0/,7%0-'2$&%0&),'E710-%*-,O,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,%*4,2$&-$0%&,2%7'-%&" T./5/,-P1,2%7'-%&,(10E5,%0/
4/6*/4,%5,(1&&1P5D
H)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&, 0/(/05, -1, -./,4/+0//,1(,%22$E$&%-/4,70/5-'+/Q 2/&/J0'-)Q 21*5/C
20%-'1*,10,.1*10,%*4,'5,(1$*4/4,1*,%,4'%&/2-'2,1(,U*1P&/4+/,_21**%'55%*2/`,%*4
0/21+*'-'1*,_0/21**%'55%*2/`" :$&-$0%&,2%7'-%&,21*2/0*5,(10E5,1(,2$&-$0%&,U*1P&C





%L1P/4Q E'50/21+*';/4,%*4,-./0/J),0/21+*';/4Q ./*2/,&/+'-'E%-/Q %,\20/4'-]Q P.'2.
$*4/0,2/0-%'*,21*4'-'1*5Q %*4,%&P%)5,'*,-./,&1*+,0$*Q +$%0%*-//5,\/21*1E'2],701(C




%770/2'%-'1*, (10,10,21E7/-/*2/, '*,4/2'7./0'*+,2$&-$0%&, 0/&%-'1*5,%*4,2$&-$0%&,%0-'(%2-5], gNNQ
7" Vh"? T1,7155/55,/21*1E'2,2%7'-%&,41/5,*1-,*/2/55%0'&),'E7&),7155/55'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,10,2$&C
-$0%&,2%7'-%&Q %*4,L'2/,L/05%,g2(" NNQ 7" VQ 10'+'*%&,'-%&'25h" A*,-./ 90.O%$)"*);831"2(<)^""7&Q
X1$04'/$,4/6*/5,-./,6/&4,1(,7014$2-'1*,%*4,2'02$&%-'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,+1145,%5,\-./,5)5-/E,1(
1JK/2-'L/,0/&%-'1*5,%E1*+,4'((/0/*-,'*5-%*2/5Q ($*2-'1*%&&),4/6*/4,J),-./'0,01&/,'*,-./,4'L'5'1*
1(, &%J10,7014$2-'1*Q 0/7014$2-'1*,%*4,4'(($5'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,+1145], g!GQ 7" !!Gh" X1$04'/$
4/6*/5,5)EJ1&'2,+1145,%5,%,\-P1C(%2/4,0/%&'-)Q %,21EE14'-),%*4,%,L%&$/,-.%-,0/E%'*5,0/&%C




N >&-V01%&0%-1$&-0(*)+%/.6 +%-^0(#.+/(T&-D0#G&6 50D/#- +&-&//%-$&- T.+33(&/-$%.-03*/%-'0%'/$)/.- +%-F#0$.),
$''/5*/.6 $%.-03*/%-(%?(/&*+0%/.6 D$,&-03-&//+%2-$%.-./&'#+F+%2-*1/-D0#).T< >)*10(21-*1+&-'0%&*+*(*/&-$
'0440%-'1$#$'*/#+&*+'-D+*1-U0('$()*T&-@+/D-0%-50D/#6 ^0(#.+/(T&- 30#4()$*+0%-03- *1+&-.+33(&/-0#-&,4F0)+'
50D/#-.+33/#&-3#04-*1$*-03-U0('$()*-$&-^0(#.+/(-@+/D&-&,4F0)+'-50D/#-$&-')0&/),-+%*/#*D+%/.-D+*16 F(*-%0*
#/.('+F)/-*06 /'0%04+'-$%.-50)+*+'$)-50D/#-i-&,4F0)+'-50D/#-*1(&-T&/#@/&-$-)/2+*+4$*+%2-3(%'*+0%T-8RR6 5< =;<
R >''0#.+%2-*0-^0(#.+/(6 &,4F0)+'-'$5+*$)- +&- *1/-5/#'/+@/.-$%.- )/2+*+4+`/.-30#4-03-/'0%04+'6 '()*(#$)-$%.
&0'+$)-'$5+*$)<
W >&-V01%&0%-50+%*/.-0(*-8RR6 5< W;6 +*-+&-+450#*$%*-*0-#/'02%+`/-*1$*-^0(#.+/(-&//&-*1/-/'0%04+'-I/).-5/#-&/-$&
&+45),-0%/-I/).-$40%2-0*1/#&-$%.-1+&-(&/-03-/'0%04+'-*/#4+%0)02,-.0/&-%0*-+45),-$%,-&0#*-03-/'0%04+&4
0#-/'0%04+'-#/.('*+0%+&4-8'3< RR6 55< WiO;<






-./,%*%&)-'2%&, (0%E/P10U,1(,E/*-%&,E%75" @5,.%5,J/21E/,/L'4/*-, -.01$+.1$-, -./,0/5/%02.
7012/55Q :AB %5,'E7&/E/*-/4,'*,-./,2%5/,1(,HP/4/*,(12$5/5,L/0),E$2.,1*,*/-P10UCJ$'&4'*+
%*4,C2$&-'L%-'*+,21*2/0*'*+,J1-.,-./,'*P%04C,%*4,1$-P%04C&/L/&,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,%*4,7$JC








71&'2'/5,*10E%&&),2%*,%2.'/L/, '5,.'+.&),4/7/*4/*-,1*, -./,%E1$*-,1(, '*4'L'4$%&5, '*L'-/4, -1
/*+%+/,'*,%770170'%-/,%2-'1*5,P'-.'*,-./'0,0/57/2-'L/,&12%&,%0/%5,g2(" ?NQ 7" =S<h" T./,4/+0//
%*4,5217/,1(,%2-'*+,&12%&&),%5,%2-'*+,+&1J%&&)],_21EE'-E/*-,-1,%*4,'*-/0/5-,'*,-./,&12%&'-),1(





-./,'E7&/E/*-%-'1*,1(,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+`D \A*,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+Q -./0/(10/Q -./,%77/%&,(%2-10,_-./




-./,21*-/3-,1(,:AB J),(12$5'*+,1*,-.0//,%57/2-5" ['05-Q %5,-./,5)EJ1&C5)5-/E,'5,'E7&/E/*-/4
'*,104/0,-1,%22$E$&%-/,%*4,701E1-/,5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&Q 70/5-'+/,E%0U/05,0/(/00'*+,-1,-./5/,7$0C
715/5,_%22$E$&%-'1*,%*4,701E1-'1*`,.%L/,-1,J/,1$-&'*/4" @5,[%J/0,.%5,1$-&'*/4Q 5$2.,70/5-'+/
\E%0U/05,%0/,*1-,1JK/2-'L/,10,$*'L/05%&,J$-,*/-P10UC57/2'62],g2(" 9FQ 7" !<!h,_-.%-,'5Q 4'((/0/*-
-1,/L/0),0/+'1*Q *%-'1*Q /-2"`Q P.'2.,40%P5,5'+*'62%*-,%--/*-'1*,-1,-./,'E710-%*2/,1(,-%0+/-C
57/2'62,21EE$*'2%-'1*,_5//,%&51,2.%7-/0,=Q 7&%2/,E%0U/-'*+`" H/21*4Q 40%P'*+,1*,X1$04'/$Q
Z'%;CX1*/Q b%5.,%*4,f00)Q %*4,[0m.&'2.,/-"%&"Q 5-0%-/+'/5,1(,4'5-'*2-'1*,%*4,5-0%-/+'/5,1(,%/5C
-./-'2';%-'1*,%0/,/5-%J&'5./4,%5,%*%&)-'2%&,$*'-5" T.'04Q P'-.'*,512'%&,57%2/Q -./,715'-'1*5,1(




















7155'J&/,21EE1*,+01$*45,%*4,4'%&1+$/,_5//,%&51,2.%7-/0 G`" @5,H;1*4',.%5,1$-&'*/4Q P.'&/
*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,0/&'/5,./%L'&),1*,5)EJ1&'5EQ -.%-,'5,L'5$%&5,%*4,5)EJ1&5Q 7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2),%5
%,E10/,5$J-&/,17/0%-'1*,0/&'/5,70'E%0'&),1*,J/.%L'10" Z$/,-1,-./5/,(10E%&,%*4,($*2-'1*%&,4'((/0C
/*2/5Q *%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,1(,%,21$*-0),'5,/%5),-1,0/21+*';/,(10,-%0+/-,%$4'/*2/5" i/*2/Q %22104'*+
-1,H;1*4'D \$*4/0,2/0-%'*,2'02$E5-%*2/5,*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'5,E10/,-0%*57%0/*-,%*4,%221$*-%J&/
















7&/-/Q &'(/5-)&/C0/&%-/4,0/-$0*5" @*4,'*,-$0*Q 1*&),-.01$+.,4'52$05'L%-'1*Q +/*0/5,2%*,21*5-'-$-/
E/%*'*+($&,+$'4/&'*/5,_%5,4'521$05/C104/05`,-1,&'(/5-)&/" i'5,21*2/7-,'5,%417-/4,%*4,E14'6/4







1(,70%2-'2/,%5,%,70/C21*4'-'1*, (10,70%2-'2/, -1, ($*2-'1*,%5,%*, '*-/+0%&,21*5-'-$/*-,1(,2$&-$0%&
E/%*'*+CP10&45,(10,&'(/C5-)&/C21*2/7-5" T.'5,L%&/*2/,+%'*5,%*,/L/0)4%)C&'(/C70%2-'2%&,E/%*'*+
-1,&'(/C5-)&/C21&&/2-'L/5,L'%,E/4'%-/4,(10E5,1(,70%2-'2/Q %*4,-./0/J),%&51,%2Y$'0'*+,/&/L%*2/,(10









_P.1,41,*1-,$*4/05-%*4,4'52$05'L/,70%2-'2/,%5,4/0'L/4,0/%&'-),g9!Q 77" !!O!9h" Z'%;CX1*/]5
%7701%2.,'5,20$2'%&,4$/,-1,5/L/0%&,%57/2-5D @5,Z'%;CX1*/,1$-&'*/4,%*4,%5,.%5,J/21E/,/L'4/*-
-.01$+.1$-,70/L'1$5,5/2-'1*5Q X1$04'/$]5,-./10),41/5,*1-,-%U/,'*-1,%221$*-,%*,1P*,5)EJ1&'2
0/%&'-), _1*&),%5,41$J&'*+,1(, 512'%&, 5-0$2-$0/`" H)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&, '5,%&51,%&P%)5,4/0'L/4, (01E
1-./0Q *1*C5)EJ1&'2%&,2%7'-%&,(10E5,g9!Q 7" !!<h" i/*2/Q P'-.1$-,%,4'521$05/C-./10/-'2%&,/3C
-/*5'1*Q -./,7012/55/5,1(,52./E%-';%-'1*,10,(0%E'*+,1(,2$&-$0%&,1JK/2-5,%*4,70%2-'2/5,P'-.'*




%*4,&'(/5-)&/5,g9!Q 7" !9h" b%5-Q Z'%;CX1*/,E%U/5,-./,2&%'E,-.%-,-./,4'52$05'L'-),1(,&'(/5-)&/C
0/&%-/4, L%&$/, '5, %*, /-.'2C%/5-./-'2%&, 5-0$2-$0/Q P.'2., '5, '*2&$4/4, '*, 4'521$05/, _5//,E14/&`"
T./5/, 21*5'4/0%-'1*5,701L'4/,%*1-./0, (0$'-($&, 5-%0-'*+,71'*-, (10, -./, %*%&)-'2%&, (0%E/P10U,1(
-.'5,-./5'5D H'*2/,'-,'5,%,&'(/5-)&/C0/&%-/4,U*1P&/4+/C104/0,-.%-,/*(1&45,P'-.'*,-./,:ABC7&%-(10EQ
-.'5,%7701%2.,'5,L/0),5$'-%J&/" @5,%,&'(/5-)&/C0/&%-/4,E/4'%CJ%5/4,U*1P&/4+/C104/0Q :AB '5,%
6/&4Q -1,P.'2.,-.'5,-./10),'5,7155'J&/,-1,%4%7-"F
Z'%;CX1*/]5,21E70/./*5'L/,4'52$55'1*,1(,4'5-'*2-'1*C%*4,4'521$05/,-./10),2$&E'*%-/5,'*,-./
'*-014$2-'1*,1(,%, \E14/&,1(, -.0//,57%2/5], _-P1, (01E,4'5-'*2-'1*C-./10)Q 1*/, (01E,4'521$05/C
-./10)`Q P.'2.,'&&$5-0%-/5,%*4,/37&%'*5,-./,0/5$&-5,1(,-./,21EJ'*%-'1*,1(,-./5/,-P1,%7701%2./5"
T./,E14/&, 0/&%-/5, -1, -./,2$&-$0/C512'1&1+'2%&,E14/&,1(,2$&-$0/CP10&45,%*4,1$-&'*/5, -./,4'5C
2$05'L/,2$&-$0/,7014$2-'1*,'*,2$&-$0/,P10&45,g9!Q 7" !9h" Z'%;,X1*/]5,21*2/7-,1(,21EJ'*/4
4'5-'*2-'1*,%*4C,4'521$05/C-./10), -.$5,J0'*+5, -1+/-./0, -.0//,57%2/5,O,512'%&,57%2/Q 57%2/,1(
&'(/5-)&/5Q %*4,'*-/0C4'521$05/C57%2/,O,%*4,%P%045,-1,/%2.,1(,-./5/,57%2/5,0/&%-'L/,%$-1*1E)
g9!Q 7" !!=h" X),/3-/*4'*+,4'5-'*2-'1*C-./10),P'-.,4'521$05/C-./10)Q Z'%;CX1*/,.%5,1$-&'*/4
-./,'*-/00/&%-'1*,J/-P//*,-./,7&$0%&'-),1(,5-0$2-$0'*+,70'*2'7&/5Q %*4,-./,P%),1(,5-0$2-$0%&,&'*UC
'*+,%*4,2100/571*4/*2/, _5-0$2-$0/C5'E'&%0'-)`, J/-P//*, -./5/, 57%2/5" @&-.1$+.,/%2.,1(, -./
57%2/5,(/%-$0/5,0/&%-'L/,%$-1*1E)Q -./),%0/,%-, -./,5%E/,-'E/,$*4/05-114,-1,(/%-$0/,%,0/2'7C
012%&,'*-/0(/0/*2/C0/&%-'1*" Z'%;CX1*/]5,E14/&,-%U/5,%221$*-,-./,-P1,5.'(-5,'*,-./,52'/*-'62


















interdiscourse space / discursive practice
(cultural knowledge-orders)
(1) discursivation (problematization, thematization, etc.)
(2) discursive habitualization (self-formation, disciplination 
and rationalization according to drafts, principles, etc.
space of lifestyle / habitus (habitual practice) 
(3) habitualization (assimilation and symbolization)
(4) stabilization and reproduction 
social space / “economic“ practice












)*+,-% 0'&'( [0./)-03-*1/-+%*/##/)$*+0%-03-*1/-*1#//-&5$'/&-8=!6 5< !=:;<
U*1P&/4+/,%*4,&'(/5-)&/5,'5,21*5-'-$-/4,-.01$+.,-./,4'52$05'L%-'1*,-.%-,%55'+*5,21./0/*-,E/%*C
'*+, -1, -./,1JK/2-5,%*4,U*1P&/4+/C(10E5,1(,%, &'(/5-)&/" A*, '-5,.10';1*-%&,%3'5Q -./,E/4'%-'1*
0/5$&-5,'*,4'5-'*2-'1*,%5,'-,4/E%02%-/5,-./,\1JK/2-5],%*4,U*1P&/4+/,(10E5,-1,1-./0,2$&-$0%&,21&C
&/2-'L/5,g9!Q 7" !9?h" B/4'%-'1*,-.$5,.%5,-1,&/%4,-./,4'5-'*2-'L/,4'52$05'L%-'1*,-1,%,4'((/0/*-'%&
E/%*'*+,%*4,0/%2.,4'5-'*2-'L/,L%&$/,g9!Q 7" !9?h" T./,'*-/00/&%-'1*,J/-P//*,4'((/0/*-,57%2/5
_0/+'1*%&,%*4,-/E710%&,1*/5Q /-2"` '5,J/'*+,21*5-'-$-/4,J),512'1C.'5-10'2%&,7012/55/5" '5,21*C







21*5-'-$-/, -./, '*-/0'10, L'/P" I*, -./,1-./0, .%*4Q 4'521$05/5, %0/, %&P%)5, '*-/0-P'*/4,P'-., %
70/2/4'*+,'*-/04'521$05/C57%2/,1(,2$&-$0%&,U*1P&/4+/" T.'5,/*L'01*E/*-%&,0/&%-'1*,-1,1-./0
4'521$05/5,10,&'(/5-)&/5,0/57/2-'L/&),21*5-'-$-/5,-./,/3-/0'10,L'/P" T./,'*-/0E/4'%-'1*5,%77&)
1*,J1-.,5'4/5,_7012/55,1(,E/4'%-'1*Q 5//,6+$0/ <"!`,g9!Q 77" !9?O!9Fh"
H'*2/,-./,!FFS5Q -P1,5.'(-5,P'-.'*,512'/-)C%*%&)5'5,.%L/,-%U/*,7&%2/D -./,0/%55/55E/*-,1(,-./
57%2/,1(, &'(/5-)&/5,%*4, -./E%-';%-'1*,1(, &'(/5-)&/5, '*,E%55,E/4'%" T./, '*20/%5'*+, 0/^/3'L'-)
1(,512'%&,104/0,%*4,1(,21&&/2-'L/,J/.%L'10,7%--/0*5,21*5-'-$-/, -0/*45, '*, -./,4'52$05'L%-'1*,1(








%0-'2$&%-'1*,1(,&'(/5-)&/5Q %*4,*1-,/L/0),4'521$05/,0/(/05,-1,&'(/5-)&/5" i1P/L/0Q &'(/5-)&/5,.%L/
%,5'+*'62%*-,'E7%2-,1*,-./,4/L/&17E/*-,1(,4'521$05/" b'(/5-)&/5,21*5-'-$-/,%57/2-5,(10,L%0'C
1$5,4'52$05'L/,'*-/0/5-5,P.'2.,'*^$/*2/,-./,U*1P&/4+/C104/0,%*4,-.$5,20/%-/,%,4/E%*4,(10
5/E%*-'25Q P.'2.,/*%J&/5,-./,701L'5'1*,1(,7/0E%*/*-,(10E5,g9!Q 77" !9FO!=Sh" Z'((/0/*-,5$JC
5)5-/E5,(10E$&%-/,0/Y$'0/E/*-5,1*,&'(/5-)&/5" T./,/21*1E'2,5)5-/E,(10, '*5-%*2/,-%0+/-5, -./
0%-'1*%&';%-'1*,_/"+" %4L/0-'5'*+`,1(,&'(/5-)&/5Q 5)5-/E5,1(,71&'-'25Q &%PQ 7014$2-'1*,%*4,51,(10-.
g9!Q 77" !9FO!=Sh" T./, 21*2/7-,1(, 4'52$05'L%-'1*Q /57/2'%&&), '*, -./, (10E,1(, 701J&/E%-';%C
-'1*,'5,$5/4,'*,104/0,-1,/370/55,-./,5'+*'62%*2/,1(,-./E%-';%-'1*" T./E%-';%-'1*,0/(/05,-1,-./
70'*2'7&/5,%*4,U*1P&/4+/C21*2/7-5,1(,-./,21*4$2-,1(,&'(/" Z'52$05'L%-'1*,_701J&/E%-';%-'1*Q
-./E%-';%-'1*`,%&&1P5,(10,-./,/370/55'1*,1(,%22/7-%*2/,_&/+'-'E';%-'1*`,g9!Q 7" !=Sh" T./,5/2C









2%*,J/,5)5-/E%-';/4,'*,&'*/,P'-.,-.'5,E/%*'*+,5)5-/E,g9!Q 77" !=SO!=!h" A*,-.'5,21*-/3-Q Z'%;
X1*/,%&51,0/(/05,-1,T/*J0$2U,P.1,71'*-5,-1,]-./,71P/0,1(,'4/%5],-.%-,2%*,-0'++/0,*/P,&'(/5-)&/5
%*4,&'(/,(10E5,%*4,/*%J&/,%,5-%*4%04';/4,]/3'5-/*2/C'*-/070/-%-'1*],_1*,-./,5'+*'62%*2/,1(,'4/%5
5//,%&51,i%)Q 2.%7-/0,<`g0/(/00'*+,-1,T/*J0$2U,!F?FQ !FFN 9!Q 7" !9?h" B15-,21*4'-'1*5,0/5$&-
'*,-./,/5-%J&'5.E/*-,1(,2$&-$0%&,52./E%-%,%*4,0/Y$'0/,%,52./E%-';%-'1*,'*,%22104%*2/,P'-.




T./, -.'04,4/-/0E'*%*-Q _=`, \.%J'-$%&';%-'1*]Q 0/(/05, -1, -./,E/4'%-'1*,1(,512'%&,57%2/,%*4, -./




















1(,1JK/2-5Q 21*2/7-5Q 57/%U/05Q 5-0%-/+'/5Q %*4,-./E%-'2%&,2.1'2/5,1*,-./,&/L/&,1(,U*1P&/4+/Q
%*4,/5-%J&'5./5,%*,'*-/00/&%-'1*,J/-P//*,-./5/,%57/2-5" @22104'*+,-1,Z'%;CX1*/Q -./),%0/,-./*
%L%'&%J&/,P'-.'*,21&&/2-'L/,U*1P&/4+/Q P.'2., '*, -$0*,10+%*';/5,4'52$05'L'-), 51, -.%-,2$&-$0/C
7014$2-'1*,2%*,J/,4/-/0E'*/4,%5,4'52$05'L/,7014$2-'1*,1(,2$&-$0/,2'-/7g2("hg7" !!GQ 10'+'*%&
'-%&'25hZ'%;X1*/" i/*2/Q 4'521$05/5,%0/,6/&45,1(,U*1P&/4+/Q -.%-,2%*,(/%-$0/,4'((/0/*-,4/+0//5





9!Q 7" !!Gh"[01E,%,4'521$05/C%*%&)-'2%&,7/057/2-'L/Q U*1P&/4+/,'5,4/-%2./4,(01E,J14'/5,%*4
6/&45,-.%-,(/%-$0/,1P*,5-0$2-$0/5" Z'521$05/5,4/E%02%-/,6/&45,%5,21./0/*-,;1*/5" @5,Z'%;
X1*/,1$-&'*/5Q '*-/04'521$05/C57%2/,/*%J&/5,%*1-./0,7/057/2-'L/,(10,4'5-'*2-'1*C%*%&)5'5,g9!Q




g9!Q 77" !!GC!!Nh" T./,-./10/-'2%&,21*2/7-5,1(,4'52$05'L/,E%-/0'%&'-),-.$5,J0/%U,P'-.,/L/0)4%)C
21+*'-'1*5,1(,\*%-$0%&]" T./,7014$2-'1*,1(,-./,2$&-$0%&,104/0,1(,-.'*+5,'5,*1-,7014$2/4,L'%,-./
($*2-'1*%&'-),1(,-.'*+5,J$-,L'%,-./,512'1C2$&-$0%&,P%)5,1(,4/%&'*+,P'-.,-./EQ -.%-,4/-/0E'*/,-./
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21*5-'-$-/,P104C21*4'-'1*5,%5,*%00%-'L/5,g2(" V?Q 7" 9G!h" [%J/0,(10E$&%-/5,'-,%5,(1&&1P5D
W%00%-'L/5,%0/,(10E5,1(,512'%&,0/%&'-)Q 4/520'J'*+,P.%-,M",i/%-.,5'E7&),2%&&/4,\P.)
P/, 41, -.'*+5,P/, 41]" @5, 5-10'/5, 1(, 4%'&), &'(/Q 10+%*';%-'1*%&, .'5-10)Q .'5-10'2%&
/L/*-5Q 10,/L/*, 0$E105,%*4,+155'7Q -./, -0$-.,1(, -./,*%00%-'L/, '5,*1-, (1$*4, '*, '-5
(%2-$%&,5-%-$5,J$-,'*,-./,'*-/070/-%-'1*,%*4,-./,E/%*'*+,'-,.%5,(10,'-5,-/&&/0,%*4,'-5










'*,P.'2., '*4'L'4$%&5,21**/2-, -1,7$J&'2,%*4,512'%&,P10&45,%*4, '*,P.'2.,2.%*+/
-./0/(10/,J/21E/5,7155'J&/,g!9!Q 7" !Vh"
@*%&);'*+,*%00%-'L/5,'*2&$4/5,-./,/&%J10%-'1*,1(,57/2'62,21*-/*-,7%--/0*5v -0%2'*+,*%00%-'L/5
E/%*5, -0%2'*+, 5-10'/5, %*4, 5-10)&'*/5" W%00%-'L/5, .%L/, -./, 57/2'62, ($*2-'1*, -1, 104/0, 5'*+$C
&%0Q '*21./0/*-,/L/*-5, -.%-, -%U/,7&%2/, -1,1*/,5)*2.01*'2,E/%*'*+($&,/*-'-),P'-.,%,21./0/*-
%0+$E/*-%-'1*C,%*4,4/L1&$-'1*C5-0$2-$0/,0/57/2-'L/&),gV9Q 7" !V9h" W%00%-'L/5,2%*,J/,21*5-'C
-$-/4, J), (10, '*5-%*2/, 701+0%EE%-'2, 5$++/5-'1*5Q /37/0'/*2/C4/520'7-'1*5Q %*4, 4/2'5'1*5, 1(
'*L1&L/4, %2-1059G" H-$4)'*+, *%00%-'L/5, 2%*, '*2&$4/, -./, 1$-&'*/, 1(, &/+'-'E';%-'1*C5-0%-/+'/5Q
%$-./*-'2%-'1*C5-0%-/+'/5Q -./,104/0'*+,1(,'4/%5,%5,P/&&,%5,-./'0,($*2-'1*,%5,7&1-CJ$'&4'*+,/&/C





P10&4`,P.'2.,%0/,%&51, 0/(/00/4, -1,%5,4'521$05/,2&$5-/05, -.%-,%0/,./&4, -1+/-./0,J),4'52$05'L/
%(6*'-),_%0+$E/*-5,E%),L%0),'*,10'+'*,J$-,5-'&&,.%L/,%,5'E'&%0,P%),1(,21*2/7-$%&';'*+,-./,P10&4`
.%L/,%*, 'E710-%*-,10+%*';%-'1*%&,71-/*-'%&" T.'5,71-/*-'%&, '5,1$-&'*/4,J),i%K/0, '*,.'5,21*C
2/7-,1(,4'521$05/C21%&'-'1*5D \4'((/0/*-,%2-105,(01E,L%0'1$5,J%2U+01$*45,(10E,4'((/0/*-,57/2'62
21%&'-'1*5,%01$*4,57/2'62,5-10),&'*/5],g<SQ 77" <VO<?h" T./,4'521$05/C21%&'-'1*C%7701%2.,%2C
2104'*+,-1,i%K/0,5$++/5-5,-.%-,\1*2/,%,*/P,4'521$05/,'5,(10E$&%-/4Q '-,P'&&,7014$2/,5-10),&'*/5,1*
57/2'62,701J&/E5Q /E7&1)'*+,-./,21*2/7-$%&,E%2.'*/0),1(,*/P,4'521$05/5],g<SQ 77" <VO<?h"
i%K/0,-.$5,4/6*/5,4'521$05/,21%&'-'1*,%5,\-./,/*5/EJ&/,1(,%,5/-,1(,5-10),&'*/5Q -./,%2-105,-.%-






















-'1*5,_e'/.mL/0,9SS!,%*4,9SS=`,g!=SQ 77" 9=NO9=Vh" T./,7012/55,1(,*%00%-'L';%-'1*,'5,%,5-0$++&/
(10,41E'*%*2/,%*4,20/4'-Q %*4,*%00%-'1*5,21*5-'-$-/,'*-/070/-%-'1*C-/E7&%-/5" W%00%-'1*5,2%*
-./0/J),.%L/,4'((/0/*-,($*2-'1*5Q /"+" 512'%&,'*-/+0%-'1*Q 4'5-'*2-'1*,1(,512'%&,21&&/2-'L/5Q 21&&/2C
-'L/,E1J'&';%-'1*,10,/L/*,-./,-0%*5(10E%-'1*,1(,U*1P&/4+/C104/05Q /-2" T.'5,-./5'5,.'+.&'+.-5
-./, -0%*5(10E%-'1*,1(, -./,L'/P,1*,*%-'1*%&, 'E%+/,%*4, -./, _0/C`7014$2-'1*,1(, '*-/070/-%-'1*C
52./E%-%, '*, -./,21*-/3-,1(, -./,E1J'&';%-'1*,1(,*%00%-'1*,1(,+&1J%&';%-'1*C'*4$2/4,4/L/&17C




%&';%-'1*,g!=SQ 7" 9=VhD \T./,70'*2'7&/,1(,*%00%-'L';%-'1*,+/*/0%-/5,_"""` E14/&5,(10,-./,P10&4Q
'E7%'05,'*,-./,70%2-'2/,%*4,E%U/5,-.'*+5,7155'J&/,-1,21EE$*'2%-/,P'-.'*,-./,7/0(10E%-'L/,%2-
1(,*%00%-'1*],g!=SQ 7" 9=Vh" T./,%*%&)5'5,%'E5,-1,1$-&'*/,-./,0/21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,+&1J%&';%-'1*C





&%5-,)/%05" @+%'*5-, -./,J%2U+01$*4,1(, -./,2$&-$0%&, -$0*, _5//,2.%7-/0,=`Q -./,17/0%-'*+, &/L/&
%*4,E/-.141&1+'2%&,21E7/-/*2/5,P'-.'*,'*-/04'52'7&'*%0),4'521$05/C%*%&)5'5,.%L/,J//*,5'+C
*'62%*-&),4/L/&17/4,'*,512'%&,%*4,512'1C2$&-$0%&,52'/*2/gV<Q V?h"9V @5,.%5,J//*,1$-&'*/4,'*
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~ H-$4),1(,-./,512'/-%&,/((/2-5,1(,-./5/,7012/55/5Q -.%-,'5Q -./,21*5/Y$/*2/5,1(,4'521$05/5
1*,-./,&/L/&,1(,%0-'(%2-5Q 512'%&,70%2-'2/5,_6/&45,1(,70%2-'2/`Q 21EE$*'2%-'1*C7012/55/5
%*4,715'-'1*'*+,'*,512'%&,6/&45,T./0/J)Q -./,J%5'2,%55$E7-'1*,1(,5)EJ1&'2,5-0$++&/5,1*
-./, &/L/&,1(, '4/%5Q 4'521$05/5Q 5)EJ1&5,%*4,U*1P&/4+/C104/05,/E7.%5';/5, -./, 0/%&'-)C
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1(, '*-/070/-%-'1*, 0/(/05, -1, -./, \10+%*';%-'1*,1(, 21+*'-'1*,1(, 512'%&, %*4,*%-$0%&, /*L'01*E/*-
'*,-./,&'(/CP10&4,1(,/L/0)C4%)C&'(/],gV?Q 7" =V=h" 8%--/0*,0/(/05,-./0/J),-1,-./,'*-/0-P'*'*+,1(
%,0%*+/,1(,4'((/0/*-,U*1P&/4+/C,%*4,'*-/070/-%-'1*C/&/E/*-5,%*4,O-/E7&%-/5" A*-/070/-%-'1*C
7%--/0*5,%0/,21&&/2-'L/,7014$2-5Q P.'2.,/3'5-,'*,-./,512'/-%&,U*1P&/4+/C'*L/*-10),%*4,J/21E/
E%*'(/5-, '*,21*20/-/, &'*+$'5-'2,$--/0%*2/5, gV?Q 7" =V=h" T./,/&%J10%-'1*,1(, -./, -17'2,10, -./
0/(/0/*2/C7./*1E/*%,1(,%,4'521$05/,-%U/5,7&%2/5,-.01$+.,-./,4'521$05/C57/2'62,7014$2-'1*,1(
*/PQ 10,-./,21EJ'*%-'1*,1(,%&0/%4),/3'5-'*+Q +/*/0%&,'*-/070/-%-'1*C7%--/0*5,-.%-,%0/,%L%'&%J&/
'*,-./,21&&/2-'L/,U*1P&/4+/C'*L/*-10),1(,%,512'/-),gV?Q 7" =V=h" T./5/,'*-/070/-%-'1*C7%--/0*5
%0/,J1-.,-)7'()'*+,%*4,-)7'6/4,'*-/070/-%-'1*C52./E%-%Q P.'2.,%0/,$5/4,P'-.'*,/L/*-C0/&%-/4
'*-/070/-%-'1*C7012/55/5" A*-/070/-%-'1*C7%--/0*5,+/*/0%-/,E/%*'*+,%5,-./),10+%*';/,'*4'L'4$%&





/&/E/*-5,gV?Q 7" 9<=h" H12'/-%&&),21*L/*-'1*%&';/4,'*-/070/-%-'1*C52./E%-%,+$'4/,21+*'-'1*
X+#&/)$%.6 L'1%/+./#-$%.-]+/1c@/#E=ZZ!6 5< OH
9SF
YD 9%$@"7"2",(<02)044."0<@%&
%*4, '*-/070/-%-'1*,1(, 7./*1E/*%, %5, 4'((/0/*-, '*-/070/-%-'1*C/&/E/*-5, %0/, '*-/0&'*U/4, '*-1, %
21./0/*-,_*1-,*/2/55%0'&),21*5'5-/*-`,'*-/070/-%-'1*C-/E7&%-/Q P.'2.,E%),(/%-$0/,%,0%*+/,1(,4'(C
(/0/*-,(10E5" A*-/070/-%-'1*C7%--/0*5,%0/,-.$5,-)7'6/4Q %++0/+%-/4,(10E5,1(,U*1P&/4+/,104/05"
T.'5,2.%0%2-/0'5-'2,J/21E/5,/57/2'%&&),/L'4/*-,P./*, &11U'*+,%-, '*-/070/-%-'1*5, 0/+%04'*+,1(
/L/0)C4%)C21*-/3-5,1(,512'%&,%2-105,_/"+" (0%E'*+`,gV?Q 7" 9<=h" A*,104/0,-1,21*4$2-,%*,%*%&)C
5'5,1(,'*-/070/-%-'1*C7%--/0*5,P./*,5-$4)'*+,4'521$05/Q 1*/,*//45,-1,'*2&$4/,-./,(12$5,1*,-./
4/L/&17E/*-,%*4,-./,2.%*+/,1(, '*-/070/-%-'1*C7%--/0*5, -.%-,0/5$&-5, (01E,4'52$05'L/, '*-/070/C
-%-'1*O%221E7&'5.E/*-5,1(,512'%&,%2-105,gV?Q 7" =VGh" i/*2/Q -./,(12$5,'5,1*,-./,4'52$05'L/
70%2-'2/,_7012/55/5,1(,(10E%-'1*Q */+1-'%-'1*,%*4,-0%*5(10E%-'1*,1(,U*1P&/4+/C104/05`,J),51C









-./'0,715'-'1*'*+,P'-.'*,-./,512'/-%&,%+/*4%],gV?Q 7" =VGh" @5,21*2/0*5,-./,01&/,1(,%2-105,'*
-.'5,21*-/3-Q 0/5/%02.,.%5,5.1P*,-.%-,512'%&,%2-105,E%U/,-./'0,2.1'2/5,21*5'4/0'*+,5-0%-/+'2
%'E5,'*,104/0,-1,'*20/%5/,-./'0,E1J'&';%-'1*C71-/*-'%&,gV?Q 7" =VFQ 0/(/00'*+,-1,H*1PRX/*(104


























































'*5-'-$-'1*%&';/, -./,21*2/7-,1(,*%-'1*%&,21E7/-'-'L/, '4/*-'-),E%*%+/E/*-,%*4, -./,4/L/&17C
E/*-,1(,%,:ABC21*2/7-,/E7&1)'*+,%,210710%-/C'4/*-'-)C4/5'+*,J$'&4,-./,J%5'5,(10,%,21./0/*-
0/70/5/*-%-'1*,_5-0%-/+),1(,%/5-./-'2';%-'1*`Q -.%-,'5Q (10,-./,5-%*4%04';%-'1*,1(,*%-'1*%&,'E%+/
2$&-'L%-'1*" T./,d10&4d'4/d/JCJ%5/4, 'E7&/E/*-%-'1*,1(,:AB /*%J&/5,1E*'70/5/*-Q /%5)
-1,%4%7-,%*4,$7C-1C4%-/,'*(10E%-'1*,^1P5" A-,701L'4/5,'*-/070/-%-'1*C,%*4,%2-'1*C52./E%-%Q















%*4, -0%*5(10E%-'1*,1(, U*1P&/4+/,104/05, '*, 512'/-'/5,J%5/4,1*, 5/E'1-'25Q 5-0$2-$0%&'5E,%*4
715-C5-0$2-$0%&'5E,_/"+" i%&&,!FFFQ i/77,!FFF`" T./0/J)Q 7%0-'2$&%0,/E7.%5'5,'5,1*,-./,E%55C
E/4'%C0/&%-/4,2'02$&%-'1*,1(,E/%*'*+,%*4,-./,%0-'2$&%-'1*C70%2-'2/5,1(,5'+*C,%*4,70%2-'2/,701C
4$2-'1*,10,0/2/7-'1*,'*,-/0E5,1(,71P/0($&,5-0$++&/5,1L/0,5)EJ1&'2,104/05,g2(" VVQ 7" G<OGGh" @5
.%5,($0-./0E10/,1$-&'*/4,'*,-./,70/L'1$5,4'52$55'1*,1*,4'521$05/C-./10)Q 4'521$05/5,%0/,'*5-'C
-$-'1*%&&),21*51&'4%-/4,%*4,-./),'*^$/*2/,'*4'L'4$%&,%*4,21&&/2-'L/,%2-'*+,g2(" N?Q 7" !=9hg2("
??Q 7" NSh" Z'521$05/5,./*2/,/3/02'5/,71P/0,J/2%$5/,-./),-0%*5710-,U*1P&/4+/,-.%-,21*5-'-$-/5
'*4'L'4$%&,%*4,21&&/2-'L/,21*52'1$5*/55,O,-.$5Q 4'521$05/5,21*5-'-$-/,-./,J%5'5,(10,'*4'L'4$%&
%*4,21&&/2-'L/,%2-'1*,gNFh" Z'521$05/5,2%*,E10/1L/0,(/%-$0/,4'((/0/*-,4/+0//5,1(,7014$2-'LC





21$05/,-.0/%45,%*4,1-./0,7%0-5,1(,4'521$05/,10,4'52$05'L/,/L/*-5,g2(" N?Q 7" !=9h" @22104'*+
-1,U*1P&/4+/C512'1&1+'2%&,%7701%2./5,J%5/4,1*,[1$2%$&-]5,P0'-'*+5Q 4'521$05/5,%0/,21E7&/3
\^1P5,1(,U*1P&/4+/C'*L/*-10'/5,-.01$+.,-'E/],gN?Q 7" !=!h" Z'521$05/,5-0$2-$0/,2%*,J/,%*%C
&);/4,(01E,5/L/0%&,71'*-5,1(,L'/P" Z/7/*4'*+,1*,-./,0/5/%02.,'*-/0/5-,%*4,%7701%2.,0/(/00/4
-1Q -./,(12$5,2%*,J/,1*,57/2'%&,4'521$05/Q '*-/0C4'521$05/Q 4'521$05/,-.0/%45Q 4'521$05/,(0%+C
E/*-5Q 4'521$05/,715'-'1*5Q %*4,51,(10-." A*-/0C4'521$05/,'5,21*5-'-$-/4,J),4'((/0/*-,4'521$05/
! K0%'/#%+%2-10D- *0-./$)-D+*1-.+&'0(#&/6 40&*-.+&'0(#&/7$%$),*+'$)- $55#0$'1/&-$#/-F$&/.-0%-U0('$()*T&
!$&=#+,+-@)+3)A(+6,#;-#< L+%2()$#6 &'$**/#/.-/A5#/&&+0%&-$#/-&(F&(4/.-$%.-+%*/##/)$*/.-+%*0-$-%/*D0#G-F,





-17'2,P'-.'*, 57/2'62,7$J&'2, '*5-'-$-'1*5,1(,%,*%-'1*,5-%-/,%-,%,2/0-%'*,7/0'14, '*, -'E/`Q '*-/0C
4'521$05/, '5, %, \^$2-$%-'*+,E'&&'*+,E%55], _/"+" *%-'1*%&, '4/*-'-), '*, +/*/0%&`, g2(" N?Q 7" !=!Q
0/(/00'*+, -1, j", b'*Uh" d'-.'*, '*-/0C4'521$05/Q 4'((/0/*-, 4'521$05/5, %*4,4'521$05/C-.0/%45, %0/
2&15/&),'*-/00/&%-/4,%*4,'*-/0-P'*/4" Z'521$05/,-.0/%45,21*5'5-,1(,4'521$05/,(0%+E/*-5,_-/3-5`
%*4,%0/,5/Y$/*2/5,1(,-./E%-'2%&&),$*'-%0),4'521$05/,10,$*'-%0),U*1P&/4+/,^1P5,0/57/2-'L/&)
gV?Q 7" FVh" Z'521$05/,715'-'1*5,%0/,'4/1&1+'2%&,21*-0'J$-'1*5,-1,4'521$05/,P.'2.,%0/,-./,/L%&$C
%-'1*5,1(,%,4'521$05/,J),%2-105,(10,'*4'L'4$%&5Q +01$75,10,'*5-'-$-'1*5,gN?Q 7" !=!h" @ 5'+*'62%*-
'*-/0&'*U'*+, %+/*-, 1(, 4'521$05/5, '5, 21*5-'-$-/4,J), -./, 51, 2%&&/4, 21&&/2-'L/, 5)EJ1&'2, _5-/0/1C
-)7/5Q -171'`, -.%-,21*5-'-$-/5,-./,/*-'0/-),1(, -./,\0/70/5/*-%-'L/*/55,1(,%,2$&-$0/]Q -.%-, '5Q -./
/*-'0/-),1(, -./,21EE$*'2%-/4,%&&/+10'/5Q /EJ&/E5Q E/-%7.105Q /3%E7&/5Q E14/&5Q 21E7%0C
'51*5Q %*%&1+'/5, %*4, 51, (10-., gN?Q 7" !=!h" :1&&/2-'L/, 5)EJ1&'2, _2$&-$0%&, 5-/0/1-)7/5Q 1(-/*
2%&&/4,-171'`,21*5-'-$-/5,5)5-/E5,-.%-,21*-%'*,%,5)EJ1&'2%&&),5'E7&'6/4,(10E,1(,-./,21*-/EC
710%0),%2-$%&,%*4,L%&'4,'E%+/,1(,%,512'/-),gN?Q 7" !F9Q 0/(/00'*+,-1,b'*Uh" :1&&/2-'L/,5)EJ1&'2
'5, -0%4'-'1*%&';/4,%*4,$5/4,21&&/2-'L/&)Q '-, '5,%*, '*-/00/&%-'1*Q %,5)5-/E,1(,U*1P&/4+/,104/05
-.%-, 122$05, '*, %&&, 4'521$05/5, %*4,701L'4/5, -./, 'E%+/,1(, 512'/-%&, 0/%&'-), -.%-, 7/17&/, L'5$%&C
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-./,/*-'-),1(,-./,E%-/0'%&Q %2-'1*C70%2-'2%&Q 7/051*%&Q 21+*'-'L/,%*4,*10E%-'L/,'*(0%5-0$2-$0/,1(
-./,7014$2-'1*,1(,%,4'521$05/,%*4,-./,/E7&1)E/*-,1(,'-5,1((/0/4,\701J&/EC51&$-'1*],'*,%,57/C
2'62,6/&4,_/+" &/+%&,63%-'1*,1(,-./,52./4$&/,1(,0/571*5'J'&'-'/5Q (10E%&';/4,P%)5,1(,7012//4'*+Q
57/2'62,1JK/2-5Q -/2.*1&1+'/5Q -0%'*'*+,21$05/5Q /-2"` g2(" NFh" H$2.,%00%*+/E/*-5,%0/,-./,J%5'5
(10Q %*4,21*5-'-$-'L/,/&/E/*-5,1(Q -./,_0/C`7014$2-'1*,1(,%,4'521$05/" T./),%0/,E10/1L/0,P%)5
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1J5/0L/,%*4,4/520'J/,_/"+" 412$E/*-5Q 10%&,%*4,P0'--/*,$5/,1(,&%*+$%+/,'*,4'((/0/*-,21*-/3-5`
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gV?Q 7" =NGh" Z'521$05/,(10E5,-./,10'/*-%-'*+,J%5'5,1(,-.'5,%2-'1*,_52./E%-%Q 7%--/0*5,1(,'*-/0C
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.%5,21*2/0*'*+,5/2$0'-),71&'-'25,_/"+" 4/20/%5/,-.0/%-5,%+%'*5-,*%-'1*%&,5/2$0'-),%5,(10,'*5-%*2/




































1(,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)]" HA %0+$/5,(10,-./,5'+*'62%*2/,1(,2$&-$0/Q P.'2.,'5,-%U/*,-1,J/,-./,20$C
2'%&,%57/2-,(10,0/%2.'*+,-./,70/L'1$5&),E/*-'1*/4,+1%&,1(,'*^$/*2'*+,-%0+/-,+01$75,'*,2/0-%'*
P%)5Q J),E/%*5,1(,*%-'1*%&,715'-'1*'*+" T./5/,P%)5,0/(/0,-1,-./,701E1-'1*,%*4,%4L/0-'5'*+
1(,/4$2%-'1*,'*,HP/4/*Q 1(, -./,5-$4),1(, -./,HP/4'5.,&%*+$%+/Q -./,'*L'-%-'1*,-1,7%0-'2'7%-/
'*,HP/4'5.,2$&-$0/Q L'5'-,HP/4/*Q 5.17,HP/4'5.,+1145Q .%L/,5)E7%-.'/5,(10,HP/4'5.,L%&$/5
%*4,51, (10-." M/+%04'*+,4/L/&17E/*-,2117/0%-'1*Q -./5/,P%)5,%&51,0/(/0, -1, -./, '*20/%5/,1(
U*1P&/4+/,%*4,0/57/2-,(10,4/E120%2),%*4,.$E%*,0'+.-5" T./,%*%&)5'5,.%5,E%4/,/L'4/*-,-.%-
%,57/2'62,&'(/5-)&/CJ%5/4,2$&-$0/C21*2/7-,'5,21EE$*'2%-/4,P'-.'*,-./,-/3-*1&1+)"























J0%*4,HP/4/*D \'*,%,-'E/,1(, '*20/%5/4,+&1J%&';%-'1*,%*4,E%55,21EE$*'2%-'1*Q %,21$*-0)]5
%J'&'-),-1,0/%2.,'-5,71&'-'2%&,%'E5Q -1,701E1-/,-0%4/Q -1,%--0%2-,'*L/5-E/*-,%*4,L'5'-105,%5,P/&&
%5, -1,7%0-'2'7%-/,'*,-./,/32.%*+/,1(, -%&/*-,%*4,20/%-'L'-),4/7/*45,-1,%,.'+.,4/+0//,1*,.1P





0/&%-'1*,-1,-./,/*L'01*E/*-,O,\*%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,'5, -./,5%E/Q J$-,(10,%*,/*-'0/,21$*-0)]" T./
(1&&1P'*+,4/520'7-'1*,21*5-'-$-/5,-./,HP/4'5.,'*5-'-$-'1*%&';/4,4/6*'-'1*,1(,-./,21*2/7-Q P.'2.






























Z%L'451*Q 2.'/(,/3/2$-'L/,%-, -./,X0'-'5.,:1$*2'&D \:$&-$0%&, 0/&%-'1*5,J$'&4,/*+%+/E/*-,%*4
-0$5-,J/-P//*,7/17&/,1(,4'((/0/*-,2$&-$0/5,J),/32.%*+'*+,U*1P&/4+/,%*4,'4/%5" A-,/E71P/05
-0%*5*%-'1*%&, 21EE$*'-'/5, %*4,21**/2-5, -./E, -1,*/-P10U5" A*,41'*+, 51Q 2$&-$0%&, 0/&%-'1*5
21*-0'J$-/,-1,-./,21&&/2-'L/,/*-/070'5/,-.%-,'5,7$J&'2,4'7&1E%2)Q J),4/L/&17'*+,-./,*/-P10U5
$71*,P.'2., 51&$-'1*5, -1, 21EE1*,2.%&&/*+/5, 2%*,J/,J%5/4" B%*),1(, -./, 2.%&&/*+/5,P'-.
P.'2.,+1L/0*E/*-5,%20155,-./,P10&4,%0/,5-0$++&'*+Q 4/0'L/,(01E,'55$/5,-.%-,-./),2%**1-,%440/55
P'-.1$-,'*^$/*2'*+,%*4,/*+%+'*+,-./,J01%4/0,+&1J%&,7$J&'2" aY$%&&)Q +1L/0*E/*-C&/4,%2-'L'-)
%&1*/, '5, $*&'U/&), -1,7014$2/,%&&, -./, 51&$-'1*5, -1, -./5/, 2.%&&/*+/5, O,P.'2., '*2&$4/,2&'E%-/
2.%*+/Q E%55,$*7&%**/4,$0J%*';%-'1*,%*4,L'1&/*-,/3-0/E'5E" A-,'5,'*,70/2'5/&),-.'5,21*-/3-,-.%-
2$&-$0%&,0/&%-'1*5,E%--/0,E15-v (10,'-,'5,%-,'-5,210/,%,0/&%-'1*5.'7,J/-P//*,7/17&/5" A-,/*+%+/5

































W/P,p//&%*4D X0%*4,W/P,p/%&%*4Q W/P,p/%&%*4Q W/P,T.'*U'*+
M$55'%D M$55'%*,W/P5,z,A*(10E%-'1*,@+/*2)Q W1L15-'







-$0%&,/37/0'/*2/5" T./,E%*4%-/,(10,4/L/&17E/*-,2117/0%-'1*,0/(/05, -1,-./,E%*4%-/,(10, -./
HA -1,\%4L12%-/,4/E120%2),%*4,4/L/&17E/*-]" T./,%'E,1(,-./5/,%2-'L'-'/5Q P.'2.,.%L/,-1,J/
'*4'L'4$%&&),%4%7-/4,-1,-./,21$*-0),'*,Y$/5-'1*,'*,&'*/,P'-.,-./,*//45,/370/55/4,J),-./,&12%&


































%*4,-./,21EE$*'2%-'1*,_'*2&$4'*+,%&&,*%00%-'L/5Q 5-10),&'*/5Q /-2"` -.%-,.%L/,-./,4/2'5'L/,'EC
7%2-,1*,%--/*-'1*Q (%E'&'%0'-)Q U*1P&/4+/Q %*4,'*,5$EQ 5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,%22$E$&%-'1*" A-,'5,-./
57/2'62,-./E%-';%-'1*,%*4,4'52$05'L%-'1*,-.%-,E%U/5,5$2.,2%-/+10'/5,%5,7016&'*+,%57/2-5,%*4






















21*4'-'1*5]" T./, (1$0, (10E$&%-/4,210/,L%&$/5,%0/,4/6*/4, -1,21*5-'-$-/, -./,E/%*'*+,1(, -.'5










'*,%, &%0+/,*$EJ/0,1(, '*-/0*%-'1*%&, 5-$4'/5,%*4,E/4'%" A*, -./,W%-'1*,X0%*4, A*C
4/3, _{"` HP/4/*,7&%2/5,%-, -./, -175,%5,%,701+0/55'L/Q 17/*,21$*-0), (12$5/4,1*
4/L/&17E/*-,-.%-,J%&%*2/5,4/L/&17E/*-,P'-.,7/17&/]5,*//45,%*4,/*L'01*E/*-%&





Innovative means new ways of thinking. 
Seeing things from a new perspective.
Seeing opportunities and solutions and 
having faith in a better future.
Not allowing oneself to be limited by
engrained opinions or traditions. 
Examples of Swedish new ways of 
thinking:
??Knowledge-intensive business
  and society
??Paternity leave, the Cohabitees Act
  and registered partnerships
Caring
 
Caring means safeguarding every
individual. Providing safety and security
as well as respecting and including all 
people. It means feeling empathy and
and sharing with those who are most
vulnerable. Becoming involved with
others and trying to see the needs of
every individual. Examples of Swedish
caring:
? The drive for equality between men and
  woman and participation in
  decision-making
? The ombudsman system
?????road commitment to the environment
????fe-long learning for everyone
??International involvement with active
  work for peace and development aid
Progressive
The country‘s gradual change, with an
emphasis on openness to new ways of
thinking and ethical values, togehter
with the drive for balance, can be
summarized by saying Sweden is a
country focused on development based
on people‘s needs and environmental
conditions. This in turn can be summarized 
as progressive. Some examples of Swedish 
progressivity are:
??Made in Sweden - high-tech international
  trade and industry
??Equality - modern non-hierarchical  
  relations
? The open society - the principle of
  public access to o!cial records, freedom
  of speech and the right of public access 
  to the country side
?????re the future - openness and 
  involvement in the global village
??Freedom without fear - advanced welfare
  and security for everyone
? With the future in mind - and sustainability 
  as goal
Open
Open means having a positive attitude
people, cultures and lifestyles. It involves
being curious and being sensitive to others 
as well as giving people space and creating
exchanges. Space for the ideas and views 
movefreely  without obstacles, fences or 
crowdingin our readily accessible 
countryside, in cities and places in between. 
A few examples of  Swedish openness:
??International business and a test market 
  for products sensitive to changing trends
???road-minded people that like to travel
?????radition of adult education and active
  organizational life
??Public access to o!cial records and the 
  right of access to private land
Authentic
Authentic means being natural and 
una"ected. It means being reliable, 
honest and informal. It also involves being
straightforward, unpretentious and clear 
andstanding up for one‘s values even when 
its not comfortable. To be authentic means 
to be in touch with your pasty and your 
roots and open to the future. 
Some examples of Swedish authenticity: 
??????rong tradition of quality
??????????raditions and cultural heritage
??Informal style and trustworthiness in 
  business
????festyle in close symbiosis with nature 
  and the changing seasons; the last 
  wilderness in northern Europe
??High ethical standards on food and 





-.$5,P.%-,E%U/5,$5, '*-/0/5-'*+, -1,1-./05" A-, '5,%,5$EE%0),1(,P.%-,P/,%5,+01$7
J/&'/L/,-1,%,.'+.,4/+0//,%*4,P.%-,P/,-.$5,1((/0,-./,P10&4" A-,'5,-./,J%5'5,(10,1$0
P10U,-1,20/%-/,%,*/PQ 21*-/E710%0),'E%+/,1(,HP/4/*
















































K/2-5Q %2-5,10,L%&$/5" @22104'*+,-1,Z'%;CX1*/Q -./,%2-,1(,4'5-'*2-'1*,0/(/05,605-,-1,-./,715'-'1*'*+
1(,-./,4'5-'*+$'5./0,_512'%&,5/&(C715'-'1*'*+`,'*,-./,512'%&,57%2/Q 5/21*4,-1,-./,4'5-'*+$'5./4,1JC
K/2-5Q %*4,-.'04Q -1,%*,\'*-/0C57%2/],-.%-,E/4'%-/5,J/-P//*,+01$75,%*4,-.'*+5,P'-.'*,-./,512'%&

















P'-.,2/0-%'*,+01$75,_/"+" +1145Q 5710-5Q P%)5,1(,21*5$E7-'1*Q %0-,1JK/2-5Q E$5'2Q /-2"Q '*,-./
21*20/-/,2%5/,(10,'*5-%*2/,HP/4'5.,E$5'2Q HP/4'5.,6&E5Q HP/4'5.,&'-/0%-$0/Q HP/4'5.,(%5.'1*Q
HP/4'5., (114Q HP/4'5.,J0%*45Q %*4,51, (10-.`, g9!Q 7" ==h" H$2.,21&&/2-'L/&),5.%0/4,%5512'%C
-'1*5,%0/,/5-%J&'5./4,J),E/4'%CJ%5/4,0/70/5/*-%-'1*,%*4,21&&/2-'L/&),5.%0/4,_'*2&$4'*+,7$J&'2`
/37/0'/*2/5,g9!Q 7" ==h" A*,-.'5,P%)Q 7/02/'L/4,/L%&$%-'1*5,1(,1JK/2-5,%*4,70%2-'2/5,2%*,J/,1$-C
&'*/4,(10,E%*),715'-'1*5,'*,512'%&,57%2/" A*,7%0-'2$&%0,-./,%4L/0-'5'*+,1(,J0%*45,E%U/5,$5/,1(
-./5/,E/2.%*'5E5Q %5,J0%*4'*+,-0'/5,-1,'*'-'%-/Q '*^$/*2/,10,'E'-%-/,-./5/,E/2.%*'5E5,g2(" 9!Q
7" ==h" @5,.%5,J//*,1$-&'*/4,'*,2.%7-/0,9Q *%-'1*,J0%*4'*+,-.%-,/E7&1)5,P/&&C0/5/%02./4,%*4
P/&&C/5-%J&'5./4,7&%2/CJ0%*4'*+,E/-.145,2%*,%4%7-,%,0%*+/,1(,5$'-%J&/,70%2-'2/5,-1,%221E7&'5.
5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,701E1-'1*,%*4,%22$E$&%-'1*"
T./,/L%&$%-'*+,70%2-'2/, \5/E'1-'2';/5], -./,/L%&$%-/4,1JK/2-5,51, -.%-,7014$2-5Q -./,E14/5,1(
-./'0,21*5$E7-'1*Q %*4,70%2-'2/, (10E5, -./E5/&L/5,%2.'/L/,5'+*C2.%0%2-/0D T./,1JK/2-5,%*4
70%2-'2/5,J/21E/,-./E5/&L/5,4'5-'*2-'L/" i/*2/Q %22104'*+,-1,Z'%;CX1*/,40%P'*+,1*,X1$0C












21E/, -./E%-'2';/4,%*4,701J&/E%-'2';/4, _%5, (10, '*5-%*2/, '*, -./,21*-/3-,1(, 0/70/5/*-%-'1*%&
4'521$05/`" T./,5/E%*-'2,20)5-%&&';%-'1*C71'*-,1(,-./,21E7/-'*+,%/5-./-'25,'5,$5$%&&),%4K/2-'L/C
J%5/4,17715'-'1*C7%'05Q P./0/,512'%&,17715'-'1*5,%0/,/370/55/4,'*,(10E,1(,2&%55'62%-'1*5,g9!Q
7" =Fh" T./5/,7012/55/5,-%U/,7&%2/,P'-.'*,-./,5)EJ1&'2,5-0$++&/,1L/0,%22/7-%*2/" A*,-.'5,21*C
-/3-Q 5)EJ1&'2,2%7'-%&,/3-/*45, '-5, &1+'2D A-, '5,*1-,1*&),%,20/4'-C(10E,J$-, '-,J/21E/5,%,E%'*
0/51$02/,'*,-./,'4/*-'-)C21*5-0$2-'1*,1(,21&&/2-'L/5,P'-.'*,%,0/+'1*,_715'-'1*`,1(,512'%&,57%2/Q
J%5/4,1*,-./,*/+1-'%-'1*,1*,-./,%(6&'%-'1*,-1,2/0-%'*,715'-'1*'*+,_/"+" &/%4'*+,*%-'1*5,1*,-./
6/&4,1(,52'/*2/Q 1*,-./,6/&4,1(,4/5'+*,%*4,%02.'-/2-$0/Q 1*,-./,6/&4,1(,6*/,%0-5Q /-2"`" @2C
2104'*+,-1,Z'%;CX1*/Q P.%-,E%U/5,4'521$05/C-./10),'E710-%*-,-1,4'5-'*2-'1*C-./10),'5,-.%-,'-
701L'4/5,%*,%*%&)-'2%&,-11&C5/-,-.%-,E%U/5,'-,7155'J&/,-1,1$-&'*/,4'5-'*2-'L/,L%&$/5,'*,-./,2$&-$0%&Q
6/&4C0/&%-/4,U*1P&/4+/C(10E%-'1*5,g9!Q 7" !!Nh" A*-/04'521$05/C57%2/,21*-%'*5,%*4,7014$2/5
5/E%*-'25Q P.'2.,21*2/0*,-./,L%&$/,1(,-./,1JK/2-5,%*4,-./,L%&$/,1(,&'(/5-)&/,-.%-,2%*,J/21E/
0/(/0/*2/,%*2.105,P'-.'*,4'5-'*2-'1*C7012/55/5,g9!Q 7" !!Nh" d'-.'*,-./,6/&45,_/"+" 6/&4,1(,2$&C
-$0%&,7014$2-'1*`Q -./,E/%*'*+,1(,4'((/0/*-,(10E5,1(,5)5-/E5,1(,21*2/7-5,'5,512'%&&),21*5-0$2-/4"
@5,21*2/0*5,-./,6/&4,1(,2$&-$0/Q Z'%;CX1*/,5$++/5-5,-1,4/*1E'*%-/,5$2.,5)5-/E5,1(,21*2/7-5
%5,2$&-$0%&,U*1P&/4+/C21*2/7-5" _H$JC`:$&-$0/5,%*4,+/*0/CU*1P&/4+/,%0/, '*, -$0*,J%5/4,1*
-./5/,2$&-$0%&,U*1P&/4+/C21*2/7-5,g9!Q 7" !!Nh" A-,'5,1*&),-.01$+.,-./,4'52$05'L/,70%2-'2/,1(
4'5-'*2-'1*C7012/55/5,-.%-,2$&-$0%&,U*1P&/4+/C21*2/7-5,%5,(10,'*5-%*2/,]%$-./*-'2'-)]Q ]%0-]Q ]20/C
%-'L'-)]Q ]*%-$0%&*/55]Q /-2" %0/,2.%0+/4,P'-.,*10E%-'L/,21*-/*-, _4'5-'*2-'1*CU*1P&/4+/`, g2("
9!Q 77" !!NO!!Vh" T./5/,2$&-$0%&,U*1P&/4+/C21*2/7-5,%0/,5$JK/2-5,-1,%/5-./-'2%&,*/+1-'%-'1*5
%*4, 5)EJ1&'2, 5-0$++&/5Q %*4, ./*2/, \71&'-'25, 1(, %/5-./-'2';%-'1*], g2(" 9!Q 7" !!Vh" @5,Z'%;C
X1*/,1$-&'*/4Q 2$&-$0%&,U*1P&/4+/C21*2/7-5,41,7&%),%,7'L1-%&,01&/, '*,4'5-'*2-'L/,4'521$05/5




10,*1-,)/-,/3'5-/*-`,21&&/2-'L/,&'(/5-)&/,g9!Q 7" !!Vh" T./,%--0%2-'L/*/55,2%*,J/,-0%2/4,J%2U,-1
'*2&$4/4,L%&$/5,-.%-,%0/,/5-%J&'5./4,P'-.'*,%,*/-P10U,1(,10+%*';/4,17715'-'1*5,%*4,5/E%*-'25"
T./5/,'*,-$0*,'*-/+0%-/,-./,/L%&$%-'1*5,'*-1,%*,/-.'2C%/5-./-'2%&,5-0%-/+),-.%-,'5,%0-'2$&%-/4,'*,-./
4'521$05/,g9!Q 7" !!Vh" T./,_70/5/*-/4,10,0/70/5/*-/4`,P%),1(,&'(/,-.$5,+%'*5,%,5/-,1(,701E'5/5Q
%'E5Q %,4'0/2-'1*,%*4,E/%*'*+Q P.'2.,%0/,/370/55/4,L'%,-./,+/*0/,%*4,21EJ'*/4,P'-.,-./,2$&C
-$0%&,1JK/2-5,%*4,70%2-'2/5,g9!Q 7" !!Vh" Z'5-'*2-'L/,4'521$05/5,%0/,./*2/,U*1P&/4+/C70%2-'2/5
-.%-,/5-%J&'5.,21./0/*2),(10,21&&/2-'L/,&'(/C(10E5,%*4,4'5-'*2-'L/*/55,1(,+/*0/5,g2(" 9!Q 7" !!Vh"
d'-.'*, '*-/04'521$05/C57%2/Q 4'((/0/*-,+/*0/5,4'((/0/*-'%-/, (01E,/%2.,1-./0, '*, -./'0,2%7%2'-)
%5,U*1P&/4+/C(10E%-'1*5,J),E/%*5,1(,5-0%-/+'/5,1(,4'52$05'L%-'1*,%*4,/L%&$%-'1*,g9!Q 7" !!Vh"
Z'52$05'L/,5-0$2-$0'*+,1(,/37/0'/*2/,J/21E/5,4'52$05'L/&),104/0/4,J),-./,21&&/2-'L/,/37/0'/*2/
1(,2$&-$0%&,1JK/2-5Q 2$&-$0%&,70%2-'2/5Q 2$&-$0%&,104/05Q 2$&-$0%&,%2-105Q %*4,51,(10-." b'(/5-)&/5













7" !!?h" T./, (10E%-'1*,1(,1JK/2-5, '5,*1-,21*5-'-$-/4, '*, -./,2&%55'62%-'1*,1(,70/C4'52$05'L/&)




_/"+" /37/0'/*2/,1(,+/*'%&'-)Q 20/%-'L'-)Q $*'Y$/*/55Q %$-./*-'2'-),%0/,2%$5/4,J),512'%&,21*C
5-0$2-'1*,7012/55/5,%*4,/37/0'/*2/CJ%5/4,%520'7-'1*5`,g9!Q 7" !!?h" Z'5-'*2-'L/,52./E%-%,%0/












5-$4)'*+Q 0/5/%02.'*+Q -0%L/&'*+Q P10U'*+Q %*4,51,(10-." T./,HP/4'5.,A*5-'-$-/]5,-/%E,1(,%*%C
&)5-5,.%5,4/L/&17/4,1*+1'*+,Y$%*-'-%-'L/,%*4,Y$%&'-%-'L/,5-$4'/5,_-1,4%-/,$7,-1,=V,GSS,_!!9,SSS`
7/051*5,'*,%77013'E%-/&),<V,21$*-0'/5,%*4,7&%2/5,0/57/2-'L/&)" d'-.'*,-./,(0%E/P10U,1(,HA]5
%*%&)-'2%&,%2-'L'-'/5Q %,P10&4,2'-),'*4/3,_Lo0&455-%45'*4/3,_HeA` .%5,J//*,4/L/&17/4" [01E,9SSV
-1,9S!SQ HP/4/*]5,'E%+/,'5,E/%5$0/4,'*,-P/&L/,2'-'/5D X/0&'*Q b15,@*+/&/5Q B1521PQ B$EJ%'Q












(10-5" H'*2/,9SSVQ -./,HP/4'5.,A*5-'-$-/,7$J&'5./5,HP/4/*CAE%+/C0/710-5,%**$%&&)" @7%0-,(01E
-./,+/*/0%&,5-$4),1*,-./,HP/4/*,'E%+/Q '*,9SS?Q 5-$4'/5,.%L/,J//*,21*4$2-/4,1*,(1$0,57/C






































































!+2$+)% T./,21*2/7-,1(,2$&-$0/,'5,4/6*/4,%5,'*2&$4'*+,&'-/0%-$0/Q L'5$%&,%0-Q -./%-/0Q E$5'2Q




































%*4, -./E/5, (/%-$0/4,P'-.'*, -./,4'5-'*2-'L/, 52./E%-%,1(, *%-'1*%&, 701E1-'1*,1*, HP/4/*"5/D




@",-%$A HP/4/*,(/%-$0/5,.'+.,5210/5,'*,2%-/+10'/5,0/&%-/4,-1,Y$%&'-),1(,&'(/Q 17/**/55Q -1&/0C
%*2/,%*4,2%0/" i1P/L/0Q HP/4/*,41/5,*1-,0/2/'L/,%5,.'+.,0%*U'*+5,P./*,'-,21E/5,-1,\(0'/*4&)
%-E157./0/]" HP/4/*]5,+1L/0*E/*-,%*4,71&'-'25,%&51, 0/2/'L/,+114, 'E%+/,0/5$&-5Q 70'E%0'&)
4$/,-1,-./,(12$5,1*,P/&(%0/Q /Y$%&'-),J/-P//*,E/*,%*4,P1E%*,%*4,-./,(12$5,1*,2.'&40/*]5
*//45" @&-.1$+.,HP/4/*,70'E%0'&), '5,%5512'%-/4,P'-.,715'-'L/,%5512'%-'1*5,%J01%4Q -./,L'5C
'J'&'-),1(,%*4,U*1P&/4+/,%J1$-,-./,21$*-0),'5,4//E/4,-1,J/,-11,&1P,&1P" @22104'*+,-1,HAQ
'-,'5,-./0/(10/,'E710-%*-,-1,(12$5,1*,'*P%04,2117/0%-'1*,0/+%04'*+,-./,'*-/0*%-'1*%&,21EE$C
*'2%-'1*, '*,104/0, -1, '*20/%5/,HP/4/*\5,L'5'J'&'-)" H7/2'62%&&)Q %&&,%$-.10'-'/5, 5.1$&4,.%L/,%
.%0E1*';/4,70/5/*-%-'1*Q J$-,%&51,60E5,%*4,1-./0,10+%*';%-'1*5,2%*,%55'5-Q %-,-./,5%E/,-'E/

































715'-'1*'*+Q L%&$/,701715'-'1*Q %*4,21E7/-'-'L/,4'((/0/*2/],g!==Q 7" !Vh" T./,/5-%J&'5.E/*-
1(,%$-./*-'2'-),'*,-$0*,'5,20$2'%&,(10,-./,5-%+'*+,%*4,-0%*5E'55'1*,1(,L%&$/,-1,-./,-%0+/-,+01$75Q






T./,HA 1$-&'*/5,-.%-,'(,5'E7&),(1&&1P'*+,-./,WXA 0/5$&-5Q 1*/,P1$&4,5//,%,*/+%-'L/,-0/*4,21*2/0*C





:$&-$0/,./0'-%+/Q /3710-,%*4,-1$0'5E,H-0/*+-.5D >1L/0*%*2/Q 7/17&/Q -%&/*-CE%+*/-,A-,'5,*1-/4
-.%-,HP/4/*]5,'E%+/,'5,21E70/./*5'L/&),715'-'L/,%5,HP/4/*,1((/05,%,0%*+/,1(,(%2-105,-.%-,E%*)
7/17&/,%*4,U/),7/051*%&'-'/5,%770/2'%-/D I7/**/55Q -1&/0%*2/Q /L/*.%*4/4,%4E'*'5-0%-'1*Q
/Y$%&'-)Q Y$%&'-%-'L/,/4$2%-'1*Q +114,'*(0%5-0$2-$0/Q '*-%2-,*%-$0/,%*4,.'+.,21*52'1$5*/55,(10
/-.'2%&Q 512'%&,%*4,/*L'01*E/*-%&,%57/2-5" 8/17&/,P.1,%0/,-./,E15-,715'-'L/,-1,HP/4/*,%0/












!Z K3< @$)(/-i-&,4F0)+'-'$5+*$)E ]$)(/-$''0#.+%2-*0-F#$%.-4$%$2/4/%*-./I%+*+0%&-+%')(./&E F(+).+%2-$D$#/%/&&6








































)/%05`D !FFSQ !FFGQ 9SSSQ %*4,9SSG" @ */P,P%L/,1(,5$0L/)5,P'&&,J/,2%00'/4,1$-,9S!SC9S!!"
T./,5$0L/)5,+/*/0%-/,4%-%,1*,-./,2$&-$0%&,L%&$/5,%*4,%--'-$4/5,1(,7/17&/,'*,%77013'E%-/&),?S






















































$*'-, \HP/4/*C7%2U%+/]" T.'5,*/P,21*2/7-,.%5,J//*,/5-%J&'5./4, (10,%&&,%2-105,P.1,P10U,%-
HP/4'5.,Z'7&1E%-'2,B'55'1*5,%J01%4" T./,P/JCJ%5/4,-11&,5/-,1(,H'"5/,2%&&/4,\HP/4/*C7%2U%+/]
'*2&$4/5,'*(10E%-'1*,%*4,701E1-'1*CE%-/0'%&,1*,HP/4/*,-.%-,HA 7014$2/5,'*,-./,(10E,1(,70'*-/4



















 Sweden in brief
 Society, hoistory and geography
 Social welfare
 Culture
 Education and Research




 Sweden & the Swedes
 Celebrating the Swedish Way
 Swedish Culinary Classics - 













 Introducing Sweden – PowerPoint presentation





 Sweden in 360 degress
  






 Interaction: Second Life -
 The Second House of Sweden
 Article: Are Swedish business
 people really that lagom?
 Article: The Swedish myths -




























T./5/,(12%&,6/&45,.%L/,-.0//,E%'*, ($*2-'1*5" T./),701L'4/,%,70%2-'2%&,P%),-1, '*-/0&'*U,HA]5
P10U,P'-.,-./,(10E$&%-/4,*%-'1*,J0%*4,'4/*-'-)Q -1,/5-%J&'5.,2117/0%-'1*Q %*4,-1,/E7.%5';/
21*-/E710%0),7./*1E/*%,%*4,6/&45,P./0/,HP/4/*,%-, -./,E1E/*-, (/%-$0/5, %*, '*-/0/5-'*+
5-0/*+-.,10,/37/0'/*2/Q -.%-Q '5Q %,21E7/-'-'L/,%4L%*-%+/" T./5/, (12%&,71'*-5,%0/,J%5/4,1*
-./,5-0%-/+'2,2.1'2/5, -.%-,.%L/,J//*, (10E$&%-/4,P'-.'*, -./,4/L/&17E/*-,1(, -./,21E7/-'-'L/
'4/*-'-),21*2/7-,1(,HP/4/*" B10/1L/0Q -./),%0/,J%5/4,1*,-./,E/55%+/5,%*4,1*,-./,21*2/7-$%&
0/Y$'0/E/*-, -.%-, -./),J/,7155'J&/, -1, '*-/0&'*U,P'-., -./, (12%&,71'*-5,1(,1-./0,10+%*';%-'1*5]
'*L1&L/4, '*, -./,HP/4/*,701E1-'1*,%*4R10, -./,4/L/&17E/*-,2117/0%-'1*" @7%0-, (01E,-./5/
%57/2-5Q -./,5-%0-'*+,71'*-5,.%L/,%44'-'1*%&&),J//*,-./,71-/*-'%&,-1,'E7&/E/*-,-./,(12%&,71'*-5,'*
!C=,)/%0,7/057/2-'L/5Q -./0/J),%'E'*+,-1,\-1,J/,-'E/&),%*4,'*,-./,(10/(01*-],1(,-./,4/L/&17E/*-5




T./,%'E,1(, -./, 5-0%-/+),1(,+/1+0%7.'2%&,70'10'-'/5, '5, (10E$&%-/4, -1, '*20/%5/,HA]5,71-/*-'%&, -1




7&%'*5, -./, '*5-'-$-/]5,/((10-5" T.'5, '*(10E%-'1*, '5,21E7&/-/4,P'-.,7$J&'2,%22/55, -1,%*%&)-'2%&
5-$4'/5,-.%-,-./,HA '5,21*4$2-'*+,_5//,*/3-,5/2-'1*`Q /E7.%5';'*+,/37/0-'5/Q 21E7/-/*2/,%*4
20/%-'L'-)"
]%"=)108-,12/0)-")-$-%&/.99CL.9'9 T./,+/1+0%7.'2%&,70'10'-'/5, (1&&1P, -./, (0%E/P10U, (10C





U*1P&/4+/Q +114P'&&,%*4,0/&%-'1*5,%0/,L'/P/4,-1,(/%-$0/,-./,.'+./5-,71-/*-'%&" HA .%5,4/2'4/4
-1,70'10'-';/,-P/&L/,E/-0171&'5/5Q P.'2.,%0/,$*4/05-114,-1,.%L/,7%0-'2$&%0,'*^$/*2/,'*,\E/C
4'%Q 2$&-$0%&,&'(/Q /37/0'/*2/,'*4$5-0),%*4,/21*1E)],_5//,-%J&/`" H7/2'62,+/1+0%7.'2,70'10'-'/5






+114P'&&, (10,HP/4/*,'5,%-, '-5,P/%U/5-" i1P/L/0Q HA]5, '*C4/7-.,5-$4'/5,.%L/,5.1P*,-.%-, &1P
U*1P&/4+/,'5,'*,+/*/0%&,2100/&%-'L/&),'*-/0-P'*/4,P'-.,&1P,4/+0//5,1(,-0$5-,%*4,'*-/0/5-"!!
!! b(#+%2-=ZZO6 Lf &*$#*/.-*0-30#4()$*/-%/D-2/02#$51+'$)-5#+0#+*+/&-$)&0-+%-*1/-I/).-03-./@/)054/%*-'005/#$*+0%














































%2-'1*5,2%*,701L'4/,%*,'&&$5-0%-'L/,51$02/,g2(" FSQ 77" 9!GO9!Vh" T./,5$EE%0),1(,-./,%2-'L'C
-'/5,+'L/5,%*,'*4'2%-'1*,1*,-./,4'521$05/,7014$2-'L'-),%*4,-./,5217/,1(,2$&-$0/,7014$2-'1*,'*
-/0E5,1(,*%-'1*%&,701E1-'1*,_5//,-%J&/ G"?`" @-,-./,5%E/,-'E/,'-,%+%'*,/3/E7&'6/5,-./,52'/*C

















4/*]"T./,1L/0%&&,%'E,1(,HP/4/*"5/, '5, -1, (%2'&'-%-/, -./,+%-./0'*+,1(, '*(10E%-'1*,1*,HP/4/*
(10, (10/'+*,-%0+/-,+01$75,%*4,-1,E%0U/-,HP/4/*,%J01%4,J),\0%'5'*+,'55$/5,1(, 'E710-%*2/,(10
HP/4'5.,210/,L%&$/5]" T./0/,%0/,6L/,10+%*';%-'1*5,J/.'*4,HP/4/*"5/,_WHfQ,5// G"<"9"!`" i1PC
/L/0Q -./,HP/4'5., A*5-'-$-/,.%5, (01E, -./,L/0),J/+'**'*+,.%4, -./,E%'*, 0/571*5'J'&'-), (10, -./
4/L/&17E/*-,%*4,'E7&/E/*-%-'1*,1(,-./,7&%-(10EQ %*4,HP/4/*"5/,'5,7014$2/4Q 17/0%-/4,%*4













1*,-./,/&/2-01*'2,710-%&Q '*2&$4'*+,(%2-,5.//-5Q %0-'2&/5Q 7$J&'2%-'1*5Q 71P/0C71'*-C70/5/*-%-'1*5













!"#$% 1'4'( L(44$#,-0%-0@/#$))- #/&()*&- =ZZO- ML0(#'/E z#&#/.0@+&%+%2-=ZZO- M>%%($)- &*$*/4/%*-03- $''0(%*&
=ZZOP

































































%*4,1(, -./,+0%7.'2,7016&/C701+0%E],%*4,%, \20$2'%&, -11&, (10, -./,+/*/0%-'1*,1(,%,E14/0*, 'EC
%+/,1(,HP/4/*]" [1$0,E%'*,4/-/0E'*%*-5,2.%0%2-/0';/,HP/4/*"5/D [/%-$0/5,%J1$-,HP/4/*Q
(%2-5,%J1$-,HP/4/*Q 6&EQ E$5'2,%*4,'*-/0%2-'L'-)Q %5,P/&&,%5,-./,5-/%4),/E7&1)E/*-,1(,*/P
-/2.*1&1+),%*4,*/P,E/-.145" _!`,[/%-$0/5,%J1$-,HP/4/*D @-,&/%5-,1*2/,%,P//UQ %,*/P,(/%C
-$0/,'5,7$J&'5./4,1*,HP/4/*"5/" T.'5,2%*,J/,\%*,%0-'2&/Q 'E%+/5,10,%,6&E,%J1$-,HP/4/*Q -./
HP/4/5,10,%*)-.'*+,HP/4'5.]" _9`,[%2-5C'*-/*5'L/,21*-/*-v (%2-5,%J1$-,HP/4/*D W/P,10,0/L'5/4
(%2-,5.//-5,1*,%,P'4/,0%*+/,1(, -17'25,%0/,7$J&'5./4,0/+$&%0&)" T./),%0/, &'5-/4, '*,%&7.%J/-'C
2%&,104/0,1*, -./, \#$'2U, (%2-5, -%J]Q !!!"#!%&%'"#%1?)<.#Q J$-,2%*,%&51,J/, (1$*4,1*, -./
1-./0, -%J5Q %22104'*+,-1,-17'2" _9`['&EQ E$5'2,%*4,'*-/0%2-'L'-)D E$&-'E/4'%,E%-/0'%&, '5, '*C
20/%5'*+&),&%$*2./4,%-,-./,710-%&,%5,(10,'*5-%*2/,'*-/0L'/P5,P'-.,HP/4'5.,7/17&/,'*,HP/4'5.
2'-'/5, _6&E,5/0'/5, \5'4/P%&U5]`" TP1,63/4,-./E%-'2,2%-/+10'/5,%0/, -./, \E$5'2,011E],%*4,-./
\6&E, 011E]" T./,E$5'2, 011E, '5,E%4/,$7,1(, %,J), %,E$5'2,7&%)/0Q P.'2., 5-0/%E5,21*-/EC


























!"#$% 1'5'( L*$*+&*+'&- i-LD/./%<&/< "1/-Lf 1$&-F//%-'0%.('*+%2- &*$*+&*+'$)- $%$),&+&-/@/#- &+%'/- +*- F/2$%- *0






























T./5/, 5-0$2-$0/5, 2%*,J/,E/-%7.10'2%&&), 4/520'J/4, %5, 21*5'5-'*+, 1(, *14/5Q -0%'&5Q 21*6+$0%C
-'1*5,%*4,1-./0,E%0U/05,4/7/*4'*+,1*,-./,5-$4)" a3%E7&/5,701L'4/4,J),21+*'-'1*,75)2.1&1+)
%0/,7%-.5,_2.%**/&5,-1,E1L/,%&1*+`Q /4+/5,_'E%+'*%0),10,0/%&,J1$*4%0'/5Q 5/7%0%-'*+,57%2/C
%0/%5`Q 4'5-0'2-5, _J104/0/4,%0/%5,P'-.,%520'J/4, '4/*-'62%-'1*%&,2.%0%2-/0'5-'25`Q *14/5, _5-0%-/C
+'2,71'*-5,-.%-,21*5-'-$-/,%*2.105,(10,J/.%L'10,7%--/0*5`,%*4,&%*4E%0U5,_21E71*/*-5,1(,&%*4C
52%7/R-/00'-10),/%5'&), -1, '4/*-'()Q E%),5-/E, (01E, -./,/*-'0/, 0/7/0-1'0/,1(, ($*2-'1*,/*-'-'/5,10
5-0$2-$0/5`, g2(" <GQ 7" <!O<9h" A*,21EJ'*%-'1*Q -./5/,E%0U/05,21*5-'-$-/, -./,10+%*';%-'1*%&
(0%E/,(10,57%-'%&,U*1P&/4+/" T./,E%0U/05,E%U/,'-,7155'J&/,-1,+01$7,'*(10E%-'1*,_2&$5-/0'*+`
%*4,0/5$&-,'*,/(62'/*-,P%)5,1(,214'62%-'1*Q 5-10%+/,%*4,0/2%&&" @5,i%0-&,1$-&'*/4Q -./,&'*+$'5-'2
4/520'7-'1*,'*2&$4/5,-./,4/6*'-'1*,1(,_57%-'%&`,0/(/0/*2/,5/E%*-'25Q %*4Q %-,-./,5%E/,-'E/Q %
L/0J%&';%-'1*,%*4,%5,A P1$&4,&'U/,-1,%44,L'5$%&';%-'1*,1(,-./,2$&-$0%&,*/-P10U,g2(" <GQ 7" <GQ
E),'-%&'25h" 1*,-./,21*-/E710%0),2%*1*,1(,*%-'1*%&,2$&-$0/,%*4,715'-'1*'*+" T.'5,1$-&'*/,'5












'*+,%*, '*20/%5'*+,*$EJ/0,1(, (/%-$0/5,%*4, '*-/0&'*U/4,P/J5'-/5" T.01$+.1$-, -./,*%L'+%-'1*
P'-.'*,-./,5-%+/4,/37/0'/*2/CP10&4,1(,-./,4/&'L/0/4,&'(/5-)&/CJ%5/4,2$&-$0/C57%2/,21*2/7-Q -./
L'5'-10, '5,21*-'*$1$5&), '*L1&L/4, '*, -./,%/5-./-'25Q %*4, -./,701L'4/4, ($*2-'1*5,%*4, -./, '*-/0C
70/-%-'L/,4'5-'*2-'1*C52./E%-%" T./,.'+.,4/+0//,1(,'*-/0%2-'L'-),%&&1P5,(10,-./,-%0+/-C10'/*-/4
























LIFESTYLE TOURISM WORK BUSINESS EDUCATION





.%5,5.1P*,-.%-,%&&,2$&-$0/CP10&45Q -17'25Q -./E/5,%*4,5$J, -./E/5,%0/, '*, &'*/,P'-., -./, (1$0
(10E$&%-/4,2.%0%2-/0'5-'25,%*4,210/,L%&$/5,_5//,6+$0/5`" :$&-$0/CP10&45,%5,5E%&&/0,21*2/7-$%&












'4/1&1+'2%&,5)5-/EQ -./),701L'4/, -./,4'52$05'L/,%*4,5'+*,5)5-/EC-/E7&%-/, (10,21&&/2-'L/,%*4
'*4'L'4$%&,7016&'*+,%*4,%22/*-$%-/,5/&/2-/4,%$-1C,%*4,./-/01C5-)&';%-'1*,_%$-1,%*4,./-/01'EC
%+/5`" [$0-./0E10/Q -./),%0/,7%0-,1(,-./,'E7&/E/*-/4,(0%E/5,1(,-./,512'/-)]5,70/5/*-,%*4,($-$0/




-.%-,21EE$*'2%-'1*,%02.'-/2-5Q '*(10E%-'1*,%02.'-/2-5Q 4/5'+*/05Q %*4,/*+'*//05,%0/,K$5-,J/C









21EE$*'2%-'1*5,(01E,/L/0)P./0/,'*,-./,P10&4]g!==Q 7" !=Nh" T./,'E710-%*2/,1(,-%0+/-,+01$7C
9G=
aD !0&%);$-78
)*+,-% 1'3'( r@/#@+/DE "1/4/7D0#).&-M&*$2/&-03-%$*+0%$)-+./%*+*,P-7-L)02$%&-$%.-*1/-)020*,5/-03-LD/./%<&/<
L)02$%&-&(550#*-*1/4/&6 +&&(/&-$%.-+4$2/&< >''0#.+%2-*0-b/%*0%6 &)02$%&-$#/-#1/*0#+'$)-./@+'/&-*1$*-'$%
3(%'*+0%-$&-S&0'+$)-&,4F0)&T6 $%.-*1(&-'$%-F/'04/-$-.+#/'*-)+%G-*0-+%.+@+.($)-0#-&0'+$)-$'*+0%-8=Z6 5< !Z;< S>
)020*,5/- +&-$-D0#.- M0#-D0#.&P- +%-$-./*/#4+%/.- 30%*6 D1+'1-4$,-F/-&*$%.$#.6 40.+I/.-0#-/%*+#/),- #/.#$D%<













 `My way‘: story-sharing (!lms)
 `Sidewalks Sweden -- 




       direct forward 





 Celebrating the Swedish way








 Facing the Future









































Z%)Q HA %00%*+/4,&%0+/0,(/5-'L'-'/5Q P.'2.,P/0/,P/&&,L'5'-/4,_2%" VSS,L'5'-5`" I-./0,(/5-'L'-'/5
P/0/,J%5/4,1*,/L/*-5,5$2.,%5,-./,\b$2'%C7%0-)]Q -./,d10&4,J11U,4%)Q %*4,-./,a$017/%*,b%*C
+$%+/,Z%),gN=h" T./,210/,E/55%+/5,J%5/4,1*,-./,2$&-$0%&';/4,4'5-'*2-'1*,52./E%-%,%0/,1*
-.'5,7&%-(10E,'E7&/E/*-/4, '*, -./, (10E,1(,7/0(10E%-'L/,%*4, '*-/0%2-'L/,/L/*-5, '*-/0&'*U/4, -1
/L/*-5,'*,-./,\0/%&,P10&4]" [10,'*5-%*2/Q -./,70'4/C(/5-'L%&,P%5,'E7&/E/*-/4,%5,%,\5-%+/],(10,-./
701E1-/4,210/,L%&$/5,1(,17/**/55,%*4,-1&/0%*2/,J),40%7'*+,-./,H/21*4,i1$5/,1(,HP/4/*,'*













































 The Slottsskogen park
 The Botanical Garden
Nightlife
Coastline experiences
 The Dalsland Canal
 West Coast Archipelago 
Culture
 Castles and Fortresses
 Museums








 Beach life in Malmö
 Naked (optional)
 Western Harbour 
Nature experiences
 Park Life in Malmö 
Culture
 Opera & Music Theatre
 The museums
 The Malmöfestivalen 
Gastronomy
 Fine dining in Malmö
 Multicultural 
 gastronomic scene





  Tanto allotment gardens
  Skeppsholmen island
  Royal Djurården park
 Culture
  Contemporary Stockholm
  Historic surroundings 
  Moderna Museet
  Old Town
  On Stage
  The Millenium tour





  Budget and cafés 
  Casual eating
  Fine dining
 Shopping
 Stockholm‘s Archipelago




























 Salary and standard of living
  A good life 
 
 Swedish business sectors
 










 Sweden in a nutshell
  Traditions and holidays
  What Swedes are like
  Swedish habits
  Free time in Sweden
 A safe country
 
 
 Equality in Sweden
 
 
 Transport and infrastructure
 
 
 Climate and nature
  Seasons
  Swedish landscape
  Time and daylight
  Allemansrätten - the Right of Public Access
 
 A multicultural society
  Immigrant organizations in Sweden
  Links to foreign embassies in Sweden
 
 Religion


















  link to thematic
building block
`work‘















 Nobel - The man, the prize, the celebrations
)*+,-% 1'&0'( "1/4/-D0#).E k.('$*+0%< L)02$%E U#//-,0(#-4+%.<
?RBR'R'R @$)1$%=-%&/"4/1%&$8%$-,-31$-"#a 1+$8%#$-,1$-"#/1#*/6%6")-31$-"#/X1&%*/"#
$%,8#"2"=A/1#*/*%&-=#
Z$/, -1, -./,/5-%J&'5./4,210710%-/,4/5'+*Q -./, -/3-*1&1+),H'"5/, '5, L'5$%&&), 21./0/*-,P'-., -./
1$-P%04,21EE$*'2%-'1*,-/3-*1&1+),HP/4/*"5/" T./,'E7&/E/*-%-'1*,1(,%,210710%-/,4/5'+*,'5
-./,E15-,'E710-%*-,5-0%-/+),1(,%/5-./-'2';%-'1*,%*4,E/E10';%-'1*" T./,52'/*2/,1(,7/02/7-'1*Q
P.'2., (12$5/5,1*, -./,0/21+*'-'1*,%*4, '*-/070/-%-'1*,1(,5/*510),5-'E$&',.%5,1$-&'*/4, -./,5/C
Y$/*2'*+,1(,21+*'-'1*,%*4,.%5,5.1P*,-.%-,-./,J0%'*,%2U*1P&/4+/5,5.%7/5,605-D \e'5$%&,'E%+/5
2%*,J/,0/E/EJ/0/4,%*4,0/21+*';/4,4'0/2-&)Q P.'&/,P1045,.%L/,-1,J/,4/214/4,'*-1,E/%*'*+]
g!==Q 7" Fh" @5,6+" 333,5.1PQ '-,'5,-./0/(10/,20$2'%&,-1,701L'4/,-./,L'5'-10,1(,%,-/3-*1&1+),P'-.
2&/%0,5.%7/5,%*4,21&10C214/5,_1*,21&10,5//,($0-./0,J/&1P`,-.%-,2%*,J/,0/21+*';/4,%5,7%-.5Q
*14/5Q %*4, 51, (10-.Q -.%-, 2&$5-/0, %*4, R, 10, &/%4, -1, 57/2'62, 21*-/*-5" B10/1L/0Q \0/%4'*+, '5
*1-,*/2/55%0),-1,'4/*-'()'*+,5.%7/5Q J$-,'4/*-'()'*+,5.%7/5,'5,*/2/55%0),-1,0/%4'*+" T./,J0%'*
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A*D @" >'77/0,%*4,H" c&/*+/&, _/45"`Q e-2$-.I q1%.&%$A-#,I '%1%#&H%2$%#D)L%($.f,%)A-
0O$-%22%#)=0.07(,3%#)7%.)e-2$-.H(&&%#&<@0*$%#",cm*'+5.%$5/*,z,W/$E%**Q 9SS?"
gF!h bk5/J0'*U" e-2$-.H(&&%#&<@0*$) P)/%(27(&A(42(#) "7%.)9%$07(&O-.&T A*D @" >'77/0, %*4
H" c&/*+/&,_/45"`Q e-2$-.I q1%.&%$A-#,I '%1%#&H%2$%#D)L%($.f,%)A-)0O$-%22%#)=0.07(,3%#
7%.)e-2$-.H(&&%#&<@0*$%#",cm*'+5.%$5/*,z,W/$E%**Q 9SS?"
gF9h B%--'55/U,@" R(&O-.&(5%)e"#&$.-O$("#)&$f7$(&<@%.)67%#$($f$)?)R0&)L%(&4(%2)+.0#O*-.$)03
90(#" A*D :" X/0*4-,%*4,@" 8k-;,_/45"`Q e-2$-.%22%)^%",.04@(%#D)g-.)L%&<@f*$(,-#,)3($
W0-3)-#7)S.$)#0<@)7%3)!-2$-.02)/-.#Q 77",?=O!!9",-0%*520'7-Q X'/&/(/&4Q 9SSV"
gF=h B/&'55/*, j"Q b//,Z"Q %*4,H.%07,8", _/45"`" /@%)K%H)=-12(<)R(42"30<8: ;"*$)="H%.) (#
6#$%.#0$("#02)W%20$("#&)[;$-7(%&) (#)R(42"30<8\" 8%&+0%L/,B%2E'&&%*Q 605-,/4'-'1*,/4"Q
9SSV"
gF<h B'2.%'&1P,B" '%1%#&&$(2&%30#$(OD);"A(02%)]#,2%(<@@%($)-#7)+".30$("#&1(27-#,)(#)7%.
e-2$-.,%&%22&<@0*$Q 77",!SVO!9?" :%E7$5,e/0&%+Q [0%*U($0-,%E,B%'*Q !FF<"
gFGh B10+%*,W",%*4,80'-2.%04,@" /"-.(&3)=."3"$("#)0#7)="H%.D)!.%0$(#,)630,%&I !.%0$(#,
67%#$($(%&" j1.*,d'&/),z,H1*5,b-4"Q :.'2./5-/0Q !FF?"
gFNh Bm0-.,A",%*4,[0m.&'2.,>",_/45"`" R0&)&831"2(&<@%)e04($02)7%.)'%1%#&&$(2%D)g-.)e-2$-.&"A(?
"2",(%)7%.)9"7%.#%)#0<@)=(%..%)L"-.7(%-" :%E7$5,e/0&%+Q [0%*U($0-,%E,B%'*Q !FF<"
gFVh Bk&&/0,a",%*4,d$&((,i"j" >O$(5)(&$),-$I (#$%.0O$(5)#"<@)1%&&%.: >#3%.O-#,%#)A-)%(#(,%#
"**%#%#)+.0,%#)7%.)!-2$-.02);$-7(%&" A*D @" i/77,_/4"`Q e-2$-.?9%7(%#?90<@$D)!-2$-.02
;$-7(%&)-#7)9%7(%#0#028&%Q 77", !F=O9SS",eH e/0&%+,(k0,H1;'%&P'55/*52.%(-/*Q d'/5C
J%4/*Q <,_605-,7$J&'5./4,!FFV`,/4"Q 9SS?"
gF?h Bk&&/0,c"8" !-2$-.02);$-7(%&)(#)Q#,20#7)-#7)7%#)];>D)'%1%#&H%2$%#I ="4-20.)!-2$-.%&I
9%7(%#" A*D e-2$-.I q1%.&%$A-#,I '%1%#&H%2$%#D)L%($.f,%)A-)0O$-%22%#)=0.07(,3%#)7%.
e-2$-.H(&&%#&<@0*$%#",cm*'+5.%$5/*,z,W/$E%**Q 9SS?"
gFFh W)/,j"K" ;"*$)="H%.D)/@%)9%0#&)/");-<<%&&)6#)X".27)="2($(<&" 8$J&'2,@((%'05Q W/P,y10UQ
!FF<"
g!SSh W)/,j"K" K"$%&)*".)0)&"*$?4"H%.).%&%0.<@)0,%#70" A*D [" X/0/*5U1/--/0,%*4,B" d'&&'%E5
_/45"`Q ="H%.)(#)X".27)="2($(<&Q 77",!N9O!V=",M1$-&/4+/Q b1*41*RW/P,y10UQ 9SSV"
g!S!h Wk**'*+,@",_/4"`" ^.-#71%,.(**%)7%.)e-2$-.$@%".(%)-#7)e-2$-.H(&&%#&<@0*$%#" B/-;&/0Q
H-$--+%0-Q 9SSG"
g!S9h Wk**'*+,@",%*4,Wk**'*+,e", _/45"`" e"#A%4$%)7%.)e-2$-.H(&&%#&<@0*$%#D)/@%".%$(&<@%
^.-#720,%#)P)>#&f$A%)P)=%.&4%O$(5%#D B/-;&/0Q H-$--+%0-Q 9SS="
9??
L(12(",.04@8
g!S=h Wk**'*+,@",%*4,H1EE/0,M",_/45"`" e-2$-.H(&&%#&<@0*$2(<@%)'($%.0$-.H(&&%#&<@0*$" W%00
[0%*2U/,@--/E7-1,e/0&%+Q TkJ'*+/*Q 9SS<"
g!S<h I&'*5,d" L.0#7(#,)$@%)#0$("#)?)$@%)@(&$".(<02)<"#$%F$" j1$0*%&,1(,X0%*4,B%*%+/E/*-Q
9SS9" L1&",e1&",FQ A55",<RGv 7",9<!"
g!SGh I&'*5,d" 90O(#,)0)#0$("#02)1.0#7" A*D j" B/&'55/*,_/4"`Q /@%)K%H)=-12(<)R(42"30<8:








g!S?h 810-/0,B" /@%)!"34%$($(5%)>750#$0,%)"*)K0$("#&" [0//,80/55Q W/P,y10UQ !FFS"
g!SFh 81--,@" 67%#$($f$)-#7)W0-3D)=%.&4%O$(5%#)#0<@)7%3)!-2$-.02)/-.#" -0%*520'7-Q X'/&/(/&4Q
9SSV"
g!!Sh M%P51*,a">" =%.<%4$("#&)"*)$@%)]#($%7);$0$%&)"*)>3%.(<0: QF42".(#,)$@%)4"2($(<02)1.0#7
"*)0)#0$("#" 8&%2/,X0%*4'*+,%*4,8$J&'2,Z'7&1E%2)Q 9SSV" L1&" =_=`D77",9!=O99!"
g!!!h M/4-/*J%2./0,:" e",#($(5%)e0.$%#)(3);4(%2G23" A*D !",#($(5%)904&)-#7)9%7(%#D)+".3%#
3%#$02%.)W%4.f&%#$0$("#)1%()7%.)9%7(%#H0@.#%@3-#,Q 77",!GOVS",b%*+Q [0%*U($0-,%E
B%'*v d'/*Q !FFG"
g!!9h M/'*,B",%*4,H2.m*,Z" W%*.03(#,)="2(<8)R(&<"-.&%" A*D ['52./0,%*4,[10/5-/0, _/45"`Q
/@%)0.,-3%#$0$(5%)$-.#)(#)4"2(<8)0#028&(&)0#7)420##(#,DQ 77",!<GO!NN",Z$U/,f*'L/05'-)
80/55Q !FF="
g!!=h M'104%*,H" R(02",-%?L0&%7)=-12(<)R(42"30<8: 0)K%H)+".%(,#)="2(<8)=0.07(,3T A*D
j" B/&'55/*, _/4"`Q /@%)K%H)=-12(<)R(42"30<8: ;"*$) ="H%.) (#) 6#$%.#0$("#02) W%20$("#&
[;$-7(%&)(#)R(42"30<8\Q 2.%7" !SQ 77",7",!?SO!FG",8%&+0%L/,B%2E'&&%*Q 9SSV"
g!!<h H2.*/'4/0,:" !-2$-.%)!"33-#(<0$%&: ]; R(42"30<8)$@0$)X".O&" A*D j" B/&'55/*,_/4"`Q
/@%)K%H)=-12(<)R(42"30<8: ;"*$)="H%.) (#) 6#$%.#0$("#02)W%20$("#&) [;$-7(%&) (#)R(42"?
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e"&"5"O.(%," A*D M" c/&&/0, _/4"`Q j0#71-<@) &"A(02H(&&%#&<@0*$2(<@%) R(&O-.&0#028&%D
+".&<@-#,&4.0F(&Q L1&" 9Q 77",!NFO!FN",eH e/0&%+,(k0,H1;'%&P'55/*52.%(-/*Q d'/5J%4/*Q
9SS="
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I3(104,f*'L/05'-),80/55Q 9SSG"
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-.(8Q 9SSF"
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g!=Sh e'/.mL/0,d" R%.)e2(307(&O-.&)(3)'(<@$)7%.)#0..0$(5%#)R(&O-.&0#028&%" A*D M" c/&&/0,_/4"`Q
j0#71-<@)&"A(02H(&&%#&<@0*$2(<@%)R(&O-.&0#028&%D)+".&<@-#,&4.0F(&Q 77",9==O9NG",eH
e/0&%+,(k0,H1;'%&P'55/*52.%(-/*Q d'/5J%4/*Q 9SS="
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g!=9h e1&UE%**,b" R(%)h%.3($$2-#,)O-2$-.H(&%#&<@0*$2(<@%.)6#@02$%)-#7)9%$@"7%#" A*D c" H-'/0C
5-10(/0,%*4,b" e1&UE%**,_/45"`Q e-2$-.H(&&%#&<@0*$)6#$%.7(&A(42(#f.Q *%00,5-$4'/*Jk2./0Q
77",9V!O=S!",W%00,[0%*2U/,@--/E7-1,e/0&%+Q TkJ'*+/*Q 9SSG"
g!==h d.//&/0,@" R%&(,#(#,)L.0#7)67%#$($8D)> <"342%$%),-(7%)$")<.%0$(#,I 1-(27(#,)0#7)30(#?
$0(#(#,)&$."#,)1.0#7&D j1.*,d'&/),z,H1*5,b-4"Q :.'2./5-/0Q 9SSN"
g!=<h dm.&/0,c" W0-3O"#&-3)02&)=."7-O$("#)5"#)S.$%#" A*D c"f",i/&&E%**,_/4"`Q Wf-3%























 >Z .%0,104/- !R9R!
 A*5)*50t4 !R9R9
 HL/*5U%,'*5-'-$-/-,',8%0'5 !R9R=



































 ,?,ZI:fBaWTH ZD@ _9R=R9`Q ZDX _9R=R9`Q ZD: _9R=R9`Q ZDZ _9R=R9`Q ZDa
_9R=R9`Q ZD[ _9R=R9`Q ZD> _9R=R9`Q ZDi _9R=R9`
 HAD5,/+*%,5-$4'/0 9R=R=
 M%7710-5/0'/,HL/0'+/J'&4/* 9R=R<
 ,!S,ZI:fBaWTH ZD@ _9R=R<`Q ZDX _9R=R<`Q ZD: _9R=R<`Q ZDZ _9R=R<`Q ZDa







 ,!,bAWc b _=R!R=`
 HP/4/*J11U5.17"21E =R!R<
 ,!,bAWc b _=R!R<`
 H/21*4,i1$5/,1(,HP/4/*,',H/21*4,b'(/ =R!RG












 801K/U-D H-$4),Z/5-'*%-'1*,HP/4/* =RNR<
~ 80/5/*-%-'1*/0,$-1E&%*45 <
L W),U0/%-'L'-/- <R!
L ,?,bAWcH b _<R!`
L it&&J%0./- <R9
L ,G,bAWcH b _<R9`
L s77/*./- <R=
L ,N,bAWcH b _<R=`
L >0o*5&m5,$-L/2U&'*+ <R<
L ,=,bAWcH b _<R<`
L 80/5/*-%-'1*/0,7t,HL/*5U%,'*5-'-$-/-,',8%0'5 <RG
L ,N,bAWcH b _<R!`
L [&/0,/L/*/E%*+ <RN








































































DEDFG5(!DF JE(5 @iKI(]KUDhK5K5 O@M%*%#^U)"6"$-"#/U1,Z1=%S/@N
~ HL/0'+/J'&4/*
HX
L T0)2U-,E%-/0'%&,1E,HL/0'+/ HX !
 @*40%,HL/0'+/0/&%-/0%4/,7$J&'U%-'1*/0 HX !R!
 ,!,ZI:fBaWT
L [%U-%J&%4,1E,HL/0'+/ HX 9
 ,99,ZI:fBaWTH
L HL/0'+/70/5/*-%-'1*/0 HX =
 @*40%,HL/0'+/0/&%-/0%4/,7$J&'U%-'1*/0 HX =R!
 ,G,ZI:fBaWTH
L HL/0'+/,',J'&4/0 HX <
 ,!,eAZaI
L >0$*4U$05,',5L/*5U%,570tU/- HX G
 c$05J/5U0'L*'*+ HX GR!
L HL/0'+/J'&4/*,O,&o0,4'+,E/0 HX N
 i$0,$77(%--%5,HL/0'+/,',$-&%*4/-} HX NR!
 i$0,L'&&,HL/0'+/,$77(%--%5} HX VR!
 ,9,ZI:fBaWTH
L 80/5/*-/0,(0t*,HL/0'+/ HX V
L >1--,12.,J&%*4%-,(0t*,HL/0'+/ HX ?
 ,G,bAWcHQ,,!,ZI:fBaWTQ,,9,@fZAIQ,,9,eAZaI







~ iIBa Ha !
L [%2-5,%J1$-,HP/4/* Ha !R9
L H$5-%'*%J'&'-),J&1+ Ha !R=
L B$5'2,011E Ha !R<
L ['&E,011E HX !RG
L d/%-./0 Ha !RN
L HP/4/*,(%2-5 Ha !RV
L @J1$-,HP/4/*"5/ Ha !R?
L I7/*,5U'/5Q 17/*,E'*45 Ha !RF
~ #fA:c [@:TH Ha 9
L HP/4/*,'*,J0'/( Ha 9R9
L [%E1$5,HP/4/5 Ha 9R=
L [%2-,5.//-5 Ha 9R<
L W/P5,z,P/%-./0 Ha 9RG
L @J1$-,HP/4/*"5/ Ha 9RN
L H12'%&,(//45 Ha 9RV
L [@# Ha 9R?
~ bA[aHTyba Ha =
L :$&-$0/ Ha =R!
 B$5'2,011E Ha =R!R!
 i'7,.17 Ha =R!R9
 :&%55'2%&,E$5'2 Ha =R!R=
 Z%*2/R/&/2-01*'25 Ha =R!R<
 j%;; Ha =R!RG
· X&1+D W'&5,X/0+,C,T./,H-1*/0 Ha =R!RGR!
 M12URE/-%&R7$*U Ha =R!RN
 817R012UR'*4'/ Ha =R!RV
· X&1+D H16%,j%**1U Ha =R!RVR!
· X&1+D H.1$-,I$-,b1$45 Ha =R!RVR9
· X&1+D 8/-/0,XK10*,%*4,j1.* Ha =R!RVR=
 [1&U,E$5'2 Ha =R!R?
 817C:Z C,HP/4/*,d%*-5,y1$,-1,Z%*2/ Ha =R!RF
 ['&E,011E Ha =R!R!S
 Z%*2/ Ha =R!R!!
 [%5.'1* Ha =R!R!9
 Z/5'+* Ha =R!R!=
9FF
>44%#7(F)LD >K>'s;6;:);/W]!/]WQ P)"-$H0.7)<"33-#(<0$("#)[;XQRQKD;Q P);Q\
 @0- Ha =R!R!<
 b'-/0%-$0/ Ha =R!R!G
 T./%-/0 Ha =R!R!N
 @02.'-/2-$0/ Ha =R!R!V
L H$5-%'*%J'&'-) Ha =R9
 H$5-%'*%J'&'-),J&1+ Ha =R9R!
 [%2'*+,-./,($-$0/ Ha =R9R9
L [114,z,40'*U Ha =R=
 HP/4'5.,2$&'*%0),2&%55'25 Ha =R=R!
L T0%4'-'1*5 Ha =R<
 :/&/J0%-'*+,-./,HP/4'5.,P%) Ha =R<R!
 HP/4/*]5,W%-'1*%&,Z%) Ha =R<R9
L H710-5,z,&/'5$0/ Ha =RG
L HP/4/5 Ha =RN
L HP/4'5.,&%*+$%+/ Ha =RV
L [@# Ha =R?
~ TIfMAHB Ha <
L d/%-./0 Ha <R!
L [@# Ha <R9
~ dIMc Ha G
L b%J10,E%0U/- Ha GR!
 d10U,7/0E'-,&/+'5&%-'1* Ha GR!R!
 [%E'&),E'+0%-'1* Ha GR!R9
 H%&%0),%*4,5-%*4%04,1(,&'L'*+ Ha GR!R=
 @ +114,&'(/ Ha GR!R<
 T%3%-'1* Ha GR!RG
L HP/4'5.,J$5'*/55,5/2-105 Ha GR9
L :10710%-/,512'%&,0/571*5'J'&'-) Ha GR=
L M/+$&%-/4,701(/55'1*5 Ha GR<
L X$5'*/55,2$&-$0/ Ha GRG
L aE7&1)//,0'+.-5 Ha GRN
 T./,21&&/2-'L/,0'+.-5,1(,/E7&1)//5 Ha GRNR!
 T./,d10U,a*L'01*E/*-,@2- Ha GRNR9
 b%J10,&%P Ha GRNR=
 @*-'C4'520'E'*%-'1*,&%P5 Ha GRNR<
L HP/4'5.,-0%4/,$*'1*5 Ha GR=
 T0%4/,$*'1*,5/0L'2/5 Ha GR=R!
 i'5-10),1(,HP/4'5.,-0%4/,$*'1*5 Ha GR=R9
 :1*-%2-,%,-0%4/,$*'1* Ha GR=R=
L T./,HP/4'5.,5)5-/E Ha GR<
 d.%-,'5,-./,wHP/4'5.,B14/&w} Ha GR<R!
 T%3/5,%*4,512'/-) Ha GR<R9
 [10,-./,21EE1*,+114 Ha GR<R=
 M/5'4/*2/CJ%5/4,J/*/6-5 Ha GR<R<
· i/%&-.,2%0/ Ha GR<R<R!
=SS
· Z/*-%&,2%0/ Ha GR<R<R9
· X/*/6-5,(10,(%E'&'/5,P'-.,2.'&40/* Ha GR<R<R=
· >$%0%*-//,7/*5'1* Ha GR<R<RG
· a&4/0&),2%0/ Ha GR<R<RN
L aE7&1)E/*-CJ%5/4,J/*/6-5 Ha GRG
 H'2U,&/%L/,7%)E/*- Ha GRGR!
 8%0/*-%&,&/%L/ Ha GRGR9
 f*/E7&1)E/*-,7%) Ha GRGR=
 aE7&1)E/*-CJ%5/4,7/*5'1* Ha GRGR<
L a4$2%-'1*,5)5-/E Ha GRN
 @+/5,!CG,O,70/52.11& Ha GRNR!
· @+/,N,O,70/52.11&,2&%55 Ha GRNR!R!
· @+/5,VC!N,O,21E7$&510),52.11&'*+ Ha GRNR!R9
· @+/5,!NC!F,O,.'+.,52.11& Ha GRNR!R=
· @+/,!?,%*4,%J1L/,O,$*'L/05'-),/-2 Ha GRNR!R<
L @*,17/*,512'/-) Ha GRV
L H$22/55,5-10'/5 Ha GR?
L b'(/,'*,HP/4/* Ha GRF
 HP/4/*,'*,%,*$-5./&& Ha GRFR!
· T0%4'-'1*5,%*4,.1&'4%)5 Ha GRFR!R!
· d.%-,HP/4/5,%0/,&'U/ Ha GRFR!R9
· HP/4'5.,.%J'-5 Ha GRFR!R=
· [0//,-'E/,'*,HP/4/* Ha GRFR!R<
 @ 5%(/,21$*-0) Ha GRFR9
 aY$%&'-),'*,HP/4/* Ha GRFR=
 T0%*5710-,%*4,'*(0%5-0$2-$0/ Ha GRFR<
 :&'E%-/,%*4,*%-$0/ Ha GRFRG
· H/%51*5 Ha GRFRGR!
· HP/4'5.,&%*452%7/ Ha GRFRGR9
· T'E/,%*4,4%)&'+.- Ha GRFRGR=
· @&&/E%*50o--/*,O,-./,M'+.-,1(,8$J&'2,@22/55 Ha GRFRGR<
 @ E$&-'2$&-$0%&,512'/-) Ha GRFRN
· AEE'+0%*-,10+%*';%-'1*5,'*,HP/4/* Ha GRFRNR!
· b'*U5,-1,(10/'+*,/EJ%55'/5,'*,HP/4/* Ha GRFRNR9
 M/&'+'1* Ha GRFRV
L >/-,%,K1J Ha GR!S
 ['*4,%*,17/*,715'-'1* Ha GR!SR!
 HP/4/*]5,&%J10,5.10-%+/,&'5- Ha GR!SR9
 M/+$&%-/4,701(/55'1*5 Ha GR!SR=
 H-%0-,$7,%,J$5'*/55 Ha GR!SR<
 >/-,-1,U*1P,HP/4/* Ha GR!SRG
 :eQ,21L/0,&/--/0,%*4,'*-/0L'/P Ha GR!SRN
 M/+$&%-/4,701(/55'1*5,O,&'5- Ha GR!SRV
 b%J10,5.10-%+/,O,&'5- Ha GR!SR?
L >/-,%,7/0E'- Ha GR!!
L B1L/,-1,HP/4/* Ha GR!9
 @221EE14%-'1* Ha GR!9R!
=S!
>44%#7(F)LD >K>'s;6;:);/W]!/]WQ P)"-$H0.7)<"33-#(<0$("#)[;XQRQKD;Q P);Q\
· T)7'2%&,HP/4'5.,.1$5'*+ Ha GR!9R!R!
· M/*-%&,%221EE14%-'1* Ha GR!9R!R9
· X$)'*+,%,.1$5/,10,%7%0-E/*- Ha GR!9R!R=
· M/%&,/5-%-/,%+/*-5 Ha GR!9R!R<
· i1E/,1P*/0]5,'*5$0%*2/ Ha GR!9R!RG
· M/&12%-'1*,%+/*2'/5 Ha GR!9R!RN
· I22$7%*-]5,0'+.-5 Ha GR!9R!RV
 @00%*+/,2.'&40/*]5,52.11&,10,4%)2%0/ Ha GR!9R9
· @+/5,!CG Ha GR!9R9R!
· @+/,N Ha GR!9R9R9
· @+/5,VC!N Ha GR!9R9R=
· @+/5,!NC!F Ha GR!GR9R<
· @+/,!?,%*4,%J1L/ Ha GR!9R9RG
· >0%4/,21E7%-'J'&'-) Ha GR!9R9RN
· ['05-,&%*+$%+/,'*5-0$2-'1* Ha GR!9R9RV
· b'L'*+,215-5 Ha GR!9R=R?
· d.%-,-1,J0'*+ Ha GR!9R<RF
L @00'L/,'*,HP/4/* Ha GR!=
 @00'L%& Ha GR!=R!
 y1$0,605-,4%)5,'*,HP/4/* Ha GR!=R9
 b/%0*'*+,HP/4'5. Ha GR!=R=
 b'*U5,-1,HP/4'5.,%$-.10'-'/5 Ha GR!=R<
~ XfHAWaHH Ha N
L a21*1E) Ha NR!
L :HM Ha NR9
L X$5'*/55,2$&-$0/ Ha NR=
L [@# Ha NR<
~ aZf:@TAIW Ha V
L 80/52.11& Ha VR!
L X%5'2,/4$2%-'1* Ha VR9
L i'+./0,/4$2%-'1*,z,0/5/%02. Ha VR=
L HP/4'5.,&%*+$%+/ Ha VR<
L [@# Ha VRG
~ @J1$-,HP/4/*"5/ Ha ?
L H$J520'J/ Ha ?R!
L :1*-%2-,$5 Ha ?R9
L W/P5,z,P/%-./0 Ha ?R=
L B/4'%,011E Ha ?R<
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